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Foreword

The National Defense University was pleased to join with the RAND Corporation in sponsoring the
symposium on Complexity, Global Politics and National Security in November 1996. I believe that these
proceedings have much to offer, particularly to those of us who are associated with the profession of arms.

Gregory Treverton of RAND, in his welcoming remarks at the symposium, described the confusing times in
which we live by paraphrasing Churchill's comment following an undistinguished meal, that "The pudding
lacked a theme." Treverton went on to ask how without a theme, do we apprehend, how do we understand
this world?

In trying to answer that question, I think it is fair to say that the intellectual response to the end of the Cold
War has tended by-and-large to focus on what is called the Revolution in Military Affairs. This is driven by
advances in technology, primarily information technology. The discussions about the Revolution in Military
affairs are interesting and important. However, to my taste, what emerges is a "pudding without a theme."

We have given less attention to what our colleagues in the arenas of physics, biology and other New Sciences
have to say. They suggest that neither technology nor the Newtonian principles of linearity are sufficient to
deal with the increasingly complex world in which we find ourselves. Complexity theory contends that there
are underlying simplicities, or patterns, if we but look for them. These provide us with insights, if not
predictions and solutions. Such an effort, if successful, promises to help us find the theme in the pudding.

I believe that we have done some things and made some progress, thanks in particular to the U.S. Marine
Corps, in the application of nonlinear principles to the battlefield and operational art. Hopefully that progress
will continue. But we need to devote our focus and concerns about the impact of nonlinearity on the arenas of
strategy and international relations, as well. These proceedings help to move us in that direction.

As I urged the symposium's audience, I now urge the proceedings readers, "Kick off your mental shoes, and
let your minds stray out of the boxes into which we normally find ourselves." See if among these papers there
is a theme in the pudding.

Ervin J. Rokke

Lieutenant General, U.S. Air Force

President, National Defense University
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 Preface

The emergence of Complexity theory on the national security scene should come as no surprise. In fact, it is
rather late arriving compared to such fields as corporate management, economics and markets, and ecology,
among others. This can be attributed to a belated recognition of its potential by both National Security
practitioners and Complexity theorists.

Complexity theory can be viewed as the native form for investigating the properties and behavior of the
dynamics of nonlinear systems. This stands in contrast to the non-native modes invented by the linear domain
to probe the largely nonlinear world around us—calculus, statistics, rounding and rules of thumb.

By linear systems, we mean the arrangement of nature—life and its complications—to be one where outputs
are proportional to inputs; where the whole is equal to the sum of its parts, and where cause and effect are
observable. It is an environment where prediction is facilitated by careful planning; success is pursued by
detailed monitoring and control; and a premium is placed upon reductionism, rewarding those who excel in
reductionist processes. Reductionist analysis consists of taking large, complex problems and reducing them to
manageable chunks.

By nonlinear systems, we mean the arrangement of nature—life and its complications, such as warfare—in
which inputs and outputs are not proportional; where the whole is not quantitatively equal to its parts, or
even, qualitatively, recognizable in its constituent components; and here cause and effect are not evident. It is
an environment where phenomena are unpredictable, but within bounds, self-organizing; where
unpredictability frustrates conventional planning, where solution as self-organization defeats control; and
where the “bounds” are the actionable variable, requiring new ways of thinking and acting.

The inquiry into the nature of nonlinearity, and the rise of Complexity theory has of necessity paralleled the
development of the computer. Nonlinearity is extremely difficult to work with unless aided by the computer.
Nonlinear equations were referred to as the “Twilight Zone” of mathematics. Beginning in the early 1960s,
efforts to modify the weather indicated the severe limits to predictability in nonlinear environments, such as
weather, itself. The self-organizing nature of nonlinearity, and the attributes of Chaos theory were well
advanced by 1987, with the publication of James Gleick’s best-selling popularization Chaos: Making a New
Science. In the mid-1980s, the Santa Fe Institute was organized to further the inquiry into complex adaptive
systems. By 1992, Complexity theory also qualified for publication in the popular press with Mitchell
Waldrop’s Complexity: The Emerging Science at the Edge of Order and Chaos, and Steven Lewin’s
Complexity: Life at the Edge of Chaos. Nonlinearity was now in the public domain and universally
accessible.

A number of modern U.S. defense thinkers, in retrospect, can be considered to be nonlinearists. Prominent
among these are J.C. Wylie and the prolific, but unpublished, John Boyd of OODA loop fame. However, in
the context of the time and vocabulary, this realization could only be implicit. An explicit articulation only
began to emerge in the early 1990s. Two of the earliest pioneers are authors in this volume. Both wrote
seminal papers, the significance of which was largely unrecognized when they first appeared. In late 1992,
Alan Beyerchen’s “Clausewitz, Nonlinearity, and the Unpredictability of War,” was published in
International Security, and Steven Mann’s “Chaos Theory and Strategic Thought” appeared in Parameters.
The former work is a profound reinterpretation of Clausewitz’s On War, persuasively placing the work, and
Clausewitz, himself, in a nonlinear framework. Mann, a Foreign Service officer, used self-organizing
criticality, a concept associated with the Santa Fe Institute, to describe the dynamics of international relations
and its implications for strategy.
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These initial intellectual contributions were followed by important advances, each the individual efforts of
talented Air Force officers. These included investigations into defense applications of Chaos theory (David
Nicholls, et al.,1994, and Glenn E. James,1995.) Paralleling these efforts were those in Complexity theory
applied to the determination of centers of gravity (Pat A. Pentland, 1993), and especially a robust and
detailed methodology for identifying target sets (Steven M. Rinaldi, 1995). As a result, the confidence factor
rose appreciably, as the body of defense-related literature began to assume the qualitative and quantitative
dimensions for a discipline, or a contending body of thought. Primarily at the operational and tactical levels of
war, nonlinear concepts were moving beyond the notional, to formulation and application.

A major breakthrough came in 1994, when the U.S. Marine Corps adopted nonlinear dynamics, and the ideas
of Complexity theory, realizing that they provided an underlying basis for the Marine doctrine of maneuver
warfare embodied in the capstone manual Warfighting. In a sense, science came to abet the school of
hard-knocks and experience. This has triggered a host of ongoing exciting innovations and initiatives, notably
the 1996 publication of MCDP 6-Command and Control, which explicitly rests on Complexity theory
concepts. Nevertheless, the application of Complexity still lagged in the policy and strategic domains of the
national security arena.

It is against this background that the symposium was held. The charge given by the President of the National
Defense University and RAND leadership was threefold: (1) Capitalize on the momentum described above,
and push the envelope; (2) Emphasize the nonlinearity of international affairs, and the policy and strategic
dimensions of national defense with the implications for Complexity theory; and (3) Get the best talent
available in academe.

These papers were first delivered at the two-day symposium held at the National Defense University in
November 1996. In addition to the contributors to this volume, other speakers included Richard L. Kugler,
Paul K. Davis, and Carl H. Builder of RAND. Importantly, VADM Arthur K. Cebrowski, USN, LTG John E.
Miller, USA, LtGen Ervin J. Rokke, USAF, and LtGen Paul K. Van Riper, USMC were in constant
attendance forming an Operations Perspectives Panel. Their invaluable participation throughout helped to
shape the symposium, by honing its perspective for that of the Warrior.

David S. Alberts

Director, Advanced Concepts, Technologies, and Information Strategies

Thomas J. Czerwinski

Professor, School of Information Warfare and Strategy
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 The
Simple and the Complex

Murray Gell-Mann

It is a pleasure, as well as an honor, to give the opening talk at this conference on Complexity, Global Politics,
and National Security. I am glad to be paying my first visit to the National Defense University. As to the other
sponsoring institution, I am no stranger to it. In fact, it is just forty years since I first became a RAND
consultant. Now both organizations have become interested in such concepts as chaos and complexity, and I
am delighted to have the opportunity to discuss them here. At the Santa Fe Institute, which I helped to found
and where I now work, we devote ourselves to studying, from many different points of view, the
transdisciplinary subject that includes the meanings of simplicity and complexity, the ways in which
complexity arises from fundamental simplicity, and the behavior of complex adaptive systems, along with the
features that distinguish them from non-adaptive systems. My name for that subject is plectics, derived from
the Greek word plektós for "twisted" or "braided," cognate with the principal root of Latin complexus,
originally "braided together," from which the English word complexity is derived. The word plektós is also
related, more distantly, to the principal root of Latin simplex, originally "once folded," which gave rise to the
English word simplicity. The name plectics thus reflects the fact that we are dealing with both simplicity and
complexity. I believe my task this morning is to throw some light on plectics and to indicate briefly how it
may be connected with questions of national and global security, especially when the term "security" is
interpreted rather broadly. We can begin with questions such as these:

What do we usually mean by complexity?
What is chaos?
What is a complex adaptive system?
Why is there a tendency for more and more complex entities to appear as time goes on?

It would take a number of quantities, differently defined, to cover all our intuitive notions of the meaning of
complexity and of its opposite, simplicity. Also, each quantity would be somewhat context-dependent. In
other words, complexity, however defined, is not entirely an intrinsic property of the entity described; it also
depends to some extent on who or what is doing the describing.Let us start with a rather naïvely defined
quantity, which I call "crude complexity"—the length of the shortest message describing the entity. First of
all, we would have to exclude pointing at the entity or calling it by a special name; something that is obviously
very complex could be given a short nickname like Heinz or Zbig, but giving it that name would not make it
simple. Next, we must understand that crude complexity will depend on the level of detail at which the entity
is being described, what we call in physics the coarse graining. Also, the language employed will affect the
minimum length of the description. That minimum length will depend, too, on the knowledge and
understanding of the world that is assumed: the description of a rhinoceros can be abbreviated if it is already
known what a mammal is.Having listed these various kinds of context dependence, we can concentrate on the
main feature of crude complexity, that it refers to length of the shortest message. In my book, The Quark and
the Jaguar, I tell the story of the elementary school teacher who assigned to her class a three hundred-word
essay, to be written over the weekend, on any topic. One pupil did what I used to do as a child—he spent the
weekend poking around outdoors and then scribbled something hastily on Monday morning. Here is what he
wrote: "Yesterday the neighbors had a fire in their kitchen and I leaned out of the window and yelled ‘Fire!
Fire! Fire! Fire!...’" If he had not had to comply with the three hundred word requirement, he could have
written instead "...I leaned out of the window and yelled ‘Fire!’ 282 times." It is this notion of compression
that is crucial.Now in place of crude complexity we can consider a more technically defined quantity,
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algorithmic information content. An entity is described at a given level of detail, in a given language,
assuming a given knowledge and understanding of the world, and the description is reduced by coding in
some standard manner to a string of bits (zeroes and ones). We then consider all programs that will cause a
standard universal computer to print out that string of bits and then stop computing. The length of the shortest
such program is called the algorithmic information content (AIC). This is a well-known quantity introduced
over thirty years ago by the famous Russian mathematician Kolmogorov and by two Americans, Gregory
Chaitin and Ray Solomonoff, all working independently. We see, by the way, that it involves some additional
context dependence through the choice of the coding procedure and of the universal computer. Because of
the context dependence, AIC is most useful for comparison between two strings, at least one of which has a
large value of it. A string consisting of the first two million bits of pi has a low AIC because it is highly
compressible: the shortest program just has to give a prescription for calculating pi and ask that the string be
cut off after two million entries. But many long strings of bits are incompressible. For those strings, the
shortest program is one that lists the whole string and tells the machine to print it out and then halt. Thus, for a
given length of string, an incompressible one has the largest possible AIC. Such a string is called a "random"
one, and accordingly the quantity AIC is sometimes called algorithmic randomness.We can now see why AIC
does not correspond very well to what we usually mean by complexity. Compare a play by Shakespeare with
the typical product, of equal length, of the proverbial ape at the typewriter, who types every letter with equal
probability. The AIC, or algorithmic randomness, of the latter is much greater than that of the former. But it is
absurd to say that the ape has produced something more complex than the work of Shakespeare. Randomness
is not what we mean by complexity.Instead, let us define what I call effective complexity, the AIC of the
regularities of an entity, as opposed to its incidental features. A random (incompressible) bit string has no
regularities (except its length) and very little effective complexity. Likewise something extremely regular,
such as a bit string consisting entirely of ones, will also have very little effective complexity, because its
regularities can be described very briefly. To achieve high effective complexity, an entity must have
intermediate AIC and obey a set of rules requiring a long description. But that is just what we mean when we
say that the grammar of a certain language is complex, or that a certain conglomerate corporation is a
complex organization, or that the plot of a novel is very complex—we mean that the description of the
regularities takes a long time. The famous computer scientist, psychologist, and economist Herbert Simon
used to call attention to the path of an ant, which has a high AIC and appears complex at first sight. But when
we realize that the ant is following a rather simple program, into which are fed the incidental features of the
landscape and the pheromone trails laid down by the other ants for the transport of food, we understand that
the path is fundamentally not very complex. Herb says, "I got a lot of mileage out of that ant." And now it is
helping me to illustrate the difference between crude and effective complexity.There can be no finite
procedure for finding all the regularities of an entity. We may ask, then, what kinds of things engage in
identifying sets of regularities. The answer is: complex adaptive systems, including all living organisms on
Earth.A complex adaptive system receives a stream of data about itself and its surroundings. In that stream, it
identifies particular regularities and compresses them into a concise "schema," one of many possible ones
related by mutation or substitution. In the presence of further data from the stream, the schema can supply
descriptions of certain aspects of the real world, predictions of events that are to happen in the real world, and
prescriptions for behavior of the complex adaptive system in the real world. In all these cases, there are real
world consequences: the descriptions can turn out to be more accurate or less accurate, the predictions can
turn out to be more reliable or less reliable, and the prescriptions for behavior can turn out to lead to
favorable or unfavorable outcomes. All these consequences then feed back to exert "selection pressures" on
the competition among various schemata, so that there is a strong tendency for more successful schemata to
survive and for less successful ones to disappear or at least to be demoted in some sense.Take the human
scientific enterprise as an example. The schemata are theories. A theory in science compresses into a brief
law (say a set of equations) the regularities in a vast, even indefinitely large body of data. Maxwell’s
equations, for instance, yield the electric and magnetic fields in any region of the universe if the special
circumstances there—electric charges and currents and boundary conditions—are specified. (We see how the
schema plus additional information from the data stream leads to a description or prediction.)In biological
evolution, the schemata are genotypes. The genotype, together with all the additional information supplied by
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the process of development—for higher animals, from the sperm and egg to the adult organism—determines
the character, the "phenotype," of the individual adult. Survival to adulthood of that individual, sexual
selection, and success or failure in producing surviving progeny all exert selection pressures on the
competition of genotypes, since they affect the transmission to future generations of genotypes resembling
that of the individual in question.In the case of societal evolution, the schemata consist of laws, customs,
myths, traditions, and so forth. The pieces of such a schema are often called "memes," a term introduced by
Richard Dawkins by analogy with genes in the case of biological evolution.For a business firm, strategies and
practices form the schemata. In the presence of day-to-day events, a schema affects the success of the firm,
as measured by return to the stockholders in the form of dividends and share prices. The results feed back to
affect whether the schema is retained or a different one substituted (often under a new CEO). A complex
adaptive system (CAS) may be an integral part of another CAS, or it may be a loose aggregation of complex
adaptive systems, forming a composite CAS. Thus a CAS has a tendency to give rise to others.On Earth, all
complex adaptive systems seem to have some connection with life. To begin with, there was the set of
prebiotic chemical reactions that gave rise to the earliest life. Then the process of biological evolution, as we
have indicated, is an example of a CAS. Likewise each living organism is a CAS. In a mammal, such as a
human being, the immune system is a complex adaptive system too. Its operation is something like that of
biological evolution, but on a much faster time scale. (If it took hundreds of thousands of years for us to
develop antibodies to invading microbes, we would be in serious trouble.) The process of learning and
thinking in a human individual is also a complex adaptive system. In fact, the term "schema" is taken from
psychology, where it refers to a pattern used by the mind to grasp an aspect of reality. Aggregations of human
beings can also be complex adaptive systems, as we have seen: societies, business firms, the scientific
enterprise, and so forth. Nowadays, we have computer-based complex adaptive systems, such as "neural
nets" and "genetic algorithms." While they may sometimes involve new, dedicated hardware, they are usually
implemented on conventional hardware with special software. Their only connection with life is that they
were developed by human beings. Once they are put into operation, they can, for example, invent new
strategies for winning at games that no human being has ever discovered. Science fiction writers and others
may speculate that in the distant future a new kind of complex adaptive system might be created, a truly
composite human being, by wiring together the brains of a number of people. They would communicate not
through language, which Voltaire is supposed to have said is used by men to conceal their thoughts, but
through sharing all their mental processes. My friend Shirley Hufstedler says she would not recommend this
procedure to couples about to be married.The behavior of a complex adaptive system, with its variable
schemata undergoing evolution through selection pressures from the real world, may be contrasted with
"simple" or "direct" adaptation, which does not involve a variable schema, but utilizes instead a fixed pattern
of response to external changes. A good example of direct adaptation is the operation of a thermostat, which
simply turns on the heat when the temperature rises above a fixed value and turns it off when the temperature
falls below the same value.In the study of a human organization, such as a tribal society or a business firm,
one may encounter at least three different levels of adaptation, on three different time scales.1) On a short
time scale, we may see a prevailing schema prescribing that the organization react to particular external
changes in specified ways; as long as that schema is fixed, we are dealing with direct adaptation.2) On a
longer time scale, the real world consequences of a prevailing schema (in the presence of events that occur)
exert selection pressures on the competition of schemata and may result in the replacement of one schema by
another. 3) On a still longer time scale, we may witness the disappearance of some organizations and the
survival of others, in a Darwinian process. The evolution of schemata was inadequate in the former cases, but
adequate in the latter cases, to cope with the changes in circumstances.It is worth making the elementary
point about the existence of these levels of adaptation because they are often confused with one another. As
an example of the three levels, we might consider a prehistoric society in the U.S. Southwest that had the
custom (1) of moving to higher elevations in times of unusual heat and drought. In the event of failure of this
pattern, the society might try alternative schemata (2) such as planting different crops or constructing an
irrigation system using water from far away. In the event of failure of all the schemata that are tried, the
society may disappear (3), say with some members dying and the rest dispersed among other societies that
survive. We see that in many cases failure to cope can be viewed in terms of the evolutionary process not
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being able to keep pace with change.Individual human beings in a large organization or society must be
treated by the historical sciences as playing a dual role. To some extent they can be regarded statistically, as
units in a system. But in many cases a particular person must be treated as an individual, with a personal
influence on history. Those historians who tolerate discussion of contingent history (meaning counterfactual
histories in addition to the history we experience) have long argued about the extent to which broad historical
forces eventually "heal" many of the changes caused by individual achievements—including negative ones,
such as assassinations.A history of the U.S. Constitutional Convention of 1787 may make much of the
conflicting interests of small states and large states, slave states and free states, debtors and creditors,
agricultural and urban populations, and so forth. But the compromises invented by particular individuals and
the role that such individuals played in the eventual ratification of the Constitution would also be stressed.
The outcome could have been different if certain particular people had died in an epidemic just before the
Convention, even though the big issues would have been the same. How do we think about alternative
histories? Is the notion of alternative histories a fundamental concept?The fundamental laws of nature are:(1)
the dynamical law of the elementary particles—the building blocks of all matter— along with their
interactions and(2) the initial condition of the universe near the beginning of its expansion some ten billion
years ago.
Theoretical physicists seem to be approaching a real understanding of the first of these laws, as well as
gaining some inklings about the second one. It may well be that both are rather simple and knowable, but
even if we learn what they are, that would not permit us, even in principle, to calculate the history of the
universe. The reason is that fundamental theory is probabilistic in character (contrary to what one might have
thought a century ago). The theory, even if perfectly known, predicts not one history of the universe but
probabilities for a huge array of alternative histories, which we may conceive as forming a branching tree,
with probabilities at all the branchings. In a short story by the great Argentine writer Jorge Luis Borges, a
character creates a model of these branching histories in the form of a garden of forking paths.The particular
history we experience is co-determined, then, by the fundamental laws and by an inconceivably long
sequence of chance events, each of which could turn out in various ways. This fundamental indeterminacy is
exacerbated for any observer—or set of observers, such as the human race—by ignorance of the outcomes of
most of the chance events that have already occurred, since only a very limited set of observations is
available. Any observer sees only an extremely coarse-grained history.The phenomenon of chaos in certain
nonlinear systems is a very sensitive dependence of the outcome of a process on tiny details of what
happened earlier. When chaos is present, it still further amplifies the indeterminacy we have been
discussing.Last year, at the wonderful science museum in Barcelona, I saw an exhibit that beautifully
illustrated chaos. A nonlinear version of a pendulum was set up so that the visitor could hold the bob and start
it out in a chosen position and with a chosen velocity. One could then watch the subsequent motion, which
was also recorded with a pen on a sheet of paper. The visitor was then invited to seize the bob again and try
to imitate exactly the previous initial position and velocity. No matter how carefully that was done, the
subsequent motion was quite different from what it was the first time. Comparing the records on paper
confirmed the difference in a striking way. I asked the museum director what the two men were doing who
were standing in a corner watching us. He replied, "Oh, those are two Dutchmen waiting to take away the
chaos." Apparently, the exhibit was about to be dismantled and taken to Amsterdam. But I have wondered
ever since whether the services of those two Dutchmen would not be in great demand across the globe, by
organizations that wanted their chaos taken away.Once we view alternative histories as forming a branching
tree, with the history we experience co-determined by the fundamental laws and a huge number of accidents,
we can ponder the accidents that gave rise to the people assembled in this room. A fluctuation many billions
of years ago produced our galaxy, and it was followed by the accidents that contributed to the formation of
the solar system, including the planet Earth. Then there were the accidents that led to the appearance of the
first life on this planet, and the very many additional accidents that, along with natural selection, have shaped
the course of biological evolution, including the characteristics of our own subspecies, which we call,
somewhat optimistically, Homo sapiens. Finally we may consider the accidents of genetics and sexual
selection that helped to produce the genotypes of all the individuals here, and the accidents in the womb, in
childhood, and since that have helped to make us what we are today. Now most accidents in the history of the
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universe don’t make much difference to the coarse-grained histories with which we are concerned. If two
oxygen molecules in the atmosphere collide and then go off in one pair of directions or another, it usually
makes no difference. But the fluctuation that produced our galaxy, while it too may have been insignificant
on a cosmic scale, was of enormous importance to anything in our galaxy. Some of us call such a chance
event a "frozen accident." I like to quote an example from human history. When Arthur, the elder brother of
King Henry VIII of England, died—no doubt of some quantum fluctuation—early in the sixteenth century,
Henry replaced Arthur as heir to the throne and as the husband of Catherine of Aragón. That accident
influenced the way the Church of England separated from the Roman Catholic Church (although the
separation itself might have occurred anyway) and changed the history of the English and then the British
monarchy, all the way down to the antics of Charles and Diana.It is the frozen accidents, along with the
fundamental laws, that give rise to regularities and thus to effective complexity. Since the fundamental laws
are believed to be simple, it is mainly the frozen accidents that are responsible for effective complexity. We
can relate that fact to the tendency for more and more complex entities to appear as time goes on. Of course
there is no rule that everything must increase in complexity. Any individual entity may increase or decrease in
effective complexity or stay the same. When an organism dies or a civilization dies out, it suffers a dramatic
decrease in complexity. But the envelope of effective complexity keeps getting pushed out, as more and more
complex things arise.The reason is that as time goes on frozen accidents keep accumulating, and so more and
more effective complexity is possible. That is true even for non-adaptive evolution, as in galaxies, stars,
planets, rocks, and so forth. It is well-known to be true of biological evolution, where in some cases higher
effective complexity probably confers an advantage. And we see all around us the appearance of more and
more complex regulations, instruments, computer software packages, and so forth, even though in many cases
certain things are simplified.The tendency of more and more complex forms to appear in no way contradicts
the famous second law of thermodynamics, which states that for a closed (isolated) system, the average
disorder ("entropy") keeps increasing. There is nothing in the second law to prevent local order from
increasing, through various mechanisms of self-organization, at the expense of greater disorder elsewhere.
(One simple and widespread mechanism of self-organization on a cosmic scale is provided by gravitation,
which has caused material to condense into the familiar structures with which astronomy is concerned,
including our own planet.)Here on Earth, once it was formed, systems of increasing complexity have arisen as
a consequence of the physical evolution of the planet over some four and half billion years, biological
evolution over four billion years or so, and, over a very short period on a geological time scale, human
cultural evolution.The process has gone so far that we human beings are now confronted with immensely
complex ecological and social problems, and we are in urgent need of better ways of dealing with them.
When we attempt to tackle such difficult problems, we naturally tend to break them up into more manageable
pieces. That is a useful practice, but it has serious limitations. When dealing with any nonlinear system,
especially a complex one, it is not sufficient to think of the system in terms of parts or aspects identified in
advance, then to analyze those parts or aspects separately, and finally to combine those analyses in an
attempt to describe the entire system. Such an approach is not, by itself, a successful way to understand the
behavior of the system. In this sense there is truth in the old adage that the whole is more than the sum of its
parts.Unfortunately, in a great many places in our society, including academia and most bureaucracies,
prestige accrues principally to those who study carefully some aspect of a problem, while discussion of the big
picture is relegated to cocktail parties. It is of crucial importance that we learn to supplement those
specialized studies with what I call a crude look at the whole.Now the chief of an organization, say a head of
government or a CEO, has to behave as if he or she is taking into account all the aspects of a situation,
including the interactions among them, which are often strong. It is not so easy, however, for the chief to take
a crude look at the whole if everyone else in the organization is concerned only with a partial view. Even if
some people are assigned to look at the big picture, it doesn’t always work out. A few months ago, the CEO
of a gigantic corporation told me that he had a strategic planning staff to help him think about the future of
the business, but that the members of that staff suffered from three defects:

They seemed largely disconnected from the rest of the company.1.
No one could understand what they said.2.
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Everyone else seemed to hate them.3.

Despite such experiences, it is vitally important that we supplement our specialized studies with serious
attempts to take a crude look at the whole.At this conference, issues of global politics and security will be
addressed, including ones specifically concerned with the security of the United States. But security narrowly
defined depends in very important ways on security in the broadest sense. Some politicians deeply concerned
about military strength appear to resent the idea of diluting that concern by emphasizing a broader conception
of security, but many thinkers in the armed services themselves recognize that military security is deeply
intertwined with all the other major global issues.I like to discuss those issues under the rubric of
sustainability, one of today’s favorite catchwords. It is rarely defined in a careful or consistent way, so
perhaps I can be forgiven for attaching to it my own set of meanings. Broadly conceived, sustainability refers
to quality that is not purchased mainly at the expense of the future—quality of human life and of the
environment. But I use the term in a much more inclusive way than most people: sustainability is not
restricted to environmental, demographic, and economic matters, but refers also to political, military,
diplomatic, social, and institutional or governance issues—and ultimately sustainability depends on
ideological issues and lifestyle choices. As used here, sustainability refers as much to sustainable peace,
sustainable preparedness for possible conflict, sustainable global security arrangements, sustainable
democracy and human rights, and sustainable communities and institutions as it does to sustainable
population, economic activity, and ecological integrity. All of these are closely interlinked, and security in the
narrow sense is a critical part of the mix. In the presence of destructive war, it is hardly possible to protect
nature very effectively or to keep some important human social ties from dissolving. Conversely, if resources
are abused and human population is rapidly growing, or if communities lose their cohesion, conflicts are more
likely to occur. If huge and conspicuous inequalities are present, people will be reluctant to restrain
quantitative economic growth in favor of qualitative growth as would be required to achieve a measure of
economic and environmental sustainability. At the same time, great inequalities may provide the excuse for
demagogues to exploit or revive ethnic or class hatreds and provoke deadly conflict. And so forth.

In my book, The Quark and the Jaguar, I suggest that studies be undertaken of possible paths toward
sustainability (in this very general sense) during the course of the next century, in the spirit of taking a crude
look at the whole. I employ a modified version of a schema introduced by my friend James Gustave Speth,
then president of the World Resources Institute and now head of the United Nations Development Program.
The schema involves a set of interlinked transitions that have to occur if the world is to switch over from
present trends toward a more sustainable situation: 1) The demographic transition to a roughly stable human
population, worldwide and in each broad region. Without that, talk of sustainability seems almost pointless. 2)
The technological transition to methods of supplying human needs and satisfying human desires with much
lower environmental impact per person, for a given level of conventional prosperity. 3) The economic
transition to a situation where growth in quality gradually replaces growth in quantity, while extreme poverty,
which cries out for quantitative growth, is alleviated. (Analysts, by the way, are now beginning to use realistic
measures of well-being that depart radically from narrow economic measures by including mental and
physical health, education, and so forth.) The economic transition has to involve what economists call the
internalization of externalities: prices must come much closer to reflecting true costs, including damage to the
future. 4) The social transition to a society with less inequality, which, as remarked before, should make the
decline of quantitative growth more acceptable. (For example, fuel taxes necessary for conservation
adversely affect the poor who require transport to work, but the impact of such taxes can be reduced by
giving a subsidy to the working poor—such as a negative income tax—that is not tied to fuel consumption.)
The social transition includes a successful struggle against large-scale corruption, which can vitiate attempts
to regulate any activity through law. 5) The institutional transition to more effective means of coping with
conflict and with the management of the biosphere and human activities in it. We are now in an era of
simultaneous globalization and fragmentation, in which the relevance of national governments is declining
somewhat, even though the power to take action is still concentrated largely at that level. Most of our
problems involving security—whether in the narrow or the broad sense—have global implications and require
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transnational institutions for their solution. We already have a wide variety of such institutions, formal and
informal, and many of them are gradually gaining in effectiveness. But they need to become far more
effective. Meanwhile, local and national institutions need to become more responsive and, in many places,
much less corrupt. Such changes require the development of a strong sense of community and responsibility
at many levels, but in a climate of political and economic freedom. How to achieve the necessary balance
between cooperation and competition is the most difficult problem at every level. 6) The informational
transition. Coping on local, national, and transnational levels with technological advances, environmental and
demographic issues, social and economic problems, and questions of international security, as well as the
strong interactions among all of them, requires a transition in the acquisition and dissemination of knowledge
and understanding. Only if there is a higher degree of comprehension, among ordinary people as well as elite
groups, of the complex issues facing humanity is there any hope of achieving sustainable quality. But most of
the discussions of the new digital society concentrate on the dissemination and storage of information, much
of it misinformation or badly organized information, rather than on the difficult and still poorly rewarded
work of converting that so-called information into knowledge and understanding. And here again we
encounter the pervasive need for a crude look at the whole.7) The ideological transition to a world view that
combines local, national, and regional loyalties with a "planetary consciousness," a sense of solidarity with all
human beings and, to some extent, all living things. Only by acknowledging the interdependence of all people
and, indeed, of all life can we hope to broaden our individual outlooks so that they reach out in time and
space to embrace the vital long-term issues and worldwide problems along with immediate concerns close to
home. This transition may seem even more Utopian than some of the others, but if we are to manage conflict
that is based on destructive particularism, it is essential that groups of people that have traditionally opposed
one another acknowledge their common humanity.

Such a progressive extension of the concept of "us" has, after all, been a theme in human history from time
immemorial. One dramatic manifestation is the greatly diminished likelihood over the last fifty years of armed
conflict in Western Europe. Another is, of course, the radical transformation of relationships that is often
called "The End of the Cold War." The recent damping-down of long-standing civil wars in a number of
countries is also rather impressive. Our tendency is to study separately the various aspects of human
civilization that correspond to the different transitions. Moreover, in our individual political activities we tend
to pick out just one or a few of these aspects. Some of us may belong to organizations favoring a strong
defense or arms control or both, others to the United Nations Association of the United States, others to ZPG
or the Population Council, some to organizations plumping for more assistance to developing countries or to
ones working for more generous treatment of the poor in our own country, some to organizations promoting
democracy and human rights, some to environmental organizations. But the issues dear to these various
organizations are all tightly interlinked, and a portion of our activity needs to be devoted to examining the
whole question of the approach to sustainability in all these different spheres. It is reasonable to ask why a set
of transitions to greater sustainability should be envisaged as a possibility during the coming century. The
answer is that we are living in a very special time. Historians tend to be skeptical of most claims that a
particular age is special, since such claims have been made so often. But this turn of the millennium really is
special, not because of our arbitrary way of reckoning time but because of two related circumstances: a) The
changes that we humans produce in the biosphere, changes that were often remarkably destructive even in
the distant past when our numbers were few, are now of order one. We have become capable of wiping out a
very large fraction of humanity—and of living things generally—if a full-scale world war should break out.
Even if it does not, we are still affecting the composition of the atmosphere, water resources, vegetation, and
animal life in profound ways around the planet. While such effects of human activities have been surprisingly
great in the past, they were not global in scope as they are now.b) The graph of human population against
time has the highest rate of increase ever, and that rate of increase is just beginning to decline. In other words,
the curve is near what is called a "point of inflection." For centuries, even millennia, world population was, to
a fair approximation, inversely proportional to 2025 minus the year. (That is a solution of the equation in
which the rate of change of a variable is proportional to its square.) Only during the last thirty years or so has
the total number of human beings been deviating significantly from this formula, which would have had it
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becoming infinite a generation from now! The demographic transition thus appears to be under way at last. It
is generally expected that world population will level off during the coming century at something like twice its
present value, but decisions and events in the near future can affect the final figure by billions either way.
That is especially significant in regions such as Africa, where present trends indicate a huge population
increase very difficult to support and likely to contribute to severe environmental degradation. In general, the
coming century, the century of inflection points in a number of crucial variables, seems to be the time when
the human race might still accomplish the transitions to greater sustainability without going through disaster.It
is essential, in my opinion, to make some effort to search out in advance what kinds of paths might lead
humanity to a reasonably sustainable and desirable world during the coming decades. And while the study of
the many different subjects involved is being pursued by the appropriate specialists, we need to supplement
that study with interdisciplinary investigations of the strong interdependence of all the principal facets of the
world situation. In short, we need a crude look at the whole, treating global security and global politics as
parts of a very general set of questions about the future.
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 America
in the World Today*

Zbigniew Brzezinski

In my invitation to appear here this evening, it clearly states that, "You are not expected to deliver a lecture
on Complexity theory. We merely ask you to present your views." I take it then, that this was an injunction to
be simple—to provide some relief from the Complexity theory. It is in that spirit that I will share my thoughts
with you regarding America’s involvement in the world today. As I said, it will be simple. I will start with a
simple invocation, using the basic metaphor that was the theme of the elections four years ago, "It’s the
economy, stupid." My invocation is, "It’s leadership, stupid." That is to say that the United States has no
choice—literally has no choice—but to exercise leadership in world affairs. It is not a question of whether we
want to or not, it is a question that we must—literally, must. I want to stress that point because in recent times
there has been a significant change in our psychological posture, as a nation.

We have been sometimes accused, and we have indicted ourselves, for having blindly followed the precept
that, "Just don’t stand there, do something." We have replaced that with a doctrine of "Don’t do anything.
Just stand there and deliberate about the exit." That is our doctrine, and I submit to you that the concept of
the "exit strategy" epitomizes a posture which is incompatible with the dilemmas that we confront on the
world scene, and the kind of leadership that we have to find.

Let me suggest that the leadership is particularly needed regarding six large issues, none of which can be
approached with an exit strategy. In fact, the very concept of an exit strategy is irrelevant to the effective
addressing of these issues. The first is will a larger and a more secure Europe emerge? The second is will
Russia become a status quo power? The third is will the Persian Gulf and the Middle Eastern region become
more stable? The fourth is will the Far East adjust to the very nature of the power shift that is now under
way? The fifth is will we manage effectively nuclear proliferation? The sixth is will large-scale social collapse
be avoided in some critical parts of the world?

These are, broadly speaking, the six major issues that we confront on the world scene. Each of these six issues
requires American engagement, and in every one of them American leadership is necessary. Regarding none
of them can we begin with, "What is the exit strategy?"

Let us start with the first issue, "Will a larger and more secure Europe emerge?" That is clearly one of the
central issues that confront us now, in the wake of the end of the Cold War. That has two basic dimensions to
it. One pertains to the extension of Europe, and the other to the implications of the unification of Europe. On
the extension of Europe, I believe we have made a more or less basic commitment. The President, in the
course of his election campaign, made a statement which was widely publicized by the White House. It was
quite explicit that it is the policy of the United States to seek the extension of the trans-Atlantic alliance by
embracing several new members from Central Europe, with their membership to be attained, as an American
objective, by April 1999.

I believe this to be a legitimate commitment. I do not accept the idea that this was merely an election ploy. To
suggest that would be demeaning, and inaccurate. It reflects a decision reached after much deliberation, and
from my point of view, too much hesitation over too long a time. But, a conscious choice nevertheless. It is
my sense that the President is genuinely committed to this objective. This is the inference I gather from the
very explicit character of the statement, but also in conversations with him. It is my view that his immediate
advisors partake of the same commitment, some even earlier than he. I have the feeling that the Secretary of
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Defense is committed to that objective, and, in fact, the machinery of the Defense Department is in full gear
working towards that end. I have the strong impression that the National Security Advisor is very much
committed to that idea, and has been for some time. I know that the Secretary of State, and his deputy, are in
favor of the idea, about which the deputy has lately given some very significant and strong speeches. So my
view is this is now our national objective.

However, it will only be attained if the United States exercises leadership. Without American leadership, we
will not get there by April 1999. We will not get there by any date, at all.

Only if American leadership is firm, creative, persistent, and decisive will we make progress, not only in
obtaining an alliance commitment to the objective, but in pushing forward the negotiations, in obtaining the
ratification of an agreement by our own Congress, but also by the parliaments of the fifteen other members,
and consummate the process by the date’s end. Without strong American leadership, and also German, we
will not get there. German support is very important, but German support is basically there. In fact, if
American leadership is not exercised, it will be a major defeat, and will be perceived as such abroad. The
German Minister of Defense told me that if we fail in pushing this purpose forward, it would have a very
negative impact on our credibility.

The process of moving forward on the enlargement of Europe will engage us automatically in the equally
difficult and challenging process pertaining to the unification of Europe, and that objective is just as
important. On that issue, we may encounter growing difficulties in two different ways. First of all, certain
European states, particularly France, will insist that any extension of NATO be accompanied simultaneously
by the reform of NATO, and some readjustment in the distribution of responsibilities within NATO. As you
know, the issue has already surfaced.

Secondly, a unified Europe, which is one of our proclaimed objectives, will insist on a larger voice in keeping
with the concept of partnership. Having committed ourselves rhetorically to the idea of a partnership spanning
the Atlantic Ocean, are we prepared to give Europe such a larger voice? It is easy to say yes, but that answer
has far-reaching implications. Let me name one among many. To give the Europeans an equal voice, as a
partner, we would certainly have to give them an equal voice in an area of critical importance to Europe
—namely, the Middle East. Are we prepared to share our leadership in the Middle East, and specifically on
the Arab-Israeli peace process with the Europeans? The answer in practice is no. In fact, are we prepared to
share leadership with Europe more generally? The answer, at best, is ambiguous if one goes beyond the
rhetoric. And yet, those are the issues on which we will have to bite the bullet, if we are serious about the
fundamental strategic proposition that the larger Europe, but also more unified Europe, is in our national
interest. I happen to believe that it is, in the long historical sweep of things, because we cannot indefinitely be
simultaneously the leader, and the only truly responsible power in the world. But, if we want others to assume
responsibility, we have to share with them some of the decision making. It is a difficult choice.

Making Russia a status quo state is an equally challenging undertaking. It requires the avoidance of
antagonism, the restraint on hostility, the furtherance of democracy, and assistance to a country which is
economically in a state of disrepute, and dominated by criminalities. It will require a great deal of
forbearance, and a broad historical perspective which will enable us to transcend the frustrations and
irritations of the moment. We will have to be committed for a long time to come, in helping a Russia which
will often appear undeserving of our care, and ungrateful for it. And yet we will have to persist. That
persistence will only come with steady, assertive, historically focused leadership. But that is not enough,
because you don’t obtain someone’s collaboration simply by helping him. You also have to create a context
in which that collaboration increasingly becomes the only choice that the parties concerned can make.

So, in addition to helping Russia on a long-term basis, and in spite of immediate frustrations, we will very
deliberately have to seek a context in which Russia’s accommodation with us increasingly becomes their
choice. That means creating circumstances in which Russia has no choice but to become a status quo power.
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That in turn means on the one hand, the expansion of NATO because it does reduce any geopolitical
temptations to which Russia at some point may aspire and might be able to exercise even from a position of
weakness. On the other hand, it also means creating conditions in the space of the former Soviet Union in
which the status quo becomes permanent. That means a deliberate policy of matching aid to Russia with
simultaneous aid to the newly independent states of the former Soviet Union. For only if they remain
sovereign and independent, will Russia be more inclined to accommodate the status quo society.

Strategically, this means particularly, in my view, focusing on Ukraine. As many of you know that has been
my viewpoint for a number of years. I have been propagating this within the Administration, and in this
particular instance I think the Administration has adopted the right course of action. It means also choosing
several other countries as the foci for our particular attention, irrespective of the degradation of their
domestic democratization. It would be nice, of course, if the countries we aid were all brimming with respect
for human rights. I would generally prefer that. There may be circumstances, however, in which helping a
nondemocratic but newly independent state within the space of the former Soviet Union may, in fact,
encourage democracy in Russia.

My choice, in addition to Ukraine, would be Azerbaijan and Uzbekistan, for reasons that are probably familiar
to many of you. Uzbekistan because it is the hard core of an independent Central Asia. It is in our interest to
preserve an independent Central Asia, because it helps to make Russia a status quo society. Azerbaijan
because it is the cork in the bottle. If Azerbaijan is sealed because of Russian, or Russian and Iranian
collusion, there is no access for us to Central Asia. Central Asia would become strategically vulnerable. It
won’t be easy to accomplish this, but I cannot imagine a Western policy which addresses the issue effectively
without American leadership.

On the third issue—the Persian Gulf/Middle East—I have already alluded to one prospective issue that we
will have to confront: the question of Europe’s role. But beyond that there is the question of how do we
ensure the stability of the region unless we are prepared to pursue negotiations. The Arab-Israeli peace
process is not going to go forward without American leadership. We should have no illusions about that,
whatsoever. Whatever progress has been achieved so far, whether it was in the first Sinai disengagement
under Nixon and Kissinger, or at Camp David where after thirteen days of intense negotiations, directly led
by the President of the United States, in which I personally participated day and night, or in the latter 1980s
under Bush and Baker—in each case American leadership was directly and deeply involved. Had it not been
for that, there would have been no progress. There would have been no disengagement. There certainly would
not have been a Sadat-Begin agreement, and Shamir certainly would have evaded the pressures for peace, if
those pressures were confined to those emanating solely from the Arab-Israeli dialogue. It required the United
States’ insistence. The United States still remains necessary, especially now when the policy of Netanyahu is
clearly that of "talking peace, but delaying peace." Pressure on both parties is needed.

Pressure will also be needed on a different issue, one which is very complex and very difficult, but leadership
on it is absolutely essential. Namely, in the long run, how sustainable is the policy of dual-containment in the
Persian Gulf? What does it accomplish? What are its goals? What is the difference between dual-containment
and dual "cop-out?" I find it very difficult to define the difference. Why should we be treating two countries
so different from each other as Iraq and Iran under the same rubric, and presumably the same policy? Do we
conceivably have some longer term interests with Iran, which it is in our interest to resuscitate, to cultivate,
and eventually, to make significant politically? It will require a great deal of sophisticated leadership to move
in that direction because the issues are pregnant with domestic political concerns. Yet, in the long run, if we
want the region to be stable, I do not see how we can avoid a change in position, and a change in position can
only come through leadership.

I don’t think I have to belabor the issues pertaining to the Far East. We are all conscious of the fact that really
fundamental change is under way. A great new power is in the process of emerging. What it will do, how it
will act, and how it will interact with us is clearly going to be a formidable challenge—one which we have not
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addressed in a consistent fashion. If one compares the course we have pursued over the past three years with
respect to Russia with that of our policies toward China, one finds, on a variety of levels, striking contrasts
which are difficult to explain. The fact of the matter is that our policy towards China has been contradictory
and inadequate. It appears to be devoid of any larger strategic design, and yet such a design is needed. It also
is needed because Japan’s relationship with us is bound to change. It is, in fact, changing, and it cannot be
addressed almost exclusively from the standpoint of trade relations. Thus, here too, a sense of strategic
direction requires a great deal of rethinking, then campaigning, articulating, and implementing.

The fifth issue which I mentioned, I deliberately phrased as involving how we manage nuclear proliferation. I
did not say how do we stop nuclear proliferation, but how do we manage it. Because it is underway, it has
been underway. We have, in fact, in some cases closed our eyes to it, sometimes we have abetted it, and it
cannot be stopped.

So the question is, how are we going to live in a world in which nuclear weapons are probably more dispersed,
and more available, and where do we draw the effective lines. Is it between different kinds of states, in which
case we must more clearly articulate which states are, in our view, entitled to acquire them directly or
surreptitiously, and which not? That has been the case so far. We have, in fact, aided some states in attaining
nuclear status, even though our policies were proclaimed to be that of nuclear non-proliferation. Or, may we
have to draw a line between nation-states, and non-state groupings, particularly terrorist groupings?

It is a fact, though it is an insufficient fact on which to base a policy, that states which have nuclear
capabilities have acted with great restraint. Is it possibly the case that states which have an antagonistic
relationship with each other become more prudent when both acquire nuclear weapons? Certainly, so far, the
Indian-Pakistani confrontation has not been devoid of tension, even the spilling of blood. But it has involved
considerable restraint ever since both of them became nuclear-capable. This is an insufficient basis for a
grand strategy, but it does suggest, perhaps, that some of our attitudes are hypocritical, and need some
rethinking. And again, on this issue American leadership will be of critical significance.

Finally, will large-scale social collapse be avoided? This obviously has a special application for meaning today
in Africa. But, this concern can be applied elsewhere as well, in Bosnia which is not exactly the only relevant
example. There may be new ones arising, and closer to home. I am far from confident that socio-political
stability is an enduring reality in Mexico. In any case, large-scale social collapse will pose enormous moral
dilemmas for us, and perhaps, in some cases, political challenges.

Zaire is largely a moral dilemma, but should Mexico erupt, or Bosnia again ignite, it would also have a
political dimension. Have we provided the leadership that is really in keeping with our posture in the world?
On a crisis of as great a magnitude as the one we are facing in Zaire, it is Canada that is taking the lead, while
the Pope and the Secretary-General of the United Nations are appealing for a wider global response, including
from the world’s only superpower. This will require a degree of commitment and abnegation, and some real
sacrifice from us. That is not possible to sustain unless there is a leadership that addresses this issue, speaks to
it, and convinces the country that we have a moral, as well as a political interest in addressing this challenge.

In summary, I think the test for us is whether we will prove to be a truly effective, solitary global superpower.
Or is there the risk that in shrinking from these challenges, we will be the first impotent global power. And
some people are asking the question of whether America is historically fatigued; whether the tricept of power
and monopoly and democracy involves an oxymoron. Perhaps a democracy cannot lead on these issues.
Particularly a democracy such as ours, which is becoming increasingly culturally diversified. Under such
conditions, a national consensus will be ever more difficult to achieve. I think it is a question certainly worth
pondering. Is diversity, as practiced and defined in America today, in fact incompatible with developing and
sustaining a national will? For action and leadership has to be derived from national will.

There is also a secondary question. Do we have the structure for decision-making in our society that is
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responsive to the new global realities? Let me draw your attention to a simple fact, which I know many of you
are familiar with. Next year will be the 50th anniversary of the National Security Act. The National Security
Act was a belated bureaucratic, institutional reform in response to the inadequacies of our decision-making
process during the World War II. It created a great many new innovative processes and procedures, some of
which have stood the test of time. Is that machinery adequate today? Let me cite one specific example which
always troubles me. I find it appalling that we don’t have any mechanism for effective global political
planning in the U.S. government. We do not. There is something called the Policy Planning Council in the
Department of State. It has its ups and downs. It has some excellent people on it. But, more often than not, it
is a speech-making mechanism for the Secretary of State. That is not altogether bad, because policy is often
made by speeches. But, surely, it is not enough.

There are a number of planning mechanisms in the Department of Defense, both in the Secretary’s office, and
in the Joint Chiefs of Staff. But, you cannot plan national strategy on a complex variety of issues such as the
ones I have mentioned from the vantage point of the Defense Department, which involves one particular
motivation and perspective. This is not to negate the value of the mechanisms that exist, but they are
constrained by a very specific institutional and professional perspective. There is nothing like a global
political planning capability in the White House, literally nothing. I find it staggering. I think that the 50th
anniversary of the National Security Act suggests that the time has come to remedy this inadequacy.

There is a further problem which concerns me in the background of these. That is with respect to national
values and our national culture. It is not simply an unfair charge to assert that our society is becoming an
increasingly entertainment-oriented society, that more people than ever before spend more time being
mindlessly entertained by procedures and techniques with which you are well familiar. Such a society cannot
create and spread competitive ideas that are likely to invoke universal support. At the same time, such
societies are likely to produce an increasingly alienated elite that is motivated by contempt for the mass
culture, but also driven by disparate power structures.

Today, in a world that is politically inarticulate, effective leadership is impossible without driving ideas behind
it. This was the only reason that the Soviet Union was such a powerful state for such a long time. The Soviet
Union was always a sham and a front. It hid the reality of poverty, backwardness, and criminality, and yet a
great deal came from the power of the ideas, though false, that were identified with the Soviet Union. What
are the ideas of our society? These are issues not irrelevant to our future. That is my simple message for this
evening.

* NOTE: This published version is an edited transcript of remarks delivered without a formal text.
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Complex Systems: The Role of Interactions*

Robert Jervis

Although we all know that social life and politics constitute systems and that many outcomes are the
unintended consequence of complex interactions, the basic ideas of systems do not come readily to mind and
so often are ignored. Because I know international politics best and this area is of greatest interest to readers
of this book, I will often focus on it. But the arguments are more general and I will take examples from many
fields. This is not difficult: systems have been analyzed by almost every academic discipline because they
appear throughout our physical, biological, and social world. The fact that congruent patterns can be found
across such different domains testifies to the prevalence and power of the dynamics that systems display.
Much of this constitutes variations on a few themes, in parallel with Darwin’s summary remark about the
structures of living creatures: "Nature is prodigal in variety, but niggard in innovation."1

We are dealing with a system when (a) a set of units or elements are inter-connected so that changes in some
elements or their relations produce changes in other parts of the system and (b) the entire system exhibits
properties and behaviors that are different from those of the parts.

The result is that systems often display non-linear relationships, outcomes cannot be understood by adding
together the units or their relations, and many of the results of actions are unintended. Complexities can
appear even in what would seem to be simple and deterministic situations. Thus over 100 years ago the
mathematician Henri Poincaré showed that the motion of as few as three bodies (such as the sun, the moon,
and the earth), although governed by strict scientific laws, defies exact solution: while eclipses of the moon
can be predicted thousands of years in advance, they cannot be predicted millions of years ahead, which is a
very short period by astronomical standards. 2

International history is full of inter-connections and complex interactions. Indeed, this one might seem like a
parody were it not part of the events leading up to the First World War:

By the end of the summer of 1913 there was a real danger of yet another Balkan conflict: the King of Greece
[said] that Turkey was preparing an expedition to recover the island in Greek hands, and from Constantinople
the German ambassador reported that the Bulgarian minister to the Porte had informed him of a verbal Turco-
Bulgarian agreement under which Bulgaria would attack Thrace in the event of a Turco-Greek war. The
danger that a Turco-Greek war could spread beyond the Balkans could not be lightly dismissed. If Turkey and
Greece came to blows the Bulgarians could be expected to seek revenge for the defeats of the previous
summer; so early a repudiation of the Treaty of Bucharest would offend the Rumanians, whilst the Greeks, if
attacked by the Bulgarians, could still invoke their treaty with Serbia. If Serbia became involved no one could
guarantee that Austria-Hungary would once again stand aside.3

Ripples move through channels established by actors’ interests and strategies. When these are intricate, the
ramifications will be as well, and so the results can surprise the actor who initiated the change. The
international history of late 19th and early 20th centuries, centered on maladroit German diplomacy, supplies
several examples. Dropping the Reinsurance Treaty with Russia in 1890 simplified German diplomacy, as the
Kaiser and his advisors had desired. More important, though, were the indirect and delayed consequences,
starting with Russia’s turn to France, which increased Germany’s need for Austrian support, thereby making
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Germany hostage to her weaker and less stable partner. In 1902, the Germans hoped that the Anglo-Japanese
Alliance, motivated by Britain’s attempt to reduce her isolation and vulnerability to German pressure, would
worsen British relations with Russia (which was Japan’s rival in the Far East) and France (which sought
British colonial concessions).4 There were indeed ramifications, but they were not to Germany’s liking. The
British public became less fearful of foreign ties, easing the way for ententes with France and Russia.
Furthermore, Japan, assured of Britain’s benevolent neutrality, was able to first challenge and then fight
Russia. The Russian defeat, coupled with the strengthening of the Anglo-Japanese treaty, effectively ended
the Russian threat to India and so facilitated Anglo-Russian cooperation, much against Germany’s interests
and expectations.

In a system, the chains of consequences extend over time and many areas: the effects of action are always
multiple. Doctors call the undesired impact of medications "side effects." Although the language is misleading
—there is no criteria other than our desires that determines which effects are "main" and which are
"side"—the point reminds us that disturbing a system will produce several changes. Garrett Hardin gets to the
heart of the matter in pointing out that, contrary to many hopes and expectations, we cannot develop or find
"a highly specific agent which will do only one thing.... We can never do merely one thing. Wishing to kill
insects, we may put an end to the singing of birds. Wishing to ‘get there’ faster we insult our lungs with
smog."5 Seeking to protect the environment by developing non-polluting sources of electric power, we build
windmills that kill hawks and eagles that fly into the blades; cleaning the water in our harbors allows the
growth of mollusks and crustaceans that destroy wooden piers and bulkheads; adding redundant safety
equipment makes some accidents less likely, but increases the chances of others due to the operators’ greater
confidence and the interaction effects among the devices; placing a spy in the adversary’s camp not only
gains valuable information, but leaves the actor vulnerable to deception if the spy is discovered; eliminating
rinderpest in East Africa paved the way for canine distemper in lions because it permitted the accumulation of
cattle, which required dogs to herd them, dogs which provided a steady source for the virus that could spread
to lions; releasing fewer fine particles and chemicals into the atmosphere decreases pollution but also is likely
to accelerate global warming; pesticides often destroy the crops that they are designed to save by killing the
pests’ predators; removing older and dead trees from forests leads to insect epidemics and an altered pattern
of regrowth; allowing the sale of an anti-baldness medicine without a prescription may be dangerous because
people no longer have to see a doctor, who in some cases would have determined that the loss of hair was a
symptom of a more serious problem; flying small formations of planes over Hiroshima to practice dropping
the atomic bomb accustomed the population to air raid warnings that turned out to be false alarms, thereby
reducing the number of people who took cover on August 6.6

In politics, connections are often more idiosyncratic, but their existence guarantees that here too most actions,
no matter how well targeted, will have multiple effects. For example, William Bundy was correct to worry
that putting troops into Vietnam might not make that country more secure because deployment could not only
lead the North to escalate, but also might "(1) cause the Vietnamese government and especially the army to
let up [and] (2) create adverse public reactions to our whole presence on ‘white men’ and ‘like the French’
grounds."7 It seems that the American development of nuclear weapons simultaneously restrained Stalin by
increasing his fear of war and made him "less cooperative and less willing to compromise, for fear of seeming
weak."8 Indeed, it is now widely accepted that mutual second strike capability not only decreased the chance
of nuclear war but also made it safer for either side to engage in provocations at lower levels of violence.9
(Similarly, providing security guarantees to the countries of East Europe might lead them to take harsher
stances toward minority ethnic groups and make fewer efforts to maintain good relations with their
neighbors.) To mention three more surprising cases, in the fall of 1948 General Clay warned that American
budget deficits would be seen in Europe as a forerunner of inflation and so would undermine morale in West
Berlin; the American pressure on the Europeans to rearm more rapidly in response to the North Korean attack
on the South produced squabbles that encouraged the USSR "to believe that contradictions in the enemy
camp ultimately would tear apart the enemy coalition....[and so] undermined U.S. bargaining power"; in 1994
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the dollar strengthened after President Clinton hired a powerful lawyer to defend him against charges of
sexual harassment: as one currency trader put it, "we were starting to lose faith in him and that helped turn
things."10

Interactions, Not Additivity

Because of the prevalence of inter-connections, we cannot understand systems by summing the
characteristics of the parts or the bilateral relations between pairs of them.11 This is not to say that such
operations are never legitimate, but only that when they are we are not dealing with a system. More precisely,
actions often interact to produce results that cannot be comprehended by linear models.

Linearity involves two propositions: (1) changes in system output are proportional to changes in input...and
(2) system outputs corresponding to the sum of two inputs are equal to the sum of the outputs arising from the
individual inputs.12

Intuitively, we often expect linear relationships. If a little foreign aid slightly increases economic growth, then
more aid should produce greater growth. But in a system a variable may operate through a non-linear
function. That is, it may have a disproportionate impact at one end of its range. Sometimes even a small
amount of the variable can do a great deal of work and then the law of diminishing returns sets in, as is often
the case for the role of catalysts. In other cases very little impact is felt until a critical mass is assembled. For
example, women may thrive in a profession only after there are enough of them so that they do not feel like
strangers. Clausewitz noted a related effect:

The scale of a victory does not increase simply at a rate commensurate with the increase in size
of the defeated armies, but progressively. The outcome of a major battle has a greater
psychological effect on the loser than the winner. This, in turn, gives rise to additional loss of
material strength [through abandonment of weapons in a retreat or desertions from the army],
which is echoed in loss of morale; the other two become mutually interactive as each enhances
and intensifies the other.13

Similarly, the effect of one variable or characteristic can depend on which others are present. Thus even if it
is true that democracies do not fight each other in a world where other regimes exist, it would not follow that
an entirely democratic world would necessarily be a peaceful one: democracies might now be united by
opposition to or the desire to be different from autocracies and once triumphant might turn on each other.
(The other side of this coin is that many of the characteristics of democracies that classical Realists saw as
undermining their ability to conduct foreign policy—the tendency to compromise, heed public opinion, and
assume others are reasonable—may serve them well when most of their interactions are with other
democracies.)

To further explore interactions it is useful to start with the basic point that the results cannot be predicted
from examining the individual inputs separately. I will then move on to the ways in which the effect of one
actor’s strategy depends on that of others, after which I will discuss how the actors and their environments
shape each other, sometimes to the point where we should make the interaction itself the unit of analysis.

First Interactions: Results Cannot Be Predicted From the Separate Actions

The effect of one variable frequently depends on the state of another, as we often see in everyday life: each
of two chemicals alone may be harmless but exposure to both could be fatal; patients have suffered from
taking combinations of medicines that individually are helpful. So research tries to test for interaction effects
and much of modern social science is built on the understanding that social and political outcomes are not
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simple aggregations of the actors’ preferences because very different results are possible depending on how
choices are structured and how actors move strategically.

Turning to international politics, Shibley Telhami argues that while pan-Arabism and pro-Palestinian
sentiment worked to enhance Egyptian influence when Egypt was strong, they made it more dependent on
other Arab states when Egypt was weak.14 From the fact—if it is a fact—that nuclear weapons stabilized
Soviet-American relations we cannot infer that they would have a similar impact on other rivalries because
variables that interact with nuclear weapons may be different in these cases (and of course may vary from
one pair of rivals to another). Within the military domain one finds interaction effects as well: two weapons or
tactics can work particularly well together and indeed most analysts stress the value of "combined arms"
techniques that coordinate the use of infantry, artillery, armor, and aircraft. Events that occur close together
also can have a different impact than they would if their separate influences were merely summed. The Soviet
invasion of Afghanistan affected American foreign policy very deeply in part because it came on the heels of
the Iranian revolution, which undercut American power, disturbed public opinion, and frightened allies.

In explaining outcomes, we are prone to examine one side’s behavior and overlook the stance of the other
with which it is interacting. Although deterrence theory is built on the idea of interdependent decisions, most
explanations for why deterrence succeeds in some cases and fails in others focus on differences in what the
defender did while ignoring variation in the power and motivation of the challenger, just as much policy
analysis in general starts—and often ends—with the strengths and weaknesses of the policies contemplated
and adopted. But one hand cannot clap; we need to look at the goals, resources, and policies of those with
whom the actor is dealing. Teachers are prone to make the parallel error of not exploring how shortcomings in
our students’ performances on tests may be attributable to the questions we ask.

Second Interactions: Strategies Depend on the Strategies of Others

Further complexities are introduced when we look at the interactions that occur between strategies when
actors consciously react to others and anticipate what they think others will do. Obvious examples are
provided by many diplomatic and military surprises: a state believes that the obstacles to a course of action
are so great that the adversary could not undertake it; the state therefore does little to block or prepare for
that action; the adversary therefore works especially hard to see if he can make it succeed. As an 18th
century general explained, "In war it is precisely the things which are thought impossible which most often
succeed, when they are well conducted."15 In the war in Vietnam, the U.S. Air Force missed this dynamic and
stopped patrolling sections of the North’s supply lines when reconnaissance revealed that the number of
targets had greatly diminished: after the attacks ceased the enemy resumed use of the route.16

Both the success and failures of policies are determined interactively. This means that many cases of
intelligence failure are mutual—i.e., they are failures by the side that took the initiative as well as by the state
that was taken by surprise. Indeed, an actor’s anticipation of what others will do stems in part from its
estimate of what the other thinks the actor will do. In many cases of surprise a state sees that a certain move
by the adversary cannot succeed and therefore does not expect the other to take it: the U.S. did not expect the
Russians to put missiles into Cuba or Japan to attack Pearl Harbor because American officials knew that the
U.S. would thwart these measures if they were taken. These judgments were correct, but because the other
countries saw the world and the U.S. less accurately, the American predictions were also inaccurate.17

Third Interactions: Behavior Changes the Environment

Initial behaviors and outcomes often influence later ones, producing powerful dynamics that explain change
over time and that cannot be captured by labeling one set of elements "causes" and other "effects." Although
learning and thinking play a large role in political and social life, they are not necessary for this kind of
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temporal interaction. Indeed, it characterizes the operation of evolution in nature. We usually think of
individuals and species competing with one another within the environment, thus driving evolution through
natural selection. In fact, however, there is coevolution: plants and animals not only adapt to the environment,
they change it. As a result, it becomes more hospitable to some life forms and less hospitable to others.

Nature is not likely to "settle down" to a steady state as the development or growth of any life form will
consume—and be consumed by—others, closing some ecological niches and opening others, which in turn
will set off further changes. To some extent, organisms create their own environments, not only by direct
actions (e.g., digging burrows, storing food, excreting waste products), but as their very existence alters the
microclimates, nutrients, and feeding opportunities that will affect them and others. Indeed, not only does the
amount of rainfall influence the vegetation that grows, but the latter affects the former as well. To take a
more readily visible example, elephants thrive on acacia trees. But the latter can only develop in the absence
of the former. After a while, the elephants destroy the trees, drastically changing the wildlife that the area can
sustain and even affecting the physical shape of the land. In the process, they render the area uncongenial to
themselves, and they either die or move on. The land is adapting to the elephants just as they are to it. One
Maasai put it well: "Cows grow trees, elephants grow grasslands."18 Most consequentially, the very
atmosphere that supports current life was produced by earlier forms, many of which could not survive in the
new environment: long before humans, species of bacteria were so successful and generated so much
pollution that they poisoned themselves.

Politics, like nature, rarely settles down as each dispute, policy, or action affects others and re-shapes the
political landscape, inhibiting some behaviors and enabling others. Campaign financing reforms generated
new actors in the form of PACs, new issues in the form of arguments about what PAC activities should be
permitted, new debates about the meaning of the first amendment, and new groups that track the flow of
money and services. These in turn affect not only how the funds are solicited and given, but also change the
allies and adversaries that are available to political actors and the ways in which a variety of other issues are
thought of. Political maneuvers create niches for new actors and disputes, often in ways that no one had
anticipated. William Miller’s fascinating study of the Southern attempt to control—indeed choke off—the
debate about slavery in the 1830s points out that by passing a "gag rule" prohibiting Congressional discussion
of petitions asking for the end of the slave trade in the District of Columbia, the South called up "petitions
against the gag rule itself" and made a new issue of the right to petition the government.19 Indeed, many
protest movements grow as people previously unsympathetic are offended by the way the authorities respond.
Each added issue may mobilize the population in a different way than did the original one—and of course the
new dispute in turn changes the political environment.

It is clear that, for better and for worse, people change as they are affected by experiences, including those
that they have chosen. Personal development does not mean that the person simply turns into what was latent
in him. Instead, we need to take account of the situations in which he was placed. To take some examples
familiar to academics, when we think about whether one of our bright undergraduates would do well in a
Ph.D. program, we are likely to ask whether she enjoys and does well at independent research. But the right
question may be whether she will enjoy and do well at it after she has experienced two or three years of
graduate school. It is also a mistake to point to the lackluster career of a person who failed to get into a major
graduate school or to receive tenure at a top school as justification for these decisions because we do not
know how well she would have done in a more stimulating and demanding setting. Similar reasoning explains
the limitations of the common argument that international institutions do not matter because states will ignore
them "when push comes to shove" and vital interests are at stake. Although the statement is correct, it misses
the role institutions can play in shaping interests and seeing that push does not come to shove.

Many of the ways in which deterrence can fail reflect interactions in which the state’s behavior changes its
environment. Thus it might seem obvious that for Pakistan to build nuclear weapons could not but decrease
the likelihood of an Indian attack. But this would overlook both the danger that India would feel increased
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pressures to preempt and the likely Indian judgment that world public opinion would be less censorious of an
attack against a nuclear-armed Pakistan. Furthermore, the deterrence tactics that bring success at one point
can change the other side and make future deterrence more difficult, most obviously by increasing the
challenger’s dissatisfaction with the status quo and giving it incentives to "design around" the defender’s
threats that previously had been adequate.20 A version of this process may have been at work in Vietnam in
the late 1950s, casting a somewhat different light on the standard account of the American advisors
erroneously fearing a conventional attack from the North and so training the South Vietnamese army to meet
a fictitious danger. But the reason Diem’s enemies turned to guerrilla warfare may have been that he had
succeeded in foreclosing the option of fighting a conventional war. The American policy was still in error in
failing to anticipate the response it could trigger, but not in having been misconceived from the start.

Because actions change the environment in which they operate, identical but later behavior does not produce
identical results: history is about the changes produced by previous thought and action as people and
organizations confront each other through time. The final crisis leading to World War II provides an
illustration of some of these processes. Hitler had witnessed his adversaries give in to pressure; as he
explained, "Our enemies are little worms. I saw them at Munich."21 But the allies had changed because of
Hitler’s behavior. So had Poland. As A.J.P. Taylor puts it, "Munich cast a long shadow. Hitler waited for it to
happen again; Beck took warning from the fate of Benes."22

Hitler was not the only leader to fail to understand that his behavior would change his environment. Like
good linear social scientists, many statesmen see that their actions can produce a desired outcome, all other
things being equal, and project into the future the maintenance of the conditions that their behavior will in
fact undermine. This in part explains the Argentine calculations preceding the seizure of the
Falklands/Malvinas. Their leaders could see that Britain’s ability to protect its position was waning, as
evinced by the declining naval presence, and that Argentina’s claim to the islands had received widespread
international support. But what they neglected was the likelihood that the invasion would alter these facts,
unifying British opinion against accepting humiliation and changing the issue for international audiences from
the illegitimacy of colonialism to the illegitimacy of the use of force. A similar neglect of the transformative
power of action may explain why Saddam Hussein thought he could conquer Kuwait. Even if America
wanted to intervene, it could do so only with the support and cooperation of other Arab countries, which had
sympathized with Iraq’s claims and urged American restraint. But the invasion of Kuwait drastically increased
the Arabs’ perception of threat and so altered their stance. Furthermore, their willingness to give credence to
Iraqi promises was destroyed by the deception that had enabled the invasion to take everyone by surprise.
Germany’s miscalculation in 1917 was based on a related error: although unrestricted submarine warfare
succeeded in sinking more British shipping than the Germans had estimated would be required to drive Britain
from the war, the American entry (which Germany expected) led the British to tolerate shortages that
otherwise would have broken their will because they knew that if they held out, the U.S. would rescue
them.23

The failure to appreciate the fact that the behavior of the actors is in part responsible for the environment
which then impinges on them can lead observers—and actors as well—to underestimate actors’ influence.
Thus states caught in a conflict spiral believe that they have little choice but to respond in kind to the
adversary’s hostility. This may be true, but it may have been the states’ earlier behavior that generated the
situation that now is compelling. Robert McNamara complains about how he was mislead by faulty military
reporting but similarly fails to consider whether his style and pressure might have contributed to what he was
being told.24

Products of Interaction as the Unit of Analysis

Interaction can be so intense and transformative that we can no longer fruitfully distinguish between actors
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and their environments, let alone say much about any element in isolation. We are accustomed to referring to
roads as safe or dangerous, but if the drivers understand the road conditions this formulation may be
misleading: the knowledge that, driving habits held constant, one stretch is safe or dangerous will affect how
people drive—they are likely to slow down and be more careful when they think the road is dangerous and
speed up and let their attention wander when it is "safe." It is then the road-driver system that is the most
meaningful unit of analysis. In the wake of the sinking of a roll-on roll-off ferry, an industry representative
said:

With roro’s, the basic problem is that you have a huge open car deck with doors at each end. But
people are well aware of this, and it is taken into account in design and operation. You don’t
mess around with them. There have not been too many accidents because they are operated with
such care.25

Similarly, we often refer to international situations as precarious, unstable, or dangerous. But, again, if
statesmen perceive them as such and fear the consequences, they will act to reduce the danger—one reason
why the Cuban missile crisis did not lead to war was that both sides felt that this could be the outcome if they
were not very careful. Nuclear weapons generally have this effect. Because statesmen dread all-out war,
international politics is safer than it would otherwise be, and probably safer than if war were less destructive.
Conversely, like drivers on a "safe" stretch of road, decision-makers can behave more recklessly in calmer
times because they have more freedom to seek unilateral gains as well as needing to generate risk to put
pressure on others. For example, the relaxation of Anglo-German tensions after 1911 may have misled both
countries into believing that they could afford dangerous tactics in 1914.

Circular Effects

Systems can produce circular effects as actors respond to the new environments their actions have created,
often changing themselves in the process. In international politics, perhaps the most important manifestation
of this dynamic is the large-scale operation of the security dilemma—i.e., the tendency for efforts to increase
a state’s security to simultaneously decrease the security of others. Because states know that they cannot rely
on others in the unpredictable future, they seek to protect themselves against a wide range of menaces. Thus
in the 1930s Japan, which was heavily dependent on resources from outside its borders, sought to expand the
area it controlled. Immediate economic needs generated by the world-wide depression increased but did not
create this impulse. Nor were they brought on by specific conflicts with the Western powers. Rather what was
driving was the fear that conflict might be forced upon Japan in the future, which meant that to remain secure
Japan needed raw materials and larger markets. The result was the conquest of Manchuria, followed by a
larger war with China, and then by the occupation of Indochina. Each move generated resistance that made
the next action seem necessary, and the last move triggered the American oil embargo, which in turn pushed
Japan into attacking the West before it ran out of oil. Had Japan been secure, her aggression would not have
been necessary; it was the fear of an eventual war with the West that required policies that moved Western
enmity from a possibility to a reality. (Of course a further irony is that World War II led to the reconstruction
of international politics and the Japanese domestic system that brought Japan security, economic dominance
of South East Asia, and access to markets around the world.)

Despite the familiarity of the idea that social action forms and takes place within a system, scholars and
statesmen as well as the general public are prone to think in non-systemic terms. This is often appropriate, and
few miracles will follow from thinking systemically because the interactive, strategic, and contingent nature
of systems limits the extent to which complete and deterministic theories are possible. But we need to take
more seriously the notion that we are in a system and to look for the dynamics that drive them. A
distinguished student of genetics summarized his perspective in the phrase: "Nothing in biology makes sense
except in the light of evolution."26 Very little in social and political life makes sense except in the light of
systemic processes. Exploring them gives us new possibilities for understanding and effective action; in their
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absence we are likely to flounder.
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 Many
Damn Things Simultaneously:

Complexity Theory and World Affairs1

James N. Rosenau

In this emergent epoch of multiple contradictions that I have labeled "fragmegration" in order to summarily
capture the tensions between the fragmenting and integrating forces that sustain world affairs,2 a little
noticed—and yet potentially significant—discrepancy prevails between our intellectual progress toward
grasping the underlying complexity of human systems and our emotional expectation that advances in
complexity theory may somehow point the way to policies which can ameliorate the uncertainties inherent in
a fragmegrative world. The links here are profoundly causal: the more uncertainty has spread since the end of
the Cold War, the more are analysts inclined to seek panaceas for instability and thus the more have they
latched onto recent strides in complexity theory in the hope that it will yield solutions to the intractable
problems that beset us. No less important, all these links—the uncertainty, the search for panaceas, and the
strides in complexity theory—are huge, interactive, and still intensifying, thus rendering the causal dynamics
ever more relevant to the course of events.

In short, all the circumstances are in place for an eventual disillusionment with complexity theory. For despite
the strides, there are severe limits to the extent to which such theory can generate concrete policies that
lessen the uncertainties of a fragmegrated world. And as these limits become increasingly evident subsequent
to the present period of euphoria over the theory’s potential utility, a reaction against it may well set in and
encourage a reversion back to simplistic, either/or modes of thought. Such a development would be
regrettable. Complexity theory does have insights to offer. It provides a cast of mind that can clarify, that can
alert observers to otherwise unrecognized problems, and that can serve as a brake on undue enthusiasm for
particular courses of action. But these benefits can be exaggerated and thus disillusioning. Hence the central
purpose of this paper is to offer a layman’s appraisal of both the potentials and the limits of complexity
theory—to differentiate what range of issues and processes in world affairs it can be reasonably expected to
clarify from those that are likely to remain obscure.

Uncertainties

That a deep sense of uncertainty should pervade world affairs since the end of the Cold War is hardly
surprising. The U.S.-Soviet rivalry, for all its tensions and susceptibility to collapsing into nuclear holocaust,
intruded a stability into the course of events that was comprehensible, reliable, and continuous. The enemy
was known. The challenges were clear. The dangers seemed obvious. The appropriate responses could readily
be calculated. Quite the opposite is the case today, however. If there are enemies to be contested, challenges
to meet, dangers to avoid, and responses to be launched, we are far from sure what they are. So uncertainty is
the norm and apprehension the mood. The sweet moments when the wall came down in Berlin, apartheid
ended in South Africa, and an aggression was set back in Kuwait seem like fleeting and remote fantasies as
the alleged post-Cold War order has emerged as anything but orderly. Whatever may be the arrangements
that have replaced the bipolarity of U.S.-Soviet rivalry, they are at best incipient structures and, at worst, they
may simply be widespread disarray.

Put differently, a new epoch can be said to be evolving. As indicated, it is an epoch of multiple
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contradictions: The international system is less dominant, but it is still powerful. States are changing, but they
are not disappearing. State sovereignty has eroded, but it is still vigorously asserted. Governments are weaker,
but they can still throw their weight around. At times publics are more demanding, but at other times they are
more compliant. Borders still keep out intruders, but they are also more porous. Landscapes are giving way to
ethnoscapes, mediascapes, ideoscapes, technoscapes, and finanscapes, but territoriality is still a central
preoccupation for many people.3

Sorting out contradictions such as these poses a number of difficult questions: How do we assess a world
pervaded with ambiguities? How do we begin to grasp a political space that is continuously shifting, widening
and narrowing, simultaneously undergoing erosion with respect to many issues and reinforcement with respect
to other issues? How do we reconceptualize politics so that it connotes identities and affiliations as well as
territorialities? How do we trace the new or transformed authorities that occupy the new political spaces
created by shifting and porous boundaries?

The cogency of such questions—and the uncertainty they generate—reinforce the conviction that we are
deeply immersed in an epochal transformation sustained by a new world view about the essential nature of
human affairs, a new way of thinking about how global politics unfold. At the center of the emergent world
view lies an understanding that the order which sustains families, communities, countries, and the world
through time rests on contradictions, ambiguities, and uncertainties. Where earlier epochs were conceived in
terms of central tendencies and orderly patterns, the present epoch appears to derive its order from contrary
trends and episodic patterns. Where the lives of individuals and societies were once seen as moving along
linear and steady trajectories, now their movement seems nonlinear and erratic, with equilibrium being
momentary and continuously punctuated by sudden accelerations or directional shifts.

Accordingly, the long-standing inclination to think in either/or terms has begun to give way to framing
challenges as both/and problems. People now understand, emotionally as well as intellectually, that
unexpected events are commonplace, that anomalies are normal occurrences, that minor incidents can
mushroom into major outcomes, that fundamental processes trigger opposing forces even as they expand their
scope, that what was once transitional may now be enduring, and that the complexities of modern life are so
deeply rooted as to infuse ordinariness into the surprising development and the anxieties that attach to it.

To understand that the emergent order is rooted in contradictions and ambiguities, of course, is not to lessen
the sense of uncertainty as to where world affairs are headed and how the course of events is likely to
impinge on personal affairs. Indeed, the more one appreciates the contradictions and accepts the ambiguities,
the greater will be the uncertainty one experiences. And the uncertainty is bound to intensify the more one
ponders the multiplicity of reasons why the end of the Cold War has been accompanied by pervasive
instabilities. Clearly, the absence of a superpower rivalry is not the only source of complexity. Technological
dynamics are also major stimulants, and so are the breakdown of trust, the shrinking of distances, the
globalization of economies, the explosive proliferation of organizations, the information revolution, the
fragmentation of groups, the integration of regions, the surge of democratic practices, the spread of
fundamentalism, the cessation of intense enmities, and the revival of historic animosities—all of which in turn
provoke further reactions that add to the complexity and heighten the sense that the uncertainty embedded in
nonlinearity has become an enduring way of life.

In some corners of the policy-making community there would appear to be a shared recognition that the
intellectual tools presently available to probe the pervasive uncertainty underlying our emergent epoch may
not be sufficient to the task. More than a few analysts could be cited who appreciate that our conceptual
equipment needs to be enhanced and refined, that under some conditions nonlinear approaches are more
suitable than the linear conceptual equipment that has served for so long as the basis of analysis, that the
disciplinary boundaries that have separated the social sciences from each other and from the hard sciences
are no longer clear-cut, and that the route to understanding and sound policy initiatives has to be traversed
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through interdisciplinary undertakings.4

It is perhaps a measure of this gap between the transformative dynamics and the conceptual equipment
available to comprehend them that our vocabulary for understanding the emergent world lags well behind the
changes themselves. However messy the world may have been in the waning epoch, at least we felt we had
incisive tools to analyze it. But today we still do not have ways of talking about the diminished role of states
without at the same time privileging them as superior to all the other actors in the global arena. We lack a
means for treating the various contradictions as part and parcel of a more coherent order. We do not have
techniques for analyzing the simultaneity of events such that the full array of their interconnections and
feedback loops are identified.

Searching for Panaceas

So it is understandable that both the academic and policy-making communities are vulnerable to searching for
panaceas. Aware they are ensconced in an epoch of contradictions, ambiguities, and uncertainties, and thus
sensitive to the insufficiency of their conceptual equipment, officials and thoughtful observers alike may be
inclined to seek security through an overall scheme that seems capable of clarifying the challenges posed by
the emergent epoch. Complexity theory is compelling in this regard. The very fact that it focuses on complex
phenomena and presumes that these are subject to theoretical inquiry, thereby implying that complex systems
are patterned and ultimately comprehensible, may encourage undue hope that humankind’s problems can be
unraveled and effective policies designed to resolve them pursued.

Stirring accounts of The Santa Fe Institute, where complexity theory was nursed into being through the work
of economists, statisticians, computer scientists, mathematicians, biologists, physicists, and political scientists
in a prolonged and profoundly successful interdisciplinary collaboration, kindled these hopes.5 The stories of
how Brian Arthur evolved the notion of increasing returns in economics, of how John H. Holland developed
genetic algorithms that could result in a mathematical theory capable of illuminating a wide range of complex
adaptive systems, of how Stuart Kauffman generated computer simulations of abstract, interacting agents that
might reveal the inner workings of large, complicated systems such as the United States, of how Per Bak
discovered self-organized criticality that allowed for inferences as to how social systems might enter upon
critical states that jeopardize their stability, of how Murray Gell-Mann pressed his colleagues to frame the
concept of co-evolution wherein agents interact to fashion complex webs of interdependence—these stories
suggested that progress toward the comprehension of complex systems was bound to pay off. And to add to
the sense of panaceas, expectations were heightened by the titles these scholars gave to their works written to
make their investigations meaningful for laymen. Consider, for example, the implications embedded in
Holland’s Hidden Order6 and Kauffman’s At Home in the Universe7 that creative persistence is worth the
effort in the sense that eventually underlying patterns, a hidden order, are out there to be discovered.8

There are, in short, good reasons to be hopeful: if those on the cutting edge of inquiry can be sure that human
affairs rest on knowable foundations, surely there are bases for encouragement that the dilemmas of the real,
post-cold war world are susceptible to clarification and more effective control. Never mind that societies are
increasingly less cohesive and boundaries increasingly more porous; never mind that vast numbers of new
actors are becoming relevant to the course of events; never mind that money moves instantaneously along the
information highway and that ideas swirl instantaneously in cyberspace; and never mind that the feedback
loops generated by societal breakdowns, proliferating actors, and boundary-spanning information are greatly
intensifying the complexity of life late in the 20th Century—all such transformative dynamics may complicate
the task of analysts, but complexity theory tells us that they are not beyond comprehension, that they can be
grasped.

I do not say this sarcastically. Rather, I accept the claims made for complexity theory. It has made enormous
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strides and it does have the potential for clarifying and ultimately ameliorating the human condition. Its
progress points to bases for analytically coping with porous boundaries, societal breakdowns, proliferating
actors, fast-moving money and ideas, and elaborate feedback loops. But to stress these strides is not to
delineate a time line when they will reach fruition in terms of policy payoffs, and it is here, in the discrepancy
between the theoretical strides and their policy relevance, that the need to highlight theoretical limits and curb
panacean impulses arises.

Strides in Complexity Theory

Before specifying the limits of complexity theory, let us first acknowledge the claims made for it. This can be
accomplished without resort to mathematical models or sophisticated computer simulations. Few of us can
comprehend the claims in these terms, but if the theoretical strides that have been made are assessed from the
perspective of the philosophical underpinnings of complexity theory, it is possible to identify how the theory
can serve the needs of those of us in the academic and policy-making worlds who are not tooled up in
mathematics or computer science but who have a felt need for new conceptual equipment. Four
underpinnings of the theory are sufficient for this purpose. The four are equally important and closely
interrelated, but they are briefly outlined separately here in order to facilitate an assessment of the theory’s
relevance to the analysis of world affairs.

As I understand it, at the core of complexity theory is the complex adaptive system—not a cluster of
unrelated activities, but a system; not a simple system, but a complex one; and not a static, unchanging set of
arrangements, but a complex adaptive system. Such a system is distinguished by a set of interrelated parts,
each one of which is potentially capable of being an autonomous agent that, through acting autonomously,
can impact on the others, and all of which either engage in patterned behavior as they sustain day-to-day
routines or break with the routines when new challenges require new responses and new patterns. The
interrelationships of the agents is what makes them a system. The capacity of the agents to break with
routines and thus initiate unfamiliar feedback processes is what makes the system complex (since in a simple
system all the agents consistently act in prescribed ways.) The capacity of the agents to cope collectively with
the new challenges is what makes them adaptive systems. Such, then, is the modern urban community, the
nation state, and the international system. Like any complex adaptive system in the natural world, the agents
that comprise world affairs are brought together into systemic wholes that consist of patterned structures ever
subject to transformation as a result of feedback processes from their external environments or from internal
stimuli that provoke the agents to break with their established routines. There may have been long periods of
stasis in history where, relatively speaking, each period in the life of a human system was like the one before
it, but for a variety of reasons elaborated elsewhere,9 the present period is one of turbulence, of social
systems and their polities undergoing profound transformations that exhibit all the characteristics of complex
adaptive systems.

The four premises of complexity theory build upon this conception. They call attention to dimensions of
complex adaptive systems that both offer promising insights into world affairs and highlight the difficulties of
applying complexity theory to policy problems.

Self-Organization and Emergent Properties

The parts or agents of a complex adaptive system, being related to each other sufficiently to form recurrent
patterns, do in fact self-organize their patterned behavior into an orderly whole10 and, as they do, they begin
to acquire new attributes. The essential structures of the system remain intact even as their emergent
properties continue to accumulate and mature. Through time the new properties of the system may obscure its
original contours, but to treat these processes of emergence as forming a new system is to fail to appreciate a
prime dynamic of complexity, namely, the continuities embedded in emergence. As one analyst puts it, the
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life of any system, "at all levels, is not one damn thing after another, but the result of a common fundamental,
internal dynamic."11 Thus, for example, the NATO of 1996 is very different from the NATO of 1949 and
doubtless will be very different from the NATO of 2006, but its emergent properties have not transformed it
into an entirely new organization. Rather, its internal dynamic has allowed it to adapt to change even though
it is still in fundamental respects the North Atlantic Treaty Organization.

Adaptation and Co-evolution

But there is no magic in the processes whereby systems self-organize and develop emergent properties. In the
case of human systems, it is presumed they are composed of learning entities,12 with the result that the
dynamics of emergence are steered, so to speak, by a capacity for adaptation, by the ability of complex
systems to keep their essential structures within acceptable limits (or, in the case of nonhuman organisms,
within physiological limits).13 Human systems face challenges from within or without, and the adaptive task is
to maintain an acceptable balance between their internal needs and the external demands.14 At the same time,
in the process of changing as they adapt, systems co-evolve with their environments. Neither can evolve in
response to change without corresponding adjustments on the part of the other. On the other hand, if a system
is unable to adjust to its environment’s evolutionary dynamics and thus fails to adapt, it collapses into the
environment and becomes extinct. To return to the NATO example, the Organization managed from its
inception to co-evolve with the Cold War and post-Cold War environments despite internal developments
such as the 1967 defection of France from the military command and external developments such as the
demise of the Soviet Union and the superpower rivalry. Indeed, as the environment evolved subsequent to the
end of the Cold War, NATO accepted France’s decision to rejoin the military command in 1996. The
adaptation of NATO stands in sharp contrast to its Cold War rival, the Warsaw Pact. It could not co-evolve
with the international environment and failed to adapt; in effect, it collapsed into the environment so fully
that its recurrent patterns are no longer discernible.

As the history of France in NATO suggests, the co-evolution of systems and their environments is not a
straight-line progression. As systems and their environments become ever more complex, feedback loops
proliferate and nonlinear dynamics intensify, with the result that it is not necessarily evident how any system
evolves from one stage to another. While "no one doubts that a nation-state is more complex than a foraging
band," and while the evolution from the latter to the former may include tribal, city-state, and other
intermediate forms, the processes of evolution do not follow neat and logical steps.15 Systems are unalike and
thus subject to local variations as well as diverse trajectories through time. Equally important, evolution may
not occur continuously or evenly. Even the most complex system can maintain long equilibrium before
undergoing new adaptive transformations, or what complexity theorists call "phase transitions." Put
differently, their progression through time can pass through periods of stasis or extremely slow, infinitesimal
changes before lurching into a phase transition, thereby tracing a temporal path referred to as "punctuated
equilibrium."

The Power of Small Events

It follows from the vulnerability of complex adaptive systems to punctuations of their equilibrium and
tumultuous phase transitions that small, seemingly minor events can give rise to large outcomes, that systems
are sensitive at any moment in time to the conditions prevailing at that moment and can thus initiate processes
of change that are substantial and dramatic. Examples of this so-called "butterfly effect" abound. Perhaps the
most obvious concerns the way in which an assassination in 1914 triggered the onset of World War I, but
numerous other, more recent illustrations can readily be cited. It is not difficult to reason, for instance, that
the end of the Cold War began with the election of a Polish Pope more than a decade earlier, just as the
release of Nelson Mandela from prison was arguably (and in retrospect) an event that triggered the end of
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apartheid in South Africa.16

Sensitivity to Initial Conditions

Closely related to the power of small events is the premise that even the slightest change in initial conditions
can lead to very different outcomes for a complex adaptive system. This premise can be readily grasped in the
case of human systems when it is appreciated that the processes of emergence pass through a number of
irreversible choice points that lead down diverse paths and, thus, to diverse outcomes. This is not to imply,
however, that changes in initial conditions necessarily result in unwanted outcomes. As the foregoing
examples demonstrate, the power of an altered initial condition can lead to desirable as well as noxious
results, an insight that highlights the wisdom of paying close attention to detail in the policy-making process.

The Limits of Complexity Theory

Can complexity theory anticipate precisely how a complex adaptive system in world affairs will organize
itself and what trajectory its emergence will follow? Can the theory trace exactly how the system will adapt or
how it and its environment will co-evolve? Can the theory specify what initial conditions will lead to what
large outcomes? No, it cannot perform any of these tasks. Indeed, it cannot even anticipate whether a large
outcome will occur or, if it does, the range within which it might fall. Through computer simulations, for
example, it has been shown that even the slightest change in an initial condition can result in an enormous
deviation from what would have been the outcome in the absence of the change. Two simulations of the solar
system are illustrative:

Both simulations used the same mathematical model on the same computer. Both sought to predict the
position of the planets some 850,000,000 years in the future. The first and second simulation differed only in
that the second simulation moved the starting position of each planet 0.5 millimeters. With such a small
change in the initial conditions, [it is reasonable] to expect that the simulations would yield almost identical
outcomes.

For all but one of the planets this is exactly what happened. Pluto, however, responded differently. The
position of Pluto in the second simulation differed from its position in the first by 4 billion miles. Pluto’s
resting position is, in this mathematical model, extremely sensitive to the initial conditions.17

Applying these results metaphorically to the global system of concern here, it could well be presumed that the
Pluto outcome is the prototype in world politics, that numerous communities and societies could deviate often
from their expected trajectories by the political equivalent of 4 billion miles. The variables comprising human
systems at all levels of organizations are so multitudinous, and so susceptible to wide variations when their
values shift, that anticipating the movement of planets through space is easy compared to charting the
evolution of human systems through time.

In short, there are strict limits within which theorizing based on the premises of complexity theory must be
confined. It cannot presently—and is unlikely ever to—provide a method for predicting particular events and
specifying the exact shape and nature of developments in the future. As one observer notes, it is a theory
"meant for thought experiments rather than for emulation of real systems."18

Consequently, it is when our panacean impulses turn us toward complexity theory for guidance in the framing
of exact predictions that the policy payoffs are least likely to occur and our disillusionment is most likely to
intensify. For the strides that complexity theorists have made with their mathematical models and computer
simulations are still a long way from amounting to a science that can be relied upon for precision in charting
the course of human affairs that lies ahead. Although their work has demonstrated the existence of an
underlying order, it has also called attention to a variety of ways in which the complexity of that order can
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collapse into pervasive disorder. Put differently, while human affairs have both linear and nonlinear
dimensions, and while there is a range of conditions in which the latter dimensions are inoperative or "well
behaved,"19 it is not known when or where the nonlinear dimensions will appear and trigger inexplicable
feedback mechanisms. Such unknowns lead complexity theorists to be as interested in patterns of disorder as
those of order, an orientation that is quite contrary to the concerns of policy makers.

Theorizing Within the Limits

To acknowledge the limits of complexity theory, however, is not to assert that it is of no value for policy
makers and academics charged with comprehending world affairs. Far from it: if the search for panaceas is
abandoned and replaced with a nuanced approach, it quickly becomes clear that the underlying premises of
complexity theory have a great deal to offer as a perspective or world view with which to assess and
anticipate the course of events. Perhaps most notably, they challenge prevailing assumptions in both the
academic and policy-making communities that political, economic, and social relationships adhere to patterns
traced by linear regressions. Complexity theory asserts that it is not the case, as all too many officials and
analysts presume, that "we can get a value for the whole by adding up the values of its parts."20 In the words
of one analyst,

Look out the nearest window. Is there any straight line out there that wasn’t man-made? I’ve
been asking the same question of student and professional groups for several years now, and the
most common answer is a grin. Occasionally a philosophical person will comment that even the
lines that look like straight lines are not straight lines if we look at them through a microscope.
But even if we ignore that level of analysis, we are still stuck with the inevitable observation that
natural structures are, at their core, nonlinear. If [this] is true, why do social scientists insist on
describing human events as if all the rules that make those events occur are based on straight
lines?21

A complexity perspective acknowledges the nonlinearity of both natural and human systems. It posits human
systems as constantly learning, reacting, adapting, and changing even as they persist, as sustaining continuity
and change simultaneously. It is a perspective that embraces non-equilibrium existence. Stated more
generally, it is a mental set, a cast of mind that does not specify particular outcomes or solutions but that
offers guidelines and lever points that analysts and policy makers alike can employ to more clearly assess the
specific problems they seek to comprehend or resolve. Furthermore, the complexity perspective does not
neglect the role of history even though it rejects the notion that a single cause has a single effect. Rather,
focusing as it does on initial conditions and the paths that they chart for systems, complexity treats the
historical context of situations as crucial to comprehension.

The first obstacle to adopting a complexity perspective is to recognize that inevitably we operate with some
kind of theory. It is sheer myth to believe that we need merely observe the circumstances of a situation in
order to understand them. Facts do not speak for themselves; observers give them voice by sorting out those
that are relevant from those that are irrelevant and, in so doing, they bring a theoretical perspective to bear.
Whether it be realism, liberalism, or pragmatism, analysts and policy makers alike must have some theoretical
orientation if they are to know anything. Theory provides guidelines; it sensitizes observers to alternative
possibilities; it highlights where levers might be pulled and influence wielded; it links ends to means and
strategies to resources; and perhaps most of all, it infuses context and pattern into a welter of seemingly
disarrayed and unrelated phenomena.

It follows that the inability of complexity theory to make specific predictions is not a serious drawback.
Understanding and not prediction is the task of theory. It provides a basis for grasping and anticipating the
general patterns within which specific events occur. The weather offers a good example. It cannot be
precisely predicted at any moment in time, but there are building blocks—fronts, highs and lows, jet streams,
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and so on—and our overall understanding of changes in weather has been much advanced by theory based on
these building blocks....We understand the larger patterns and (many of) their causes, though the detailed
trajectory through the space of weather possibilities is perpetually novel. As a result, we can do far better than
the old standby: predict that "tomorrow’s weather will be like today’s" and you stand a 60 percent probability
of being correct. A relevant theory for [complex adaptive systems] should do at least as well.22

Given the necessity of proceeding from a theoretical standpoint, it ought not be difficult to adopt a
complexity perspective. Indeed, most of us have in subtle ways already done so. Even if political analysts are
not—as I am not—tooled up in computer science and mathematics, the premises of complexity theory and
the strides in comprehension they have facilitated are not difficult to grasp. Despite our conceptual
insufficiencies, we are not helpless in the face of mounting complexity. Indeed, as the consequences of
turbulent change have become more pervasive, so have observers of the global scene become increasingly
wiser about the ways of the world and, to a large degree, we have become, each of us in our own way,
complexity theorists. Not only are we getting accustomed to a fragmegrative world view that accepts
contradictions, anomalies, and dialectic processes, but we have also learned that situations are multiply
caused, that unintended consequences can accompany those that are intended, that seemingly stable
situations can topple under the weight of cumulated grievances, that some situations are ripe for accidents
waiting to happen, that expectations can be self-fulfilling, that organizational decisions are driven as much by
informal as formal rules, that feedback loops can redirect the course of events, and so on through an
extensive list of understandings that appear so commonplace as to obscure their origins in the social sciences
only a few decades ago.23 Indeed, we now take for granted that learning occurs in social systems, that
systems in crisis are vulnerable to sharp turns of directions precipitated by seemingly trivial incidents, that the
difference between times one and two in any situation can often be ascribed to adaptive processes, that the
surface appearance of societal tranquillity can mask underlying problems, and that "other things being equal"
can be a treacherous phrase if it encourages us to ignore glaring exceptions. In short, we now know that
history is not one damn thing after another so much as it is many damn things simultaneously.

And if we ever slip in our understanding of these subtle lessons, if we ever unknowingly revert to simplistic
formulations, complexity theory serves to remind us there are no panaceas. It tells us that there are limits to
how much we can comprehend of the complexity that pervades world affairs, that we have to learn to
become comfortable living and acting under conditions of uncertainty.

The relevance of this accumulated wisdom—this implicit complexity perspective—can be readily illustrated.
It enables us to grasp how an accidental drowning in Hong Kong intensified demonstrations against China,
how the opening of a tunnel in Jerusalem could give rise to a major conflagration, how the death of four
young girls can foster a "dark and brooding" mood in Brussels, how an "October surprise" might impact
strongly on an American presidential election, or how social security funds will be exhausted early in the next
century unless corrective policies are adopted—to cite three recent events and two long-standing maxims.24

We know, too that while the social security example is different from the others—in that it is founded on a
linear projection of demographic change while the other examples involve nonlinear feedback loops—the
world is comprised of linear as well as nonlinear dynamics and that this distinction is central to the kind of
analysis we undertake.

In other words, while it is understandable that we are vulnerable to the appeal of panaceas, this need not be
the case. Our analytic capacities and concepts are not so far removed from complexity theorists that we need
be in awe of their accomplishments or be ready to emulate their methods. Few of us have the skills or
resources to undertake sophisticated computer simulations—and that may even be an advantage, as greater
technical skills might lead us to dismiss complexity theory as inapplicable—but as a philosophical perspective
complexity theory is not out of our reach. None of its premises and concepts are alien to our analytic habits.
They sum to a perspective that is consistent with our own and with the transformations that appear to be
taking the world into unfamiliar realms. Hence, through its explication, the complexity perspective can serve
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as a guide both to comprehending a fragmegrated world and theorizing within its limits.
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Complexity, Chaos, and National Security Policy:
Metaphors or Tools?

Alvin M. Saperstein

Introduction

Interactions between traditional nation-states, including the extreme interaction of war, can be likened to the
interaction between microscopic bodies in physics. Relatively few variables are required to describe the
process; the course of events is basically predictable—between occasional major, contingency-based,
bifurcations (e.g., the outcomes of specific battles or collisions). Subnational wars—ethnic or tribal conflicts,
guerrilla insurgencies—would then have to be likened to the interactions of meso-physics: fluctuations away
from the mean become at least as important as the mean. The descriptive words usually resorted to are chaos,
complexity, non-predictability, etc.

In the modern era, the actual and potential destructiveness of inter-nation war has tended to stabilize S.U.
(Soviet Union)-U.S. type conflicts—with their nuclear weapon implications. This has allowed the realm of
ethnic type war possibilities to grow and with it the attention of policy makers, scholars, and soldiers to the
concepts of chaos and complexity—the theme of this conference.

That the paradigm of chaos was intimately associated with battle was certainly well known to von Clausewitz
and the earlier Greek military historians. Many of the people at this conference, whose writings I have read
with pleasure and profit (Beyerchen 1992, Lane and Maxfield 1996, Mann 1992, Mazarr 1994, Rosenau
1996, Rinaldi 1995, Schmitt 1995), have made amply clear the usefulness of the complexity concept in
describing international security strategy.1 But do we gain anything from the visits of the soldier and
statesman to the academy of the mathematician and physicist, besides some new, exotic descriptive
metaphors (e.g., "strange attractor," "self-organizing criticality")?

Do we gain any useful policy making and/or strategic tools as a result of the concordance of the new
metaphors, derived from the physical sciences, with the long recognized chaotic-complex aspects of war and
national security in a competitive anarchic world?2 Has anything been gained by the transfer of the growing
popularity of these paradigms from "hard" to "soft" scientists or the recognition of the growing prevalence of
these "fads" by the military and political elites? A new set of metaphors to describe a world does not imply
new or different behaviors of that world—we must be very careful not to confuse changes in an intellectual
outlook with changes in world events or patterns which we hope to understand and master.

The role of the policy maker, whether in a domestic or an international system, is to master the system: to be
able to take actions now which will lead to desirable events, or avoid undesirable events, in the future. Thus
he/she must be able to predict the outcome of current activities: if I do A, A’ will result; if I do B, B’ will
result, etc. Prediction is the transfer of knowledge of a system from its present to its future. The ability to
make such transfers is usually based upon an understanding of the system—unless recourse is made to
auguries or direct communications from a transcendental power. Excluding the roles of divination or divinity,
we must help the rational policy maker to understand in order to master.

It is clear that the set of metaphors which underline our thoughts and discussions about the political world
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determine our responses to matters of war and peace.3 Action often follows theory. (But purely pragmatic
responses—not the best, but adequate—are often resorted to by some societies with some success.
Non-theoretical societies do survive, sometimes.) Moreover, we also recognize that our metaphors may also
shape that political world.4 The "field of endeavor," within which we are trying to find appropriate responses,
is not itself fixed apriori; its contours may be molded by our metaphors; the topographic maps relied upon by
the competing forces may be altered by the plans and actions of these forces. Hence policy and response are
easier and more effective, the more appropriate the available metaphors.

It should also be clear that the new metaphors will be helpful in educating that majority of citizens, soldiers,
and statesmen which have not experienced chaos and complexity due to the apparent simplicity of the
bi-polar world view of the last half-century. It may be easier to have university freshman and military cadets
read modern works on complexity and chaos (e.g., Gleick 1987, Waldrop 1992) than have them study
Thucydides or von Clausewitz. Metaphors also determine the social acceptability of presenting ideas publicly,
thus subjecting them to criticism and possible action. For example, without the intellectual possibility of the
dissolution of nations, i.e., complexity, few conceived of (and thus planned for) the end of the Soviet Union
(and even fewer for that of its Cold War partner, the U.S.). The new intellectual paradigms should focus
attention on the underlying world political realities—chaos and complexities which have always been there,
sometimes obscured to many, but always recognized by some.

It is important to recognize that our metaphors, just as our goals, the "fields of competition and endeavor,"
and the events themselves, are constantly changing as a result of our formulating ideas, exploring our world,
and attempting to control events and reach goals. We must be careful not to imbed our ideas and "world-
pictures" in stone since the stone of the world is often brittle and ruptures catastrophically, or flows and
deforms like lava. "He that will not apply new remedies must expect new evils, for time is the greatest
innovator." (Philosopher-statesman Francis Bacon, 17th century)

Metaphors—Old and New

There are two major classes of metaphors, with roots in the history of physics, that are appropriate to this
conference on global politics and national security: The Newtonian view is that of a fixed set of elements.
They interact, linearly or non-linearly, in a fixed universe. Depending upon the issue under discussion, these
elements (and their interactions) may be: nations interacting with each other (via war, negotiation, trade,
cultural or terrorist exchange,...) in a world system; economic, bureaucratic, class,... groups "pressuring" each
other within a given nation; military divisions, regiments, battalions,..., engaged with each other in battle or
along a front; etc. The strengths of the individual elements and of their interactions may wax or wane, their
"location" in the "field of endeavor" may change with time, but their continued existence, as well as that of
the system of which they are elements, is taken for granted. (In the wars of kings, it was usually assumed that
the opposing king would still be there "afterwards," just somewhat diminished.) This Newtonian paradigm of
sovereign nations has been the usual framework for discussions of international security during much of the
past few centuries.5

In the currently fashionable Prigoginean6 (Prigogene and Stenger 1984) paradigm ("self-organizing
criticality"=SOC), elements and their interactions come into and go out of existence as part of the ongoing
process; the field of endeavor may change in size, structure, and constituents with time. Thus states, armies,
military and civilian units, may be born, grow, thrive, decay, die and disappear, as part of the process which
also creates, distorts, and dissolves, the structures of which they are—if perhaps only temporarily—parts and
foundations.7 States may be created out of, or dispersed back into, smaller groups of people as a result of war
or other interactions between other states or people groupings.8 "Official" or "unofficial" military units form
or dissolve as a result of anticipated or actual conflict between existing, nascent, or hopeful nations.9
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Economic, political, or other classes, come and go through turmoil engendered by other groupings in the
system of nation or nations.10 In sum, the system determines its apparent elements rather than conversely.11

The changing of the elements, their interactions, and the overall structure may occur at vastly different time
scales. Consequently, there may be intervals of time in which the system seems to consist of fixed elements
interacting with each other under fixed rules, i.e., a Newtonian description may provide a good approximation
for some epochs. Conversely, a Newtonian system of small enough elements may provide the conceptual
foundation for a Prigoginean system of larger elements: the shifting elements of the latter may "actually"
consist of varying combinations of the fixed elements of the former. For example, guerrilla bands, regiments,
tribes, nations, states, are all different time-varying combinations of people; the underlying Newtonian system
would be the multi-billion member set of the world’s population. (And, of course, each person is a shifting
combination of biological cells. And, each cell is a shifting sets of molecules. And so forth.)

Both of these paradigms can be taken with either a stochastic or a deterministic view. In a stochastic model
there are no rules connecting the state of the system at one instant of time deterministically to its state at a
following instant. Only probabilities connect the two. Within a stochastic Newtonian model, interactions
between elements can be likened to the random collisions of molecules. Policy can be framed by comparing
the relative probabilities of the outcomes of different policy-choice-paths and maximizing expectation values.
Combining the stochastic and Prigoginean metaphors, security interactions would be modeled by "collisions"
between elements which may or may not exist. Without resorting to the full apparatus of quantum field
theory, there is no obvious simple means of rationally dealing with such models, and so they will be avoided
in this paper.

Deterministic systems have rules, which may be ascertained, which uniquely connect neighboring time states
of the system (Fig. 1a). In Newtonian systems, these rules would govern the interactions between the
permanent elements. Within the Prigoginean paradigm, the rules would also govern the creation and
dissolution of these, now perhaps impermanent, elements. Most people act, and have acted historically, as if
there are "rules of human behavior." Hence I will stick to deterministic paradigms.
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It is important to stress that determinism does not imply predictability. Prediction implies connections of
necessity (not of probability!) between non-perfectly well-defined states of the system separated by finite
time intervals. In order to rationally predict future behaviors of a system, we must know its present state. If
the future knowledge so obtained is roughly comparable in quality to the present knowledge, the prediction is
successful. But present knowledge is never perfect. There are always measurement errors in any
determination of the present state. The resultant non-perfectly well-defined present state encompasses a
number of possible starting states. The rules determining future states must be applied to each of these starting
states. Thus, given any deterministic model, implicit or explicit, upon which predictions are to be based, a
range of "paths into the future" are possible (see Fig. 1b,1c). Furthermore, any such model depends upon
parameters obtained from necessarily imperfect observations. Hence even a perfectly determined initial state
of the system allows a range of future outcomes in any reasonable predictive modeling.

The result of these two imperfections of observation is that any set of rationally ascertained system rules,
which transfer realistically obtained present knowledge of the system into the future, will result in a range of
possible outcomes—a range of uncertainty. If this future range of uncertainty is large compared to the range
of present knowledge, the quality of prediction is impaired. If this future range covers all possible outcomes of
the system (Fig. 1c), no knowledge of the future is possible—prediction (and hence rational policy making) is
impossible.

If the rules governing the system are "linear,"12 the range of future outcomes is always comparable to the
range of input uncertainties (Fig. 1b): prediction is possible, and therefore useful to the policy maker. If the
system rules are non-linear13 (as are most systems involving competing human beings, wherein the policy of
one party must not only include the desired goals of each party but also the response of the other parties’
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progress toward those goals14), the system may display extreme sensitivity to small changes in input or system
parameters (Fig. 1c). This behavior, called "chaos," (see, e.g., Schuster 1988) makes prediction—and hence
control of future behavior of the system—difficult or impossible. However, it may be possible to predict
whether or not a system will display chaotic behavior. This possibility, as shown in the following section,
allows the policy maker to avoid dangerous behavior. Hence the ability to predict unpredictability is a very
useful tool in policy making (Saperstein 1986).

Crisis Instability and Chaos

In pre-WWI Europe, the assassination of two people in the Balkans was enough to ignite a carnage that swept
all of the continent and involved all other continents, left millions dead, vast territories desolate, wiped out
existing nations and governments, and created new ones. In post WWII Europe, the murder of hundreds, or
perhaps thousands, in these same Balkans left most of the rest of the world untouched—except perhaps in
their consciences and charitable purses. In the first case, a very small change in the system parameters led to
major transformations of the system—the definition of "chaos" if the system were a mathematical/physical
system. In the second case, the disturbances effectively damped out as they propagated through the
system—the sign of a stable mathematical/physical system. The political scientists have coined the phrase
"crisis instability" to describe the first case—extreme sensitivity of the world political system to minor
perturbations (see, e.g., Saperstein 1994). In the second case, the world system was "crisis stable." The same
world system can manifest crisis instability at some places during some epochs, while displaying crisis stability
elsewhere or at other times.

Physical systems, e.g., a moving fluid, can also display chaos (i.e., turbulence) in some circumstances and
stability (i.e., smoothly varied, ordered, laminar flow) in others. Mathematical metaphors for these physical
systems must be able to manifest both chaos, stability, and the transition between the two, if they are to be a
reasonable representation of the physical reality. Furthermore, if it is to be useful, the mathematical model
must be able to predict the circumstances under which the system will switch from stability to chaos. For
example, the airflow over a given wing design will be laminar for air velocities whose Reynolds’s number15 is
below some critical value (Fig. 2). For larger flow velocities, the flow becomes turbulent, dissipating energy in
an uneconomical manner and making control of the total aircraft more difficult and perhaps dangerous. The
ability to predict the critical Reynolds number, and its variation with changes in aircraft design, is very
important for the aircraft designer who wishes to avoid having to find out that his aircraft is unstable via the
sacrifice of test pilots or passengers.
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Analogously, if it were reasonable to mathematically model the world system of nations, a chaotic
mathematical system would be a good metaphor for a crisis—unstable world. Being able to predict the critical
"Reynolds number" for such a world model would be very important for the policy maker whose goal was to
avoid crisis unstable conditions with their concomitant high probabilities for the outbreak of war (Saperstein
1984).16 (In the modern political/weapons-of mass-destruction world, there are no "test pilots" and we are all
potentially sacrificial passengers.)

In a Newtonian world paradigm (or in a Newtonian approximation to a Prigoginean world view), the notion of
national security—and the goals of the corresponding policy makers—are fairly straightforward. Policy must
be framed so as to either avoid war or to reap the benefits of winning a war (whose win can be "guaranteed"
with associated costs less than expected gains). In either case, the prime goal is to maintain control of the
future, to retain predictability and hence avoid crisis instability. Given a reasonable mathematical model of
the system for which policy is being made, it can be used to explore for system characteristics which allow
transition to chaos. The policymaker must then studiously avoid the corresponding behaviors or conditions.

An example of interest to the strategist of bipolar nuclear arms races (in the context of the S.U. - U.S. Cold
War) is the modeling of the Strategic Defense Initiative, the proposal during the Reagan Presidency to deploy
a massive system of ground-based and space-based defenses against strategic-ranged ballistic nuclear missiles.
The model (Saperstein and Kress 1988) presumed that each of the two antagonists would deploy similar
offensive and defensive systems against the other (Fig. 3). The deployment numbers would be determined in
response to the opponent’s deployed weapons numbers; the result is a non-linear interactive system whose
stability can be investigated by conventional means: introduce a small disturbance into the system and
compute how it grows. As expected, there are starting configuration numbers (of offensive and defensive
missiles) for which the perturbations remain small, others for which they grow greatly and rapidly (Fig. 4).
The latter configurations are the crisis-unstable systems which are to be avoided by the relevant strategic
planners.17
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The same paradigm has been used to explore questions of more academic interest. Using a non-linear
Richardson18 model of the arms race between competing nations, a comparison (Saperstein 1991) was made
of the stability region of three-nation systems (Fig.5a) with that of two-nation systems (Fig.5b). The former
was found to be smaller than the latter, indicating that it is more difficult to stabilize a tri-polar world than a
bi-polar world, a conclusion which has also been drawn by many "conventional" non-mathematical political
scientists. Another concordance between the results of mathematical modeling of international systems and
conventional analysis has been that a system of democratic states is less likely to have wars than a system
including oligarchic states. The model conclusions (Saperstein 1992a) result from the differing values of the
Richardson-type parameters19 stemming from democratic versus oligarchic societies. The differences arise
since the (Newtonian) nation entities of the Richardson model, and hence their interactions, result from
averages over a larger Newtonian model whose elements are the nation’s decision makers—citizens,
politicians, officials—a large class in the democratic state, a small group in the oligarchic state. In the latter
case, the interaction parameters resulting from the average are more likely to be large enough to produce an
unstable system. Finally, a comparative stability analysis was made of systems of competing nations, each
looking out for its individual security, versus systems of alliances, shifting so as to maintain a "balance of
power" (Saperstein 1992b). Again, the result—that it is easier to stabilize a balance-of-power system—was
expected from conventional political analysis.
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In all of the above cases, the chaos metaphor was used to steer policy makers away from potentially
dangerous crisis instability situations—away from chaos. Alternatively, when war and its associated chaos is
unavoidable, there is the traditional approach to the chaos of battle, an approach used by successful military
planners whether or not they recognized or used the chaos metaphor. Since small perturbations can lead to
largely different outcomes ("For want of a nail, a shoe was lost,... a kingdom was lost.") one appropriate
response (characteristic of the U.S. military since Grant) has been to always deploy overwhelming forces, if
they can be made available. (Have more than enough horses, so that the loss of a few would make no
difference.) That is, the statistical fluctuations which mimic chaos usually scale as the square-root of N, the
number of significant elements. For large enough N, the relative fluctuations are unimportant. An alternative
to increasing the sizes of the force units available (the Newtonian elements of the system) is to increase the
number of different types, their flexibility and rapid adaptability to changes. Have horses, mules, people,
jeeps, well trained and available to carry out the required tasks. Better yet, have available alternative sets of
tasks and immediate goals, which will lead to the final desired goal—if you can’t take that hill, take the other
one. It is clear here that the new chaos metaphor offers no new tools to the military planner though, as has
been previously suggested, it may significantly aid the military educator.

National Security in an "SOC" World

The goals of the national Security policy maker are not so obvious in a Prigoginian ("Self Organizing
Criticality") world. Should policy be aimed at encouraging or discouraging the creation of new nations, the
breakup of the old? Should new alliances, new armies, new bones of contention be anticipated? All of these
are the possible system elements and interactions (between the elements) which may arise and evolve via the
life of the system. It is now clear that all of these SOC possibilities must be anticipated as well as the vagaries
of dealing with the usual interactions between the Newtonian elements of long-lived nation’s and alliances.
For example, should the "West" have encouraged the break-up of Yugoslavia? (There is a long history of
eastern European people living at peace with each other in strongly ruled, multinational, non-democratic
States.) Are we better off competing with oppressive but strong oligarchies or dealing with fragmented—even
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worse, fractal—democracies?20

One of the prime reasons for our failure to successfully deal with Iraq—a "sovereign" element in the
Newtonian system—is that we fear to deal with its possible break-up. Similarly, there were important
confusions in our society in anticipating and dealing with the break-up of the Soviet Union. Our policies
towards China have also suffered from these confusions. In the Newtonian scheme-of-things, nations are
sovereign states and deal only with each others’ sovereigns. "Infringing upon sovereignty" is severely frowned
upon. It is clear that we still speak to such a world, though we no longer live it.

It is not evident to me that a single metaphor/tool—like chaos—is available or useful to us in dealing with a
world system characterized by "complexity."

Instead of specific new tools, these metaphors can contribute to the development of the new attitudes
required for the more complex modern world. They can help sharpen minds dulled by a Newtonian world
view so as to be alert to all new possibilities. (It should be obvious that such alertness and openness was
always present in some outstanding historic leaders whose minds were, perhaps, not so overburdened with
Newtonian simplicities.) Above all, we have to be alert to (and be able to respond to) the possibility of
bifurcation21 (Fig.6a) of the existing system into very different possible worlds, containing new and different
elements interacting in novel ways. Such bifurcations may occur at national levels—where nations rise and
fall, where they are of interest to the strategist, and at local levels—of tactical interest, where military,
governmental, or corporate units are created or destroyed. Though these bifurcations are contingent, the
probabilities of their occurrence, and their outcomes, are not structureless; familiarity and insight into the
fundamental aspects of the system can lead to clues as to when the probabilities of such change are large, and
when they are small.

 

Thus we shall need very flexible diplomats and soldiers at all levels.22 (The metaphors of complexity may be
helpful in recruiting as well as in educating them.) They will have to be very knowledgeable about past
behavior of the system and its elements—as determining the chances for radical transformation of the system.
They will have to be open and adaptable to the new and novel which may confront them - with or without
rational anticipation.23 Clearly, the new policy makers will have to be thoroughly cognizant of the relevant
elements of anthropology, sociology, and psychology, as well as history. Knowledge of the functioning of
existing governments, their departments or military units, will not be sufficient, as these elements may be
bubbling-up or dissolving into the inchoate foam of people and groups below.
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Not only are flexibility and imagination required for attaining one’s ends in a complex system. The ends
themselves will often be shifting and/or unclear. In some cases it may be desirable to fragment competing
parties ("divide and conquer"—e.g., the British role in India); in other cases to consolidate them (create
alliances or nations—e.g., the creation of Yugoslavia24). Of utmost importance is the recognition that the
policymaker can help direct these shifts, by influencing the elements at a lower level than those of the system
of interest; e.g., in a system of nations, it may be advisable to attempt to influence their individual citizens.25

So much for the sanctity of national sovereignty!

In mathematical terms, the usual way of seeking the "best" solution to a problem is to look for some
maximum value of a function-surface over the space of values pertinent to the problem (e.g., Axelrod and
Bennett 1991). The highest maximum (or the lowest minimum) is the best solution—the desired policy—and
if the surface is known, that best solution can eventually be found. However, in a "Self-Organizing Criticality"
world, the act of moving over the surface in search of its maximum can radically change the surface. It will
thus act more as an elastic membrane than as a fixed-function surface. Thus we may not be able to look for
the "good strategy" in opposition to the "bad strategy" but may have to settle for the "contextually
appropriate strategy."

Conclusion: Chaos and Complexity— Tool and/or Metaphor?

It is clear that successful military and political policy makers have always entertained the potentiality of chaos
and have sought the tools of redundancy and flexibility of resources to deal with that possibility. The only
new tool to deal with chaos presented here is the engineering tool of attempting to predict crisis instability and
then avoid it or be prepared to live with it. Quantitative dynamical models of the system of interest may be
useful in making such predictions. If they are inadequate or unavailable, verbal models have a long history,
and potentiality, of use.

If the leaders of the pre-WWI European states had recognized that the railroad schedule-dominated
mobilization of their troops was a source of great crisis instability (Tuchman 1962, van Creveld 1989),
perhaps they would have avoided starting—and being trapped by—the process. But this recognition would
have required that the chaos metaphor be more commonly found in the "intellectual air" of turn-of-
the-century Europe than was the case in that rapidly industrializing Newtonian-reductionist society.

Given a Newtonian paradigm, the policymaker strives to be efficient in reacting to a given "field of
endeavor"; chaos is to be avoided or dealt with by overwhelming force and/or redundant means of force
delivery. The present world seems to require a Prigoginean outlook: don’t accept the battlefield or the world
system as a fixed given. The complexity, or adaptive self-organizing, metaphor should be very useful for the
necessary education, recruitment, planning, and thinking required to deal with and survive our future.
However, no obvious specific tool—like predicting crisis instability—comes to mind. The metaphor require
that one should always be contemplating the future. And, among these considerations for the future, always
include attempts to change the field of endeavor itself.

Hence, it may not be useful for the policymaker to always look for the uniquely "best solution." It may be
necessary to settle for a local temporary maximum—a good solution, rather than the best. In the elastic fabric
of our present and future world, the "perfect" is often the enemy of the "good."

When all is said and done, on a strategic level, the most useful aspect of the chaos and complexity metaphors
is to remind us and help us to avoid falling into chaos.26

End Notes

1. "Complexity may be defined as the set of deterministic theories that do not necessarily lead to long-term
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prediction....The numerical variables are still uniquely related to each other locally in space and time. But...we
cannot obtain the future values implied by the theory just as a result of compact, well-defined manipulation of
the present values....Complexity theories thus depend on the complete ‘path’ taken by the system between its
beginning and end points....Every intermediate instant of time may see the theoretical system diverted from
the path it might have taken in the absence of perturbations, which are always present....The system is
extremely context-dependent." (Saperstein, 1995)

2. Contrary to popular wisdom, it may not be so bad to be prepared to fight the last war! Last wars have
always been chaotic and complex; it is only in the post World War II "cold war" that some serious stategists
have believed in a non-complex world paradigm.

3. A "non-appeasement" world view, stemming from the failure of appeasement towards Hitler, has governed
our post-WWII policies towards Stalin, Iraq, Bosnia...

4. For example, the Wilsonian ethnic metaphor—that every ethnic nation should have it own state—broke up
the European multi-ethnic empires, leading (?) eventually to disasters like the Bosnian conflict.

5. "Do what you wish to your own people and your neighbors will not get involved." "Zaire Under the Gun,"
New York Times, Nov. 3, 1996, p.E3.

6. I am indebted to John F. Schmitt (1995) for this characterization.

7. In a complex adaptive system, these "emergent properties" or "structures" are the result of contingency,
not determinism: you cannot predict when, or if, they will emerge, how long they will endure.

8. Zaire is a national state now—but for how long?

9. From whence did the Taliban militas come; will they last?

10. The Russian "Mafia" may be such an "emergent" "business class."

11. In the perpetual intellectual dispute between "wholeness" and "reductionism" (the whole is different from
the sum of its parts vs the whole is equal to the sum of its parts), SOC is in the wholeness camp.

12. Changes in output are proportional to changes in input; equivalently, the output resulting from the sum of
two inputs is equal to the sum of the two outputs separately resulting from each of the two inputs.

13. Non-linearity implies that the anticipated response to a planned action modifies the plan.

14. As an example of non-linear behavior, consider a nation, pacific in intent, which only arms itself in
anticipation of possible attacks from its explicitly aggressive neighbor. It realizes that the neighboring nation
will detect its arms buildup and respond with its own; in fact the neighbor might be inclined to advance its
presumably planned attack so as to come in ahead of the determinedly defensive arms buildup. So, in
anticipation of this response, the defensively oriented nation launches a supposedly preemptive attack against
the presumed aggressor!

15. A dimensionless system parameter which is determined by the characteristic size and flow velocity as well
as by the viscosity and density of the fluid and which determines the properties of the fluid flow. When the
Reynold number excedes the critical value (determined by the basic characteristics of the system) the system
becomes unstable to transition to a chaotic state.

16. Certainly, close thoughtful attention to the developed world’s hungry reliance upon petroleum, imported
from regions controlled by closed oligarchies, should have raised the prospect of impending crisis instability.
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17. This warning of the possibility of a loss of predictability and control over an escalating arms race came at
a time when some optimistic Cold-War strategists were arguing for the practice of precise control over an
upward spiraling MAD dance.

18. The usual linear Richardson model of a two-party arms race assumes that the rate of acquisition of arms,
by each party, is proportional to ("linear in") the existing stock of arms of its opponent and to its own arms
stocks. The non-linear model takes into account the possibility that the opponent’s stocks can become
"saturated" and hence of diminished danger.

19. The coefficients of proportionality between the existing arms stocks and the acquisition rates for new
arms—hence a measure of the distrust and fear of the opponent and the confidence in one’s own arms.

20. Czechoslovakia fragmented into the Czech Republic and Slovakia. Unfortunately for the people of
Bosnia, the different ethnic groups living there have fractal boundaries between them. In the former case,
there are clearly two separate areas, separated by a reasonably "smooth" boundary; this is not true in the
latter case.

21. Bifurcation (Fig. 6a) represents a choosing (in the usual way) one of several possible futures (which
contingently become available), leading to the creation of sets of distinct plans—one for each future. Chaos
(Fig. 6b) implies that these different futures are interbraided. Hence plans must constantly be mixed and
revised.

22. In a chaotic situation, every element must be prepared to become a Clausewitzean "center of gravity" if
the designated center is knocked out. The German tanks did so well early in WWII, against their
technologically equal or superior opponents, because each one was equipped with radio and each understood
the goals and rationale of the original plans and so was able to take over and modify plans as necessary.

23. A good football team may have separate offensive and defensive squads, but each must be able to fulfill
the role of the other when circumstances (fumble, interception) so require—which is often. In the military, it
may be possible to make do with a previously designated and trained "peace-keeping quarterback" and a
"peace-making quarterback," etc., each prepared to take over and lead a well trained "general-purpose squad"
for the appropriate purposes. We know and expect that ordinary military units can carry out diverse tasks.

24. Note that the same "world system" sometimes finds it useful to consolidate, and sometimes useful to
fragment its previous consolidation, e.g., Yugoslavia.

25. Such influence has long been attempted, e.g., Voice of America, BBC Overseas Service, "hidden"
subsidies to the political parties, labor unions, business enterprises, newspapers, radio, TV, etc., of other
countries, and of course, propaganda to troops on and behind the front lines.

26. The author is greatly indebted to his colleague (and wife) Harriet for her careful reading of the first draft
leading to critical, insightful, and productive suggestions.
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 The
Reaction to Chaos

Steven R. Mann

I want to talk about the art of foreign policy. And the art of strategy. And the art of diplomacy. And of course
the art of war. Individually, these are throwaway phrases. But I think there’s a deeper truth imbedded in this
idea of art and policy affairs. The truth relates to the terrific need of humans to develop order. This is the
mission of Western art—the Western Eye—in imposing form on nature and calling it beautiful. Art is at war
with nature. It is the art of foreign policy that seeks to impose structure on the environment and build a
pleasing stability. It is no accident that we refer to these different "arts." So by discussing art, I am saying that
this is a talk not merely about chaos, but a practitioner’s view of the ways in which we react to chaos. (Here I
have drawn liberally from Camille Paglia and have extended this to the political.)

That the world is chaotic is another throwaway line. Even in the policy community, where so many of us earn
our living, this is a commonplace. In actual practice, though, we the United States are wary of going beyond
the commonplace in addressing the fact and implications of chaos, or better said, addressing the dynamical
nature of the world. In this talk, I want to discuss further why this is difficult and suggest what implications
this has for our policy direction. First, though, let me make the case that we are in a chaotic world.

The argument that I am going to make is that foreign affairs exhibits characteristics of self-organized
criticality. Briefly stated, the tenets of self-organized criticality are these: "many composite systems naturally
evolve to a critical state in which a minor event starts a chain reaction that can affect any number of elements
in the system. Although composite systems produce more minor events than catastrophes, chain reactions of
all size are an integral part of the dynamics. According to the theory, the mechanism that leads to minor
events is the same one that leads to major events. Furthermore, composite systems never reach equilibrium
but instead evolve from one metastable state to the next."

What first led me five years back to the metaphor of self-organized criticality was the utter unbelievability of
the phrase, "the New World Order." Whatever else we were seeing in international affairs, it was not order.
But that phrase has got legs; it even appears in the conference brochure. Leaving aside the unfortunate
conspiratorial echoes of that phrase, which have fueled militia paranoia across the US, it is not properly
descriptive. I’d suggest instead that what we are actually dealing with is better expressed by the concept of
consistent criticality. The international environment is complex, dynamic, and constantly changing. The world
appears as a critical arena.

The destruction of the old paradigm of an ordered, bipolar international environment meant therefore that
there would be a nostalgic, sometimes obsessive drive to reclaim the idea of a stable international scene. Thus
the new world order.

And indeed, something other than order is at work here. Look at the out-of-the-ordinary array of international
crises that we have experienced in the past five years: Somalia, Haiti, Bosnia, Central Africa, Chechnya. This
is not to speak of second-tier crises (from the US view) such as Abkhazia and Kashmir. I believe we are in an
environment in which unpredictable transformations lead to constant change in the international
environment—yet throughout these various upheavals, the overall system retains a surprising degree of
robustness. The model of self-organized criticality wears well in describing this policy environment.

In order for events to proceed to the global critical state, there needs to be a sufficiently complex
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international system in existence. To achieve truly global criticality, which is what we are seeing in the
Twentieth Century, the following prerequisites were necessary: efficient methods of transportation; efficient
means of mass production; greater freedom in economic competition; rising economic standards, leading to
greater weight on ideology [when the struggle for survival is won, there is room for ideology]; efficient mass
communication; and an increase in resource demand. I’m sure this is not an exhaustive list, but these items
occur to me as necessary preconditions for global criticality. Talk of global complexity is also a
commonplace, usually expressed in terms of "global interdependence." But I think global criticality is a more
productive way of thinking of this.

Now, you can indeed take this stuff too far. Social sciences are often subjective. Chaos theory has become
trendy. It’s easy to overstate the power of a theory. This brings us to the "Is it live or is it Memorex?
question." Do chaos and self-organized criticality exist as actual principles of international affairs or are we
dealing with perceptions and metaphors? Vice President Gore has called criticality "irresistible as a
metaphor." This is true and we need to use caution. Humans have a terrific need for stability and one of the
ways we serve this need is through the search for paradigms. We consider reality tamed if we find a
classification, a description for it. But I no longer believe in criticality merely as metaphor. I think that the
process involved is a "real" one, not a representational one. I believe that the action of international actors is
an actual example of a chaotic environment and that out of the interplay of large numbers of actors with great
degrees of freedom, we are seeing self-organized criticality on a global scale.

The idea of chaos and criticality operating in the social arena is becoming more and more accepted. I read of
applications of chaos theory to economics. Especially intriguing to me has been the attention given to
dynamical systems theory by psychoanalysts. This strikes me as a bold and plausible application of these
theories to the "soft" sciences—sciences where quantification is difficult and the dangers of subjective
analysis are high—and I believe we as strategic analysts would do well to study this research. One of these
psychoanalysts, Dr. Galatzer-Levy states: "Chaos theory was born out of the recognition of what could not be
done." What could not be done. Recall the discomfort I, and I’m sure many of us had as we tried to make
sense of the "New World Order." Matching chaos theory to psychoanalysis, Galatzer-Levy writes: "Any
reasonably complex system is not predictable in its details over a long period of time. Certainly the human
mind is at such a level of complexity." Now, if we are dealing with the product of billions of human minds in
an interactive, responsive system, is it not reasonable to believe that chaos theory applies to our particular
science?

Galatzer-Levy asserts that he finds in psychoanalysis such dynamical phenomena as strange attractors and
self-similarity. Earlier, two other analysts, Sashin and Callahan created a model of affect—the emotional
response attached to a stimulus—using catastrophe theory. We need to be open to these concepts as actual
phenomena, not merely as metaphor. In our own field, we need to take encouragement from what these
observers suggest and develop a consistent model of international affairs that incorporates dynamical systems
theory. A successful model—if it can be created—will encompass military strategy, trade and finance,
ideology, political organization, religion, ecology, mass communication, public health, and changing gender
roles. For better or worse, the sum of these topics is foreign affairs today.

Twentieth-century history alone has ample evidence for the idea of criticality—though here of course we
have again to be careful of subjective interpretation. This century’s history exhibits a recurring pattern, of
building to a critical state, catastrophic change, subsequent reordering, and a period of metastability— leading
to the next sequence. (Here I’m happy to echo Richard Kugler.) The foreign policy "peaks" of the Twentieth
Century I see as the First World War, Second World War, and the end of the Cold War.

Consider the massive reordering that we subsume under the shorthand of the First World War: Ten million
war dead, innumerable other casualties, the birth of the Soviet state and the surge of international
communism, the spread of European revolution, and the great influenza pandemic. The metaphor of the
tinderbox is the time-honored one for that period. The new description that makes sense, however, is of a
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collection of factors building to criticality. There is a relatively minor event—the assassination of the Austrian
Archduke by a Serb—leading to disproportionate outcomes and massive reordering. So too with the
1939-1945 period. The stage of building to criticality was increasingly evident from 1931 onwards, and we
are all familiar with the spectacular change and the fundamental reordering that followed.

The collapse of the Soviet Empire is the third instance of global critical change that I’d highlight. The
consensus I detect in the conference is that we really do not understand the post-collapse period. The
East-West struggle kept a lid on conflict. Communism suppressed the destabilizing phenomena of nationalism
and crime by making these, as so much else in the society, state monopolies. Ukrainian nationalism was
illegal; Soviet patriotism was mandatory. Criminal gangs were strictly suppressed in the USSR; the
nomenklatura, in contrast, was a powerful Cosa Nostra of its own. Now, with the Cold War ended, the state’s
monopoly on these enterprises has ended and we are dealing with the unpleasant sequelae of freedom,
whether in Chechnya, the Balkans, Nagorno-Karabakh, or in the rise and spread of the Russian Mafia. In
terms of our theory, the degrees of freedom in the system have greatly increased.

There’s another way of viewing this, however: the fact that the great Cold War struggle diverted us from the
accelerating chaos, the true dynamism, in the world and only now are we perceiving the scale of the global
challenges: in terms of environmental disaster, water shortages, climate change, dysfunctional national
cultures, and the breakdown of the nation-state. The response to this reordering is by no means complete, and
this is a complex and intriguing area.

In each of these three cases, World War I, World War II, and the end of the Cold War, we were unprepared
for the sequence and the magnitude of events. Nations at rest want to believe they will remain at rest.

By far the most interesting aspect of strategic criticality to me as a practitioner of foreign affairs is the policy
response to it, particularly the U.S. response. The fundamental response to the chaos of these events was a
great premium on building stability: imposing form on the chaos of nature. This is completely understandable.
The first two critical reorderings of this century were spectacularly painful. And certainly people have a
powerful drive toward stability. We thrive within a clearly defined range of economic and political
parameters.

The converse of this is that we perceive the chaotic as at heart threatening. For proof of this, we need not
look at the upheavals of this century, but let’s go back to the fundamental level of dynamical systems theory,
the mathematical. Mandelbrot, in his wonderful book, The Fractal Geometry of Nature, describes the Cantor
dust and terms it "another awful mathematical object ordinarily viewed as pathological." Further, he notes
that "many writers refer to [the graph of the Cantor function] as the Devil’s Staircase." We find this same
genre of mathematical objects referred to as "a gallery of monsters"; Mandelbrot himself creates a "fractal
dragon." The irregular, the discontinuous, the extraordinary is threatening.

So on the policy level, a consistent response of Western policy makers to discontinuous, chaotic, threatening
events has been to apply the arts of strategy. I am not indiscriminately criticizing the desire for structure. But
I think it’s very important that we be aware of this and watch for this powerful tendency in ourselves,
corporately, as policy makers. Thus we saw the great efforts by Western policy makers to devise a stable
structure for international affairs to guard against the possibility of any recurrence of these events. After the
catastrophe and reordering of World War One, we had The New Diplomacy, as it was termed: the ambitious
attempt to found a League of Nations, the Washington Naval Conferences, the creation of a World Court,
very broad Geneva disarmament talks, and of course, the Kellogg-Briand Pact for the Renunciation of War.
There’s an interesting sidelight here; this attempt to tame chaos on the international front was mirrored by the
drive for stability—"the return to normalcy"—in domestic affairs. Prohibition is the outstanding example of
this: activists attempted to tame the turbulent in domestic life as diplomatists attempted to tame the turbulent
across the seas. Actually, I saw a contemporary magazine article pointing out the similarities and observing
that from the European point of view, the Kellogg-Briand Pact was the same as the 18th Amendment, but
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without any Volstead Act to enforce it. Both Kellogg-Briand and Prohibition failed, of course. The paper
strictures of well-meaning diplomats, up to and most of all, in Munich, were no match for turbulent reality.

After the catastrophe and reordering of World War Two, we saw American leadership in the formation of the
United Nations and military pacts. In terms of international affairs, the decade of the fifties was far less
turbulent that the decade that preceded it or for that matter, the one that followed it. Certainly there were
many smaller upheavals—smaller avalanches, of a sort, in that period. Yet critical reordering—massive
upheaval—in our century is followed by a period of relative quiet. This is not a profound point. What I want
us to be aware of is how powerful the drive is for stability in the wake of the massive change—and the fact
that the self-ordering of international affairs builds inevitably toward the next reordering. All stability is
metastability, temporary stability.

Events in recent years give weight to the argument that the American response to chaos is the desire for
structure. In homage to Professor Gell-Mann and his CLAW concept, let me call this part of my talk SLAW,
or Sharpened Lunge Against Wishfulness. Let me explore this with a look at the end of the Soviet Union.

When did the catastrophic collapse of the Soviet Union begin? In November 1989, with the fall of the Berlin
Wall? In June 1990, with the declaration of Sovereignty by the Russian Parliament? The rise of republic
power in January 1991? Inarguably, however, the coup attempt of August 19, 1991 was a pivotal point. And
at this critical point in history, the first responses of the White House in favor of structure are archetypal in
disclosing the underlying drive for stability. At a news conference after the reports of the coup were received,
President Bush confronted the turbulence by saying, "We expect that the Soviet Union will live up fully to its
international obligations." And then, "There is very little that we can do now." And he referred to Gorbachev
in the past tense, and made it clear that the U.S. sought the maximal degree of stability in the midst of this
sharp change.

The discomfort with chaos and the drive for stability underlie those unworthy comments. Later the White
House got it right, but I find it very revealing that those initial comments disclosed the attachment to
immediate, stable order. If you look at the subsequent implementation of Soviet policy, it was cautious, timid,
backward-focused. I can’t help but contrast those comments with some earlier comments of Gorbachev when
he was asked how he would like future generations to describe his contribution to his country. His answer?
Dinamichestvo, dynamism.

So too with the end of the Gulf War. The premature termination of the Gulf War had many factors, but near
the top were nods to the normative, the desire not to appear as a bellicose, "uncivilized" state by destroying
the Republican Guard and the desire not to exceed the terms of the relevant Security Council resolutions.
Those nods have proved costly in the succeeding years.

As I said earlier, we cannot appreciate the actual post-Cold War period yet, but we see indications of the
shape things are taking. Let me point to the resurgence of the idea of international tribunals, in Bosnia and
Africa. In Africa, the idea of such a tribunal represents the triumph of wishfulness over reality. I read in the
Post this week of the lack of progress made by a War Crimes Tribunal on Rwanda. That this War Crimes
Tribunal is painstakingly sorting through the evidence and looking toward future judicial proceedings is less
the stuff of realistic foreign relations than of satire, and I know I’m not being diplomatically correct in saying
this.

I can’t be completely hard on the structures of legality here, for two reasons. One is that in the long term, we
do indeed need to develop an accepted code of behavior in both international and domestic spheres. That is a
worthy goal, and one which is both the cause and the effect of the prosperity and stability that prevails in
much of North America, East Asia, and Europe. A second reason that I can’t be too hard is that we may have
nothing else to offer in tragic situations but the palliative of legal measures, the fiction of international
standards. The Central African situation is a case in point. Perhaps there is nothing effective that we are able
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or willing to offer to peoples who are locked in bitter, intractable conflicts.

But the basic point I want to get across here is that we have to be illusion-free when it comes to the limits and
the appropriateness of international law and similar structures. The long-term goals of international law are
worthy ones, but we always have to count the costs of what we pay for that in the short term. There is
another facet to this desire for stability that concerns me. It is the spread of peacekeeping forces and the
increasing use of the U.S. military as peacekeepers. I see two basic uses for peacekeeping, one productive and
one that makes me wary. The first, the productive use, is the use of peacekeeping troops in implementation of
a stable solution to a crisis, as in Cambodia. The second is the use of peacekeepers as placeholders: freezing
the sides and clamping a lid on conflict. It’s hard to argue against a pause in bloodshed. But if peacekeeping
becomes an end in itself, as a means of achieving a pseudostability, and thus forestalls moving a crisis toward
tough decisions needed to achieve a stable end, then we’re on dangerous ground. The fact is that if we want
to solve the problems in much of the developing world, we need to be looking at intensive, intrusive remaking
of the societies. That may well be too much for any nation or group to take on. But that, I think, brings us
closer to the true nature of the problems.

I also wonder about the effect on the military’s view of itself that peacekeeping has. Here again, we pay a
price. I have a traditional view of the military’s mission: I believe our force exists to destroy the opposing
forces. I am concerned that peacekeeping missions as a mission norm will over time blur and blunt the
capabilities of our forces and give us too many people in the uniformed ranks concerned with political
subtleties and nuances. We have too many of those in the State Department now, why do we want more at
DOD? Remember Bob Jervis’s discussion of unintended consequences.

So what do we do when faced with an environment of self-organized criticality? First, we need to understand
the nature of the environment we face, go against our cultural patterning, and recognize that not all chaos is
bad and not all stability is good. The Soviet coup is the case in point for this. We should also be aware of our
tendency to create myths in service of our beliefs. Charles Krauthammer refers to the "Myth of
multilateralism." This is one of them. Another is the belief in common international values. I am reminded of a
cartoon from the Soviet days showing a haggard prisoner being dragged before a commissar. The caption
read: "Sure we are believing in human rights, comrade. First you must prove you are human." We should be
clear about the price we pay for stability and service to assumed international norms.

A sidelight here that will be no surprise to anyone who has worked in Washington is that policy making is
chaotic. More precisely, it is turbulent and weakly chaotic, exhibiting features of self-organized criticality.
George Shultz said that in Washington, no issue is ever truly settled. There’s a deeper truth in that remark
—policy decisions are metastable.

Unfortunately, description of the environment does not mean prediction. Description does not mean
prescription either. The fact that we now see the world as subject to criticality doesn’t really tell us how to
use that fact. One prescription I have, though, is that we need to be open to ways to accelerate and exploit
criticality if it serves our national interest, for example, by destroying the Iraqi military and the Saddam state.
The key is national interest, not international stability. Indeed, we already push a number of policies that
accelerate chaos, whether we realize that or not: promoting democracy, pushing market reform, and
spreading, through private sector means, mass communication.

Another prescription I have is to pay serious policy attention to environmental and resource issues. A few
months back, I was on the Indo-Pakistani border, at Amritsar. The talk there was not of armed hostilities or
Kashmir. It was on the plummeting of the water table. Now, what effect will that have in 15 years on
Indo-Pakistani hostility? I have been much influenced by Robert Kaplan’s writings on "The Coming
Anarchy," and we need to reorient our policies to take account of these issues. Criticality tells us that all
stability in a critical environment is metastability. One implication is that we cannot take the continued
stability of the United States as invariable.
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I have been critical of some of our reactions to chaos here, because at heart the international environment is
conflict-based, and we ignore that fact at our peril. The world as international arena is a correct
metaphor—and there is often no law in the arena.

I lifted that phrase from Camille Paglia, who lifted it from the movie Ben-Hur. In the art of foreign policy, this
phrase makes more sense than we care to admit. Our reaction to criticality is a byproduct of our culture.
Structure and culture are at war with the chthonian. It is noble for us as policy makers to try to triumph over
chaotic nature and impose the art of diplomacy, of war, but a prerequisite for this is seeing the world as it is,
not as we wish it to be.
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Clausewitz, Nonlinearity, and the Importance of Imagery

Alan D. Beyerchen

One reason for historians to play a role in national security affairs is that the narrative understanding of the
past offers a reservoir of experience upon which to draw. This is, of course, common practice and common
sense. In an era of significant transition such as the post-Cold War period in which we live, most people rely
on their sense of the past to orient themselves and gain a feel for the direction of developments.

Many respected commentators argue that today we are on the cusp of the demise of the nation-state as the
primary actor on the global political stage. The rival actors, according to Carl Builder and many others,
function at both larger and smaller scales of organization.1 The European cliché says that authority is leaking
from the nation-state at both the top and bottom: the supra-national structure of the European Union vies with
sub-national levels of government and cross-national regions for the allegiance and energies of leaders and
populations. On a global scale, national boundaries are overspread by multinational corporations,
transnational criminal organizations, non-governmental organizations and religious authorities and sects.
Meanwhile, ethnic groups, local organizations and neighborhoods carve out increasingly defiant enclaves.

It seems to me, however, that entities at both larger and smaller geographical scales will continue to have
need of the nation-state, even as the number of perceived "nations" and constituted "states" multiplies. Some
actors will want to retain it as a shield behind which to conduct their activities. Others will depend upon it as a
base of operations or as a source of resources upon which they will prey. Still others will need it as a
convenient target of their rhetoric in order to galvanize action among their followers. And some states with no
national constituency and some nations with no state at their disposal will continue to avail themselves of the
symbols and practices of nation-states for decades to come in order to legitimate their claims to existence.
Prior to the demise of the nation-state those that exist are likely to fragment and multiply, while maintaining
the trappings of authority in an increasingly complex "inter-national" arena. During this transition period,
nearly as harrowing as the nuclear proliferation we are facing is the national proliferation that will accompany
it. Then will come the post-nation-state era.

Part of the historian’s function is to explore the long-term view of the past in an effort to minimize temporal
myopia. The nation-state is not likely to last forever—nothing really does, because entities either adapt to
change and thus at some point become significantly different from their earlier incarnations, or they fail to
adapt and disappear (with or without trace). But the nation-state is also not likely to evaporate in the next
congressional budget cycle. After all, its demise or "withering away" has been projected by one observer or
another from the mid-nineteenth century onward. It will still be around for a while.

Clausewitz as Theorist of the Nation-state and of War

The modern state has its roots in the secularizing tendencies of the late Renaissance and the onset of early
modern warfare in the seventeenth century. The modern nation-state came to prominence with the French
Revolution in the 1790’s. Although not usually portrayed as such, an important theorist of this form of
government was Carl von Clausewitz, who understood the energy unleashed in the emotional calls to arms of
large portions of the male citizenry in Europe during the Revolutionary and Napoleonic eras.2

Clausewitz realized that the radical transformation of the scale and nature of war in his lifetime was due to a
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deeper phenomenon. This was the new participation of the citizenry as a whole in politics, a participation that
characterized the transition from the modern state to the modern nation-state. Broadened political
participation was at the heart of the French Revolution, Napoleon’s successes, and also—ultimately—the
measures adopted by Napoleon’s opponents in order to defeat the French. Clausewitz understood political
participation as stimulus for, exercise of, and constraint upon power. He knew that neither the Revolution nor
the reforms created to combat it could be rolled back for long, because, as he wrote in his manuscript On
War, "...once barriers—which in a sense consist only in man’s ignorance of what is possible—are torn down,
they are not so easily set up again."3

Thus the devolution of power—the democratic, egalitarian or fragmenting trends we have heard so much
about at this conference—are related to the development of the nation-state itself and the continuation of
broad trends that created the context for all Clausewitz’s attention to the phenomena in and of war.

Clausewitz was also a theorist of war, which he perceived as a nonlinear phenomenon.4 In order to discuss his
views let us start where he does, as a good theorist, with definitions. In his work On War, Clausewitz first says
that war is a "duel." This usually generates the image of two independent opponents crossing swords with one
another or firing pistols at twenty paces. Actually this is too discrete and linear an understanding. The word
which is usually translated as duel is Zweikampf, which literally means "two-struggle." The image Clausewitz
himself offers on the same page is in contrast quite nonlinear: two wrestlers struggling with one another. The
(presumably Greco-Roman and not WWF) wrestlers interact, generating positions and shapes that neither
could possibly create alone.

Clausewitz also holds that war is the "continuation of policy" by other means. The conventional approach to
this definition envisions a compartmentalization of politics (Politik, which also connotes policies) and war in a
linear sequence—first comes politics/policies, then war, then politics/policies again to make and maintain
peace. Furthermore, these interpretations hold that Politik drives war, but not vice versa. Actually the
German word we translate as "continuation" (Fortsetzung) means literally a "setting-forth." This term does
not require a sense of leaving something behind in the process; only our linear preconceptions lead us to
imagine a norm in which the conduct of war is insulated from its context. A different approach emphasizes
that Clausewitz believes war is not linear: war is a subset of the political context, and, furthermore, politics
and military action interact in a complex, continual feedback process. As is the act of going to war in the first
place, every act in war is the "setting forth" of politics/policies.

Furthermore, the conduct of any war affects its character. How else could Clausewitz have conceived the
relationship between war and Politik, given his understanding of the new relationships created by the nation-
state? New tactics and technologies affect the way a war is fought. But consider also the ways in which the
Prussian state was forced to undertake deep political and social reform in order to respond to the changed
demands of the battlefields of the time, and the ways in which those reforms affected the structure and
combat characteristics of the Prussian armies in the field. Experience told Clausewitz that the conduct of war
affects its political context, which responds with changed parameters and goals that alter the conduct of war,
which affects the political context anew, and so forth.

Finally, Clausewitz claims that war is a "remarkable trinity" composed of the primordial passions of the
people, the rational policies of the state, and the combination of incidents in battle (good luck or bad luck, the
genius of the army commander, accidents with great consequence, etc.). Theory, he says, should be treated as
if it were an object suspended among these three points of attraction. Many commentators have taken
Clausewitz to mean that war should be treated in linear fashion in the form of a triangle, with lines bisecting
each angle to create a static intersection point at which theory resides. But actually, the word translated as
"suspended" (schwebend) connotes a hovering or a floating about. The physics demonstration of a pendulum
tracing out a highly complex and irreproducible trajectory among three magnets is exactly what Clausewitz
had in mind. And it is the quintessential demonstration of a nonlinear system highly sensitive to the initial
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conditions under which it operates.

Every war involves inherent nonlinearities that pose problems for prediction, and Clausewitz talks about three
broad categories of nonlinear factors that make for unpredictability in war. The first is interaction between
animate entities that act, react and even preempt. This is not a simple binary opposition, for to Clausewitz
much of what matters takes place in the spaces between and around the interacting entities (hence the image
of the wrestlers or magnetic fields). His attention is always drawn to where boundaries are complex rather
than simple.

The second source of unpredictability is what Clausewitz chooses to label "friction." We must keep in mind
that this was a term taken from the research forefront of his own day, a high-tech notion from the emerging
science of thermodynamics. Clausewitz had in mind that wars are dissipative systems, which in the real world
(as opposed to that of pure theory) always suck in and consume people and other limited resources. In
another sense he meant with this term the amplification of a microcause to a macro-consequence, in a kind of
cascade of things gone wrong. This is his more interesting version of the adage that "for want of a nail the
shoe was lost, for want of a shoe, ..."5

Clausewitz also regards chance as one of the sources of unpredictability in war. He nowhere offers a concise
definition of chance, but it seems to me that he addresses three forms of chance in On War. The first is
stochastic phenomena, because Clausewitz repeatedly emphasizes that there are no firm boundaries that
isolate war from its political context. Another is the amplification of undetectable microcauses, which ties
chance and friction together in the inevitable confusion of war. And a third is the set of analytical blinders we
unavoidably wear in real life, blinders that make us slice up the universe in manageable pieces and then
perceive as chance the intersections of some of those slices.

None of this means that linearity cannot ever be achieved in war, but it does indicate that linear, predictable
relationships are hard to come by. They are also always attained at some significant cost. More importantly,
our search for and reliance upon proportional and additive relationships creates a set of those analytical
blinders that constitutes a potential weakness available to our opponents. The purpose of any theory of war
for Clausewitz is to explore the entire range of possibilities, including counterfactuals in the sense that
physicists understand them. It is not to generate a preconceived set of stable relationships, a checklist of laws
valid upon any occasion, "since no prescriptive formulation universal enough to deserve the name of law can
be applied to the constant change and diversity of the phenomena of war."6 Instead, theory should be guided
by knowledge of past human experience and the best current scientific understanding of reality and natural
constraints. According to Clausewitz, history must inform theory and serve to educate the commander. Only
in this way can the nonlinear nature of war be understood adequately. This is the import of the images
Clausewitz uses so astutely.

About Nonlinearity and Imagery

Why harp on nonlinearity, much less imagery? Why do they matter? Let us start with nonlinearity.

One reason for emphasizing nonlinearity is that it constitutes the well-established mathematical property
underlying and making coherent all the faddish-sounding new sciences: deterministic chaos, fractals,
self-organizing systems far from thermodynamic equilibrium, complexity and complex adaptive systems,
self-organizing criticality, cellular automata, solitons, and so forth. It was in various ways sensed by the
ancient Greeks. Newton understood it, although the great French mathematicians of the eighteenth century
linearized Newton as they popularized his ideas—much of what we decry as "Newtonian thinking" would
actually be better ascribed to Laplace. Clausewitz recognized its importance as an alternative to Laplacian
precepts, perhaps because he had such great antipathy toward those things that were French. Yet no one
before the late twentieth century could solve the interesting problems posed by many nonlinear equations.
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There are no analytical techniques that work well, and numerical methods were just too cumbersome and
time-consuming. Most scientists just bracketed out the nonlinear elements of their equations and went with
the idealized linear approximation. Now computers allow us to go after formerly intractable problems by
pursuing numerical solutions.7

The connotations of linearity still drive a great deal of our thinking, especially in mechanics and the many
social scientific disciplines that implicitly try to copy the success of mechanics. Linearity offers structural
stability and emphasis on equilibrium. It legitimates simple extrapolations of known developments, scaling
and compartmentalization. It promises prediction and thus control—very powerful attractions indeed. But
linear systems are often restrictive, narrow and brittle. They are seldom very adaptive under significant
changes in their environment (as Clausewitz clearly understood). Bureaucracy is the quintessential
linearization technique in social affairs.

The connotations of nonlinearity comprise a mix of threat and opportunity. Nonlinearity can generate
instabilities, discontinuities, synergisms and unpredictability. But it also places a premium on flexibility,
adaptability, dynamic change, innovation, and responsiveness. This is why there seems to be serious
metaphorical value in the images and ideas emanating from the new sciences.

Murray Gell-Mann, James Rosenau, and others caution wisely against expecting too much, too soon from the
new sciences and stress the informed use of metaphor for now. I could not agree more. But if this sentiment
implies that metaphors are merely poor substitutes for adequate models, then I could not disagree more.
Metaphors are extremely powerful in their own right and should not be treated simply as tokens along a
tollway toward models.

What is metaphor? Is it only a stylistic flourish, as most of us think who encountered metaphors primarily in
literature classes in school? No, metaphor is much more significant, as philosophers and linguists are
beginning to demonstrate more and more convincingly.

A metaphor is usually a statement that is paradoxical. It is literally false according to the rules of abstract
rationality (i.e., logic, truth tables), but is true according to the rules of imaginative rationality (i.e., art).
Metaphor constitutes a ubiquitous, irreducibly complex aspect of any natural language. It is an essential "AS"
gate in our cognitive processing. It is a crucial way we understand one thing as another.

Metaphors are embedded throughout our speech patterns (including the word "embedded" here). They are
jarring when new, but often we use "dead" metaphors or clichés such as the wings of a building, the branches
of science, weighing our options, or sitting at the foot of a mountain. Each such "gate" is much more than a
word. Contemporary researchers tell us that metaphors are indicators of networks of meanings and
entailments that dilate or constrain both our perceptions and our conceptions.8 It is furthermore possible to
extend this understanding to visual and other metaphors such as the Mandelbrot set that enlivens our program
cover at this conference.

The importance of metaphor has long been understood. Aristotle wrote, "The greatest thing, by far, is to be a
master of metaphor. It is the one thing that cannot be learned; and it is also a sign of genius." He contended
that it is so indicative of power that is it not appropriate for slaves to use it. Hobbes took a related but
different tack. For him, metaphors were dangerous not due to their power, but their tendency to confuse us as
"senseless and ambiguous words." He distrusted reasoning with metaphors as "wandering amongst
innumerable absurdities." But this was the same Hobbes who also wrote: "Why may we not say that all
Automata...have and artificial life? For what is the Heart, but a Spring; and the Nerves, but so many Strings;
and the Joynts, but so many Wheels..."9

This is quite arresting and interesting. It could be mere sloppiness on the part of Hobbes, but in the writing of
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so powerful a thinker something else may be at work. That something is also displayed in the words of
Clausewitz. Critical studies, he says, are imperiled by narrow systems used as formal bodies of law and "a far
more serious menace," the "retinue of jargon, technicalities and metaphors that attends these systems. They
swarm everywhere—a lawless rabble of camp followers."10

To condemn metaphors in such a colorfully metaphorical way implies that Clausewitz thought—as did
Hobbes—in profoundly metaphorical terms. Think merely of his "friction," or "fog" of war, or "center of
gravity." Recall how a defeat "leaves a vacuum that is filled by a corrosively expanding fear which completes
the paralysis. It is as if the electric charge of the main battle had sparked a shock to the whole nervous system
of one of the contestants." Or how routine constitutes a clock "pendulum" that reduces natural friction and
"regulates" the mechanism of war. Or how war has its "own grammar," but not its own logic. Or that politics
is "the womb in which war develops—where its outlines already exist in their hidden rudimentary form, like
the characteristics of living creatures in their embryos."11

Why did Clausewitz resort to this "lawless rabble of camp followers" in his own language? One reason was
that he wanted to draw upon history to generate theory. In historical studies a major goal is frequently to
understand one thing (the present or a vision of the future) in terms of another (the past). Metaphor is very
robust for this purpose. Consider the staying power of the metaphor of the 1938 Munich agreement in
American foreign policy since World War II. To claim some action is necessary to avoid "a Munich" is to
offer a justification of enormous magnitude; to claim some other course will lead to "a Munich" is to
denounce its proponents in the most damning terms as appeasers. Metaphors appeal to imaginative rationality
and often evoke indelible images.

Clausewitz also wanted to draw upon theory to better understand history and the power of our narratives of
the past. We need only think of the efforts of his contemporary, Hegel, to recognize this desire as part and
parcel of the age. History was viewed as conceptually akin to the biological and geological sciences of the
age. It was an exercise in taxonomy that would soon lead to a new and bolder understanding of ourselves and
the world we inhabit.

Yet another reason Clausewitz relied upon metaphorical imagery was that he did not trust the established
jargon of his day, which was full of rigid (and French!) geometric principles and models. He preferred the new
sciences of his time—chemistry, thermodynamics, magnetism, electricity, embryology. These offered novel,
high-tech, research-forefront terms for the dynamic phenomena he wanted to discuss. Analytical models can
be superior devices in efforts to understand the logical consequences of our assumptions. Their appeal resides
largely in their beauty and utility as a form of controlled experiment, especially for modeling phenomena that
can be controlled in turn. Yet these models, too, draw upon linguistic structures that we too often associate
with literature alone—the tropes of metonymy (allowing the attribute to stand for the whole) and synecdoche
(allowing the part to stand for the whole). The attributes we tend to call variables, while the model itself is a
scaled-down version of the system we want to investigate. Everything hinges on the assumptions we build
into the model.

Clausewitz appears to have understood that metaphors can be superior when the phenomena of interest
cannot be controlled, or you are unsure of the necessary assumptions. As evolving things, metaphors are open
to novelty, surprise, inspiration and even mutation. They therefore can capture the underlying processes of
other evolving entities surprisingly well. If the metaphors are really successful, of course, they may become
mere commonplace, frozen images that get passed along unthinkingly and thus constrain our imaginations.
But this is also part of the way evolution works. Metaphoring (as opposed to traditional analytical modeling)
is a process of exploring some interesting possibility space with contingency and feedback. Each biological
mutation is such an exploration, as is each historical event. This is a crucial aspect of Clausewitz’s method of
analysis and his approach to war.
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Conclusion

What is the utility of thinking about war—for our potential opponents and ourselves—in nonlinear terms,
especially in the high-tech, research-forefront metaphorical terms from the new sciences? For our opponents
the usefulness may be the same as it was for Clausewitz. The Germans were underdogs to the French, and
Clausewitz wanted to understand and use against the French their linearizing blindspots. He also needed to be
the champion of disproportionate effects and unpredictability, for in a linear, predictable world Prussian
resistance to Napoleon after 1807 was futile. The opponents of the United States will be looking for our
blindspots in an effort to seize opportunities to surprise and shock us. They may also be able to compensate
for their disadvantage in military confrontations such as the Gulf War by consciously striving to affect the
political context in order to change the conduct of warfare. An understanding of the porousness of the
boundaries between politics and war can be a real weapon against those who envision those boundaries to be
impermeable.

We need for our own sake to understand the limitations our imagination places upon us. Linearity is excellent
for the systems we design to behave predictably, but offers a narrow window on most natural and social
systems. That narrowness sets blinders on our perception of reality and offers a weakness for an opponent to
exploit. But if we know our limits, we can minimize the extent and duration of our surprise, reducing its value
to someone else. And an expanded sense of the complexity of reality can help us be more successfully
adaptive amid changing circumstances. By thinking more constructively about nonlinearity, we might be able
to design more robust systems when we need them. A new form of modeling that takes such concepts as
self-organization to heart allows structures to bubble up from below rather than be imposed from above. With
such tools we might come to understand better the biological and historical processes with which we must
deal. And we may come to realize how conventional, analytical predictive techniques can themselves
stimulate a self-defeating, unfulfillable desire to control more of the real world around us than is truly
possible.

In his opening address at this conference, Murray Gell-Mann was right. The issue is not that we lack
information about the world; it is that we need better schemata. We do not know enough about the new
sciences to apply them very well yet, but every attempt helps us learn and adapt to the changes with which
we must cope.
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Complexity and Organization Management

Robert R. Maxfield

In recent years there has emerged a collection of interdisciplinary scientific efforts known as the science of
complex systems, stimulated by the pioneering efforts of the Santa Fe Institute. Complex systems, which
consist of many interacting entities and exhibit properties such as self-organization, evolution, and constant
novelty, exist in all the domains of our world—physical systems, biological systems, human social
systems—and are very difficult to comprehend by the standard reductionist analytic approach of modern
science. The science of complex systems attempts to discover general laws governing such systems by
bringing together people and ideas from many disciplines. As yet such general laws have not been found
—indeed completely general laws may not exist—but the efforts have yielded much deeper insights into the
systems studied. The scientifically significant results are so far mostly in the physical and biological domain,
but the metaphors have proven to have tremendous appeal and utility in studying humans and human social
systems.

The basis of the appeal of complex systems metaphors in thinking about our human world is not hard to find.
We live in a time of rapid, unpredictable, and novel change; the manner of the demise of communism is an
example that captures the essence of unpredictable change. For those of us with responsibility for effectively
managing organizations, whether in the private or public sector, the instabilities in our present world call into
question most of the conventional wisdoms about management.

My purpose in this paper is to propose that complex system metaphors provide a valuable intellectual
framework for thinking about our human world and managing the organizations which comprise it. My
perspective is as a practitioner of management in the high-tech industry, arguably the industry that has
undergone the most rapid and fundamental changes over the last 40 years. I will try to impart some of the
insights I have gained by applying the framework of complex system metaphors to my experience over more
than 25 years. Although insights gained from the high-tech part of the private sector may appear at first
glance appear to have no applicability to other domains such as the military or foreign policy, I believe at the
proper level of abstraction all human organizations and institutions have much in common.

Since the study of complex systems is a recent development, most of us were trained in other fields, and when
solving problems we apply the "arbitrary" component that Thomas Kuhn [1] refers to in his seminal work on
scientific revolutions. For example, those of us who approach the world from a systems engineering
perspective bring to it a background rich in mathematics, system theory, linear systems analysis and control
theory, as well as a knowledge of decision analysis and game theory. Needless to say, with this kind of
background, one tends to look at problems in a "systematic" way, trying to identify relevant and controllable
variables, to decompose the problem into manageable parts, and to formulate the problem in terms of the
solutions tools and approaches that are our stock in trade.

Sooner or later we come across a problem or set of problems that is not tractable by applying the "standard"
approaches and tools that came with our selected profession. For me this happened sooner rather than later.
In 1969, shortly after I completed my engineering doctorate, in which I emphasized systems theory, I
succumbed to Silicon Valley fever (though the term "Silicon Valley" had not yet been coined) and co-founded
a computer company, ROLM Corporation, with three other colleagues, all with similar backgrounds which
included almost no management experience or business education.
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Eager to bring the tools of my profession to bear, I initially tended to apply my systems training to managing
an organization. Need to make a decision? Apply decision analysis; define all the possible consequences of all
the possible actions one might take, then assign probabilities and value functions to these various outcomes,
then compute expected values and ascertain the "optimal" decision. Worried about competition? Apply game
theory. It did not take long to realize that this "engineering" approach to problem solving was unsuited for the
rapidly changing environment which I was in. Fortunately, my partners had sufficiently different perspectives
and skills that as a group we were able, with plenty of trial and error, to manage and grow a human
organization operating in a rapidly changing external environment.

Over the next twenty years, the company successfully grew to over 10,000 employees, but I never really felt
comfortable with many aspects of organizational management. I acquired a set of skills, tools, and techniques
that tended to work, but I had no overall intellectual framework, or mental model, for thinking about the
world in which I was embedded. Several years ago, pursuing an interest in economics, I became aware of the
Santa Fe Institute through one of its first publications, The Economy as an Evolving Complex System [2], and
was introduced to the emerging field of the scientific study of complex adaptive systems. I became convinced
that a complex systems approach could provide the unifying intellectual framework for thinking about the
world of high-tech management. Just as a complex systems approach could show why current economic
theories of equilibrium, perfect rationality, and decreasing returns are incapable of understanding or
explaining the 20th century global economy, it could also show why decision analysis and game theory are
inadequate to explain or prescribe the behavior of firms.

In this paper, my objective is show how complex system metaphors can be used to gain perspective on the
world of high technology, and to suggest some implications for management of any organization operating in a
context of rapid change. I will first review the four major properties of complex adaptive systems and relate
them to the high-tech world, then suggest by a "Darwinian selection" argument that there are some common
attributes of successful organizations. Finally I will discuss strategic planning in complex environments.

Properties of Complex Adaptive Systems

By a complex adaptive system, or CAS, I mean an open-ended system of many heterogeneous agents who
interact non-linearly over time with each other and their environment and who are capable of adapting their
behavior based on experience. Open-ended means there is essentially limitless possibility for variability in
agent characteristics and behavior. In non-human biological CASs, the source of agent variability is primarily
genetic with inheritance; in human CASs the primary source of variability in behavior is the immeasurably
large cognitive ability of the human brain. There are four major properties of the aggregate dynamics of CAS
that set them apart from other systems: self-organization, evolutionary trajectories, co-evolution, and
punctuated equilibrium. All of these properties are emergent, in the sense that complete knowledge of the
individual agents is not sufficient to infer the details or timing of the aggregate properties. Professor Rosenau,
elsewhere in this volume [3], has eloquently described these properties; I will briefly recap them and use them
as a lens through which to view the world of high-technology.

Self-organization is the emergence of new entities or stable aggregate patterns of organization and behavior
arising from the interactions of agents. Each higher level of organization has its own time-scale, and each new
level has new kinds relationships and properties. That is, a complex adaptive system on one level is made up
of lower level complex adaptive systems interacting and creating the higher level order. In human systems we
usually take the lowest organizational level as the individual, although each individual could be considered to
be comprised of lower level CAS, such as our brains and immune systems. Human CAS have several
characteristics which distinguish them from other classes of CAS such as physical or biological systems. First,
we have more levels of organization. The next level up from the human individual is family, clan, firm, etc.
Going on up, we have on the economic side industries, regional economies, the global economy; on the
governing side we have cities, states, nations. So there are multiple levels of nested complex adaptive systems
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in which humans operate individually and collectively. Second, every individual is usually a member of
several higher level entities—family, employer, profession, church, city, etc. So self-organization is not
strictly nested; complex webs of interconnections between human CAS exist at all levels. Third, the higher
level (other than family) human organizations are social constructions as opposed to natural constructions.
That is, the entity types are creations of our collective imagination to which we attach names, such as firm,
industry, and economy. And the rules that determine the interactions between these entities are also socially
constructed and are not fixed laws of nature.

Evolutionary trajectories means the future history of a given system from a given point in time can not be
determined by complete knowledge of the present state, and if you "re-run the tape" many times, every
trajectory will most likely be unique. In particular, "historical accidents"—he occurrence of certain a priori
very low probability events—can dramatically change the outcome (e.g., Hitler’s accession to power).
However, in human systems as in simpler biological systems, the prerequisites for Darwinian natural selection
are met—mechanisms for the creation of novel entities, limits to population of entities, differential entity
survival based on relative fitness, and heritability of attributes—which ensures that in any given trajectory,
we expect to see emergence of order in human systems analogous to the emergence of species and ecologies
in nature.

Co-evolution takes the basic concept of Darwinian evolution to the next level. Instead of having a stable
environment to determine fitness as agents adapt and evolve, a large part of each agent’s perceived
environment consists of interactions with other agents, who are themselves adapting and evolving. And each
agent interacts not only with other agents at the same level in the organizational hierarchy, as when firms
compete in an industry, but also with agents at higher and lower hierarchical levels, such as firms’ relations
with employees or the tax policies of the government. I believe that in thinking about human CASs, it is
highly useful to include our artifacts—the inanimate things we create and make—as well as our organizations.
In the term artifacts I include not only tools and products but information and knowledge. Our artifacts
exhibit, in a more limited way, the properties of complex adaptive systems, in that they evolve (from the
abacus to the personal computer), they co-evolve (weapon systems), and they exhibit increasing levels of
organization (LANs to the Internet). And because our human organizations are largely organized around
making and using artifacts, we really should view our human agents as co-evolving with the artifacts we
create. The behavior of a particular agent depends, to a large degree, on the artifacts at its disposal. If, for
example, a country has created a new weapon, its army will evolve to take advantage of the unique
capabilities this new weapon offers. Further, if you are facing an army that has a different set of weapons,
both the weapons you have and those that they have certainly matter, in terms of how you expect them to
behave and how you are going to behave. Recently, the combination of two types of artifacts, weapons and
computers, into a new type, smart weapons, has had an enormous impact upon defense systems at many
levels.

Punctuated equilibrium is the tendency of a CAS to have stable patterns of activity for long periods of time,
then have a short transition period of very rapid change in patterns, followed by new stable patterns of
activity. In open-ended complex adaptive systems, it is usually impossible to predict when transitions will
occur or what the resulting stable patterns will be. In our multi-level global human CAS, call it the human
world, this phenomena occurs at all levels, and the question of stability versus instability depends on which
part of the system you are looking at, what kind of patterns you are looking for, and what time scale you are
using. For example, macro-economists studying the U.S. economy would say that since the 1940s the U.S.
GNP has grown fairly smoothly over time, with a few blips here and there, and conclude the U.S. economy is
in an equilibrium state, and liken it to a finely tuned, smooth-running engine of production. But if one drops
down to the level of the firm, one sees thousands of firms going out of business every year, and new ones
forming all the time, hardly an equilibrium state.

The High-tech Sector
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If we take a centuries-long view of our human world, it is easy to see patterns of punctuated equilibrium. In
the words of Peter Drucker,

"every few hundred years in Western history there occurs a sharp transformation [in which]
society rearranges itself—its world view; its basic values; its social and political structure; its
arts; its key institutions. Fifty years later, there is a new world. And the people born then cannot
even imagine the world in which their grandparents lived and into which their own parents were
born." [4]

Most of the major transition periods coincide with the emergence of new classes of artifacts around which we
reorganize ourselves—Gutenberg’s printing press in 1455 driving the Renaissance, Watt’s perfected steam
engine in 1776 initiating the Industrial Revolution.

Unquestionably, the development of the digital computer in the 1940s, followed by the invention of the
transistor about 1950 enabling the economic implementation of the computer, has spurred a new major
transition phase for humanity, which many call the Digital Revolution. Over the past four decades we have
seen many generations of evolution of new classes of artifacts enabling blindingly fast computation, unlimited
information storage, instantaneous communication over vast distances. These capabilities are driving rapid
changes in all aspects of our human world, but nowhere is the pace of change more rapid in the newly created
sector of the economy— call it the high-tech sector—comprising those firms directly involved in the creation
of the artifacts themselves—computer and software companies, telecommunication companies,
semiconductor manufacturers, etc.

If we take as our frame of reference the complex adaptive system consisting in the agents and artifacts of the
high-tech sector, we can see an incredibly rich display of all of the properties of complex adaptive systems
played out over 40-plus years. As an example of self-organization, we see first the emergence of the computer
industry, followed by the software industry, followed by the data communication industry, each with its own
identity, trade associations, trade shows, market research firms. Darwinian evolution is evident in the birth of
new firms, typically inheriting "genes" of practices and cultures from older firms from which the
entrepreneurs spun out, with survival of the fittest. Co-evolution is evident in the competition between firms
leading to specialization into protectable niches, and in the entwined history of processor architectures,
operating systems, programming languages, and networks. A good example of punctuated equilibrium is the
"computer industry." First there was the era of the mainframe computer—room sized, costing millions of
dollars. After an initial shakeout period in the ‘50s, there emerged stable market shares split among eight
companies, with IBM holding over 70% of the total market. In the late ‘60s a new variant of artifact
appeared, the minicomputer, costing tens of thousands of dollars. This initiated a dramatic increase in the total
computer market, and the minicomputer segment became a very sizable fraction. A plethora of new
companies, in addition to the existing mainframe companies, vied for market share, but within a few years the
minicomputer segment stabilized, dominated by four companies: IBM and three newcomers. Then in the late
‘70s, yet another "species" emerged, the personal computer, costing a few thousand dollars. Again a spate of
new companies emerged to compete in a vastly expanded market, in addition to existing ones, and after a few
years stability again set in with a handful of companies dominating the market, all new except IBM.

The Economist notes "twenty-five years ago only about 50,000 computers existed in the whole world; [today
there are] an estimated 140 million...and that does not count the embedded processors inside cars, washing
machines or even talking greetings cards. A typical car today has more computer processing power than the
first lunar landing-craft had in 1969." [5] No matter what metric you choose—mips per processor chip, bits
per memory chip, cost per mip, cost per byte of memory, transistors per chip—performance has increased by
a factor of 100 every 10 years for the past three decades (Moore’s Law). There is no reason to believe that, at
least for the next two decades, these trends will change.
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Characteristics of Successful High-tech Organizations

Clearly, organizations that survive and prosper in the high-tech sector must deal successfully with rapid
change, not only in the artifacts with which they are associated, but in the agents with whom they compete
and interact. Of the many thousands of new and existing firms that have attempted to compete in the
high-tech sector over the last four decades, relatively few have succeeded. If we are searching for insights
into managing organizations in rapidly changing environments, it would seem reasonable to look at these
successful firms to see if they have traits in common - attitudes, management processes, organization forms,
etc. Darwin’s principle of natural selection would imply those traits or characteristics that confer the best
fitness will tend to spread through the population, either by "inheritance" through spin-outs, or imitation by
others of successful role models.1 [Admittedly we are dealing here with a relatively few generations
compared to biological evolution, so my argument should be considered as suggestive rather than
scientifically valid.] Are there such common traits? I believe there are, and I will try to summarize them here.

There are two key principles that high-tech organizations understand at a visceral level. The first is to
recognize that time is the scarce commodity. An organization has to be able to match the rate of change in its
environment. If it cannot, it does not matter what resources the organization has in terms of money, people,
intellectual capital, goodwill, or any other resource. An organization that cannot keep pace will inevitably fall
farther and farther behind; having large resources will only prolong the death spiral. One metric crucial to
many companies is the length of the product development cycle - the time between successive generations or
major versions of a product. Thirty years ago, five years was an acceptable cycle. Twenty years ago an upper
bound was three years. Ten years ago the best companies were shooting for less than two years. Now, a new
buzzword in Silicon Valley is "Internet time" [6], with product cycles measured in months.

The second key principle is to recognize that people are the key asset of any organization. Why? Because
people are the adaptive element of organizations. Learning and innovation come only from human cognition.
Perhaps someday computers will exhibit true artificial intelligence, but that is a long time away, if ever.
Humans are great at pattern recognition, great in making sense of "messy" situations, great at learning and
adapting. The critical management task is to enable employees to most effectively use these capabilities to
learn and adapt for the benefit of the corporation. High-tech companies have always been the leaders in
attitudes, cultures, and policies to keep their employees motivated, happy, and productive. Few successful
high-tech companies are unionized; a successful union organizing effort would be considered a catastrophic
management failure. Unions create adversarial relationships among classes of employees that deteriorate the
potential for collective learning and adaptation. If a significant number of employees feel they are not getting
a fair shake and need a union to "fight" for them, management has failed.

If an organization takes to heart the two principles concerning time and people, what else needs to be done to
ensure that an organization can adapt in a dynamic, complex environment? I find it useful to break this down
into two questions: how can an organization allow adaptation, and then how can an organization encourage
adaptation. Let’s consider each of these.

Although humans are the adaptive element in every organization, it does not follow that any organization will
be adaptive. In fact, there is a deeply embedded metaphor in our society that works strongly against adaptable
organizations—the metaphor of the organization as a machine. The metaphor grew naturally out of the last
great social paradigm shift, the Industrial Revolution, in which science based on Newtonian physics led to the
development of machines that replaced humans and animals as sources of energy for creating and
transforming artifacts. A machine is a system of carefully designed parts interconnected in a precise way to
accomplish a function repeatedly and reliably. The key to a machine is that each part has a known,
predictable behavior in the system, and that the interconnection of the parts results in the result for which the
system is designed. If one makes an analogy to human organizations, in which human beings are the
component parts, there is the immediate problem that human behavior can be quite unpredictable. The answer
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to this, inspired by the work of Frederick Taylor [4] early this century, is to analytically determine the one
best way to do each task, then train people to do it this way, and insist on reliable conformity—standard
operating procedures. In a similar fashion, the interaction of the human components of the organization is
carefully defined—who communicates with whom about what, who has responsibility for what. Since
variability in results is to be avoided, authority to permit deviations from standard procedures is invested in
only a few key individuals. We are all familiar with the end result of applying the machine metaphor
—organizations that have precisely defined organization charts with many hierarchical levels, volumes of
procedures defining most activities of the organization, and most major decision-making vested in a few
central individuals at the end of long chains of authority. Staff organizations, mostly isolated from direct
contact with the external environment, spend endless hours (aided by the writings of business school
organization theorists) worrying about the "best" way to organize people into functional blocks, how these
blocks should relate and communicate, designing "optimal" work flows and methodologies (aided by systems
and operations research theorists). By their very design, such organizations do not allow for rapid adaptivity
and innovation in response to external change. What capabilities they do have for change are vested in a very
few people, rather than harnessing the cognitive capabilities of every member of the organization.

Suppose that, rather than using the machine analogy, we use instead the complex adaptive systems metaphor
in thinking about organization structure and design, and view our organization as one CAS made up of many
other CASs, namely the human members, and attempting to survive in an environment of many other CASs,
with whom we must both cooperate and compete. Then, by the properties of such systems, we know there
will be an inherent tendency for self-organization among employees, that continual evolution (read change)
will be required in all aspects of our activities, that our external environment is not static but co-evolving with
us, and that we can expect periods of very rapid change interspersed with periods of slower change. How then
should we design our organization? Pretty clearly, it should be the antithesis of the machine-derived model. It
should feature few rigid operating procedures, it should have great flexibility in organization structure, it
should have widely delegated decision authority with short authority chains, and it should be very sensitive to
changes in its external environment. These are indeed the features of successful high-tech organizations; in
fact, I submit that these features now characterize almost all high-tech organizations as a result of Darwinian
selection over many generations of evolution.

Suppose we were to study the organizational structures of two large companies, the first being an old-line type
such as General Motors 30 years ago (before the Japanese ate their lunch), and the second a large high-tech
company such as Intel or Microsoft. Both would have organization charts we could study, and on the surface
they would appear similar, a hierarchical tree of sub-organizational blocks, although the high-tech chart would
probably be much flatter. There would likely be an attached commentary describing the basic activities and
responsibilities of each component sub-organization, together with an overview of how the components relate
to each other. If we went to the managers of the components of the top-level chart and asked how their part
of the organization is organized, they would produce similar structures. At this superficial level, we might
conclude there are no real differences in the organizational structure of the two companies. But if we dug to a
deeper level of understanding, we would find profound differences. If we asked to see the company
procedures manual, the old-line company would likely produce a multi-volume set, and advise us that each
component organization would have their own additional volumes. In the high-tech company we would be
given a very slim volume that contained very few procedures ("you will do it exactly this way"), but instead
mostly policies ("here are some overall constraints on the actions you can take") and guidelines ("here are
some suggested ways to do it which usually work, but you are free to find a better way"). There would be a
discussion of the company’s mission and a discussion of the values that are expected to guide the behavior of
all employees. High-tech companies would consider it counter-productive to have highly detailed procedures
for action and interaction; rather, they recognize that the formal organizational structure is just a guide for the
kinds of relationships and interactions that need to develop for success, and that it is crucial to allow
employees the maximum possible latitude for action. If we examined in depth the range of decisions managers
at each hierarchical level could take without prior approval from a higher level or from peer levels, we would
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find it quite restricted for the old-line company but quite broad for the high-tech company, so decision making
is broadly decentralized.

Rather than relying on a detailed formal organization structure to channel all activities and interactions,
high-tech companies rely instead on the informal organization, the self-organizing networks of relationships
that arise naturally from purposeful collective activity, and on temporary organizations, such as teams and
task forces, for fast response to change. The informal organization contains collective wisdom about who has
what skills and how best to solve problems. Further, it is fluid and adaptable. As conditions change, the
informal organization rapidly deletes, modifies, and adds to the patterns of interactions in order to rapidly
adjust to the situation. When a situation arises which strains the abilities of both the formal and informal
organizations, rather than obsess about how to optimize the formal organization chart to deal with it, the best
resources for dealing with it are marshaled from throughout the company, usually selected via the informal
organization, and a temporary organization is created and endowed with appropriate authority, to determine
and execute the appropriate response. Sometimes, after the organization has responded to some challenge
through temporary organizational action, there emerges a realization that a modification to the formal
organization chart is appropriate for the changed context, but note that this happens after the learning has
occurred, not before.

Temporary organizations are not necessarily just ad hoc. Very often they are routinely used for recurring
activities such as teams for product development projects. Each time a new project is started, a team is named
with representatives from each relevant formal organization component, and the team is vested with full
responsibility for success of the project, then dissolved when the project is completed. In most high-tech
organizations the concept of a team—small groups of experts in their own domain, formed to work together
on a problem that requires expertise from all their domains—is a standard organizational management tool.

Successful high-tech organizations view organizational structure and design as tools to help organizations
function, not as ends in themselves. In rapidly changing environments, an organization should have a toolbag
of possible organizational structures that can be called into play depending on the context. A variety of forms
may be in existence at any instant in time to deal most effectively with the issues of the moment. It can get
messy, but if everybody understands how the things work and how to operate within them, then it can work
fine. Of course, people need to be educated and trained how to operate in teams, task forces, and their
variants.

It should be apparent that the organizational characteristics I have described for high-tech organizations, with
their flexible structure and loose "permission structures," will allow the constitutive human agents plenty of
latitude to use their uniquely human cognitive skills for adaptation and innovation, but how do we encourage
them to, and how do we make their efforts coherent, so that chaos and disorder will not result? When we
humans are properly challenged and motivated, we love solving problems and coming up with new ideas. On
the other hand, we are entwined in many relationships other than the job in our complex society and we have
a limited attention span, so we tend to fall into the habit of doing just enough to get by in some of our
relationships in order to focus our creative energies on the more interesting or challenging ones. So the art of
high-tech management is quite simple to state—do not let the organization believe "business as usual" is good
enough to get by.

High-tech managers know that in order to succeed the organization must always be prepared to cope with
changes in its external environment, and they know that the nature of external change is relatively long
periods of slow change followed by short periods of very rapid change (punctuated equilibrium). They also
know that there is no "one best way" to do things; the capacity of human cognition to adapt and learn is
essentially unbounded, and the inexorable advance of technology continually offers new possibilities. Further,
they know that creative change can come in two flavors, I’ll call them adaptation and innovation. Adaptation
is incremental improvement by continually trying small changes in an activity or process, keeping those that
work. Innovation is dramatic improvement by seeing different ways to approach the problem. Adaptive
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processes are low-risk, low-return per step, but over time lead to major returns through compounding, while
innovation is high-risk, high return per step. So high-tech managers push their organizations to continually
experiment with new ways to do things, blending both adaptive and innovative efforts. If there is no external
threat or opportunity to focus on at the moment for a particular part of the organization, then focus on
continually improving the quality and efficiency of current activities.2 [Of the plethora of management "fads,"
the one that I believe best explicates the principle of continuous improvement, can be applied to all functions
of all organizations, and will stand the test of time, is Total Quality Management (TQM) and its variations.]
And of course the best way to succeed is, rather than to react to the changes in environment, to create by
your own innovations those changes which will be viewed by your competitors as problematic changes in
their external environment.

In an organization which demands constant experimentation, it is essential to realize that most experiments
fail, but the ones that succeed more than make up for the costs of the failures. So the organizational incentive
and reward systems (both financial and psychological) must reflect this; success should be handsomely
rewarded, but most importantly, failure should not be punished. Only failure to experiment should be
punished. The attitude toward failure should be "that didn’t work as we had hoped; what have we learned
from that, and what shall we try next?"

To those who are steeped in the old paradigm of organizations as machines to be designed, and managers as
"controllers" of the machine, it might seem that the kinds of organizations I’ve described above cannot
achieve sufficient coherent, coordinated action to carry out their purpose. Surely allowing people to
constantly experiment and change things, not to mention having the latitude to sometimes act to further their
selfish personal objectives over those of the organization, must result in chaos. How do you control such an
organization? What is the "glue" that hold things together? The answer is easily understood when
organizations are viewed from a complex adaptive system perspective.

Humans, as a consequence of our evolutionary history, are naturally inclined to cooperative activities. We
could not have survived as a species otherwise. And our capacity for self-organization is obvious everywhere;
John Holland gives the example of New York city: "New Yorkers of all kinds consume vast stocks of food of
all kinds, with hardly a worry about continued supply.. yet [the city] has no central planning commission that
solves the problem of purchasing and distributing supplies, nor does it maintain large reserves to buffer
fluctuations; their food would last less than a week or two if the daily arrivals were cut off."[7] All that is
required for any human organization to function coherently is a shared understanding of purpose and
incentives sufficient to convince its members that their own best interest is served by orienting their behavior
toward the purpose of the organization. So the glue that holds high-tech organizations together is a clearly
communicated sense of purpose or mission, as well as a clearly communicated and constantly reinforced set
of values governing behavior, together with incentive systems such as profit sharing and stock options to
orient collective behavior towards accomplishment of the purpose.

So far I have been describing high-tech organizations from an inward-looking perspective—their
organizational structures and management practices. Equally important is the manner in which they approach
their relationships with the external world. They pay close attention to their interactions with external
organizations—customers, suppliers, competitors—and think hard about the changes they see. They
especially go to great lengths to involve their customers in determining features of new products. In light of
our four properties of complex adaptive systems, it is easy to see that these characteristics would be essential
for survival. An organization must recognize that it is not only a complex adaptive system itself, but that it is
also a member of a higher-order complex adaptive system comprising itself and the other firms with which it
interacts. Evolution, co-evolution, and punctuated equilibrium mean the company’s world is not fixed, but
constantly changing, and not only that, but the exact nature of changes in behavior of other agents and
introduction of new agents is not only unpredictable, but unknowable [8]. In the next section, I will argue that
one of the most effective ways for an organization to come to understand its world as it changes is through
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especially productive relationships called generative relationships. When viewed this way, two trends in
high-tech behavior that go against the prescriptions of classical economics can be understood.

First, the nature of business contracts is changing. The classical economics approach leads to the view that
contracts should attempt to envision all possible future eventualities, and specify a priori the rights of each
party in each case. This leads to interminable arguments and negotiations and lost time. But if the detailed
nature of outcomes is not only unpredictable but unknowable, and time is the scarce commodity, why bother?
After a long period in which they trended towards increasing sophistication and complexity, contractual
arrangements have become more simple, and are based much more on trust. Rather than becoming obsessed
with trying to make sure that a contract covers all the bases and protects them against every eventuality,
however unlikely, successful organizations take the attitude that things will be worked out as situations arise.
The emphasis in this environment is to stop wasting time and get on with the business at hand. How can an
organization be responsive and keep pace if it is worrying about and spending time on contract details with
low probabilities of relevance?

A second trend is toward relationships with suppliers. While classical microeconomics would predict that
firms would buy only from the lowest bidder with no loyalty, high-tech firms (and now many non high-tech
firms) are doing just the opposite. Instead of playing off numerous suppliers against each other, these firms
are reducing the number of suppliers but forming much closer relationships with the selected set. In a three
year period, Motorola reduced the number of its suppliers by 70% [9]. Reallocating relationship management
efforts to fewer more intensive partners rather than many arms-length partners has several advantages, such
as lower transaction costs, but a crucial one is the ability better understand and adapt to changes through
collective discourse and joint action.

Do the lessons of the evolution of high-tech organizations have any applicability to other sectors, such as the
military or government institutions in general? I am not sure but I think probably so, for a couple of reasons.
First, on the metaphorical level, both the public and private sectors deal with complex adaptive systems and
organizations; people who are working together to accomplish some purpose. We also know that most of the
creativity and innovation in human activities comes from cross-domain analogies. That is, you develop a deep
understanding of patterns of cause and effect in one domain of experience, perhaps physics or chemistry; you
see patterns in another domain that at an abstract level resemble those of the first domain, so by analogy you
hypothesize about cause and effect in the second domain. One could hope that using the experience of the
private sector in adapting to the rapid pace of technological advances and applying it to a military
organization is just such a cross-domain analogy. Second, all organizations have certain things in common.
Both private sector organizations and the military need organizational structures, methods of coordination,
information systems. They each have the need to recruit and train people, supply them with tools and
materials, and deal with management issues, all in rapidly changing environments. Practices that are effective
for these in the private sector may well be effective in the public sector.

Strategy under Complexity

In the previous section I have described some characteristics of high-tech organizations that enable them to
adapt to rapid environmental change by constant experimentation and adaptation. But what about planning, in
particular long-term strategic planning? Most high-tech organizations do not attempt detailed planning beyond
12-24 months, and even those plans are viewed as a guideline around which to organize and coordinate the
activities of people, subject to frequent adjustment as events unfold. When it comes to longer term time
horizons, they are highly skeptical of the standard methodologies of strategic planning that have been in
vogue for many years, which are based on a presumption of underlying order that can be inferred. While
many go through the motions of using the standard techniques, they place much more emphasis on the
"gut-feel" of the key thinkers in the organization when it comes to decisions about major long-term
investments and directions. In a human world that exhibits the properties of complex adaptive systems,
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implying unpredictable and unknowable novelty, is there any benefit to be gained by trying to think about the
longer term? How should one go about it? My colleague David Lane and I [10] have developed some partial
answers to these questions, and in this section I want to briefly introduce some of our ideas.

First it is useful to make some distinctions about foresight horizons; how far ahead the strategist thinks he can
foresee events. Foresight horizons can be clear, complicated, or complex. To illustrate, I quote from the paper
by Lane and me:

Picture an 18th century general perched on a hill overlooking the plain on which his army will engage its
adversary the next day. The day is clear and he can see all the features of the landscape on which the battle
will be fought—the river and the streams that feed it, the few gentle hills, the fields and orchards. He can also
see the cavalry and infantry battalions positioned where he and his opponent have placed them, and he can
even count the enemy guns mounted in the distant hillsides. The battle tomorrow will consist of movements of
these men across this landscape, movements determined in part by the orders he and his staff and their
opposite number issue at the beginning of the day, and in part by the thousands of little contingencies that
arise when men, beasts, bullets and shells come together. While he cannot with certainty predict the outcome
of all these contingencies, nor of the battle that together they will comprise, he can be reasonably sure that
one of a relatively small number of scenarios he can presently envision will actually come to pass...The
general’s uncertainty has a clear terminal date: tomorrow, when the battle will have been fought and either
won or lost...the general knows what he is uncertain about: not only which side will win the battle, but also
the kinds of events that will turn out to be decisive...The general has a clear foresight horizon.

Now think about a U.S. cavalry column marching through an uncharted section of Montana in the early
1870s. The commanding officer cannot know the location of the nearest river or whether there will be an
impassable canyon on the other side of the hills looming over his line of march. Nor does he know where the
Indian tribes who inhabit this country have established their camps or whether they are disposed to fight
should he come into contact with them. He knows the general direction in which he wants to take his men,
but it would not pay him to envision detailed forecasts of what the next days might hold, because there are
too many possibilities for unexpected things to happen. Instead, he relies on his scouts to keep him informed
about what lies just beyond his own horizon, and he stays alert and ready for action. He in confident that he
will recognize whatever situation he encounters, when he encounters it...The cavalry commander is
concerned with getting his troops to their assigned destination, so his time horizon of relevant uncertainty is a
matter of days or weeks...He could frame propositions about almost anything likely to be relevant to the
completion of his mission, but it would amount to a very long list, most items of which would turn out not to
matter anyway... The cavalry commander’s foresight horizon is complicated. He know the kinds of thing that
might happen , but because of the sheer number of possible geographical, meteorological and social
combinations it is difficult to imagine them all at the outset of his mission. Nonetheless, he thinks he knows
how to find out about the eventualities that are likely to matter in time to respond efficaciously to them.

Finally, imagine the situation of a Bosnian diplomat in early September 1995 trying to bring an end to the
bloodshed in his country. It is very difficult to decide who are his friends and who his foes. First he fights
against the Croats, then with them. His army struggles against an army composed of Bosnian Serbs, but his
cousin and other Muslim dissidents fight alongside them. What can he expect from the UN Security Forces,
from the NATO bombers, from Western politicians, from Belgrade and Zagreb, from Moscow? Who matters,
and what do they want? On whom can he rely, for what? He doesn’t know—and when he thinks he does, the
next day it changes. The Bosnian diplomat has an uncertain time horizon—there is no end in view. He would
be at a loss to name all the actors and events that could affect the outcome of the drama of which he is a part.
In fact, no one could name them, because in the working out of the drama new actors keep getting drawn in
and they create new kinds of entities—like the Rapid Deployment Force or the abortive Moscow Peace
Meeting—that simply could not be predicted in advance. The Bosnian diplomat’s horizon is certainly
complicated, but there is more to it than that. Unlike the cavalry commander, his problem is not just to
negotiate his way a fixed landscape composed of familiar if presently unknown features. The social landscape
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through which he moves constantly deforms in response to the action he and others take, and new features,
not previously envisioned or even envisionable, emerge. Since his destination is always temporally beyond his
current foresight horizon, the connection between what he does and where he is going is always tenuous and
hence ambiguous. Inhabiting as he does a world of emergence, perpetual novelty and ambiguity, the Bosnian
diplomat’s foresight horizon is complex.[10]

If an agent has a clear foresight horizon, then the time-honored methodology of Decision Analysis is
appropriate for strategic planning. Determine the set of possible strategies, assess the outcomes of each and
their probabilities, evaluate the relative value of each outcome, and calculate the optimum strategy. In
complicated foresight horizons, the hopelessly large number of possible outcomes and the difficulty of
assessing probabilities, let alone assigning values, forces strategic planning to become the organization of
processes of continuous experimentation, exploration, and rapid adaptation. This is the motivation for the
recent spate of literature about ‘the learning organization’ [11,12]. But in complex horizons the very structure
of the world in which the agent exists is undergoing change. What does strategy mean when "your world is
under active construction, you are part of the construction crew, and there is not any blueprint"?[10]

Complex foresight horizons emerge when cascades of change occur in agents, artifacts, and their
relationships. These changes have two dimensions: cognitive and structural. By cognitive change we mean
changes in interpretation by human agents of their world; who the other agents are and what they do, what
artifacts there are and what their function and value is, and what agents interact in what ways with which
other agents and with what artifacts. By structural change we mean the emergence of new types and instances
of agents and artifacts (and the disappearance of others), coupled with new and rearranged relationships
between agents and artifacts. These two dimensions are coupled by reciprocal causality—cognitive
reinterpretations of the world lead to new actions by agents which lead to new relationships with other agents
and artifacts; and structural changes observed and experienced by agents lead to new interpretations of their
world. Thus we have a dynamic feedback loop, and we know that feedback loops can be stable (negative
feedback) or unstable (positive feedback). In our context, instability means constructive positive feedback,
the emergence of new entities and relationships, resulting in complex foresight horizons.

Although human agents can passively observe aspects of their world with which they do not directly interact
and make interpretations, the most important stimulation to reinterpretation comes through action, in
particular interaction with other agents. Every agent engages in relationships—recurring patterns of
interaction—with a relatively small number of other agents, and it is through these relationships that the agent
can learn best about its world and changes to it. Most relationships—for example, impersonal buy-sell market
interactions—do not permit the kind of information exchange that can stimulate innovative reinterpretations
of the world by the participants. But a few relationships—Lane and I call them generative relationships3 [for
extended discussion of generative relationships, see [8] and [10].]—do stimulate cognitive reinterpretations of
the world by their participants, leading to the cascades of change of constructive positive feedback. So the
dynamic feedback process that generates complex foresight horizons goes like this: generative relationships
induce cognitive reinterpretations of the world which lead to actions which cause structural change which
generates possibilities for new generative relationships.

To illustrate the dynamics of generative relationships, I can cite an example from my experience in building
ROLM Corporation. After six years in the mil-spec minicomputer market, we diversified into the telephone
PBX market in 1975. This was a billion-dollar market dominated by AT&T which had been stable for a long
time. The other participants in this market, all large companies, had long-established presence and market
shares that had been relatively stable for decades. But two things had happened to destabilize the status quo.
First, digital technology for switching and control was evolving very rapidly but these complacent competitors
continued to use old electro-mechanical switching and control technology in their products. Second, the
industry had become deregulated by the Carterphone decision in 1968, allowing PBXs to be marketed
competitively, rather than available only through the local telephone service monopoly. By 1974 nothing
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much had happened; it was still a billion-dollar market dominated by AT&T. ROLM developed a digital,
computer-controlled PBX which turned out to be wildly successful. While there were no doubt many
contributing factors to our success, one of the most interesting involves the changes over time in the
perceptions we and our customers held about the artifact and our relationship to it. These changes were
fundamental to the co-evolution of the market, the players, and the technology.

The advanced technology introduced in the ROLM PBX could be considered analogous to the biological
evolution of the nervous system. While it initially provided new useful functions, it also provided a flexible
platform for further evolution of radically new functions. In the biological sphere, the evolution of the
nervous system to the human brain is measured in millions of years, while in the time frame of functional
evolution of technology in the human world is measured in years or even months. In the initial version of the
ROLM PBX, we programmed the embedded control computer with all the functions we thought could be
useful to organizations, such as least-cost routing of long-distance calls, automatic dialing, and call detail
recording. We knew there might be other functions that would turn out to be useful, but we had no idea what
they might be. ROLM focused on telecommunications managers of the very largest companies as a key
market segment. We did that because these large firms were very sophisticated with large telecommunication
budgets and centralized decision making, and the new functions of our product had greater relative benefit for
them than for smaller companies. It was initially very hard to make inroads with these individuals, because
they were used to buying whatever AT&T told them to (a situation very similar for early innovators in the
computer industry who had to compete with IBM). But we felt that if we focused intensely on serving these
customers we could convince them. A few tried our product and found that not only did it do what we said it
would do, but they saved so much money that they became heroes in their own companies. But more
importantly they began to relate to us other needs that they had. They would come back and say, "We’ve
been thinking of buying this automated call distribution system from Collins, but we only have fifty people
handling incoming calls to our service department, whereas the Collins system is designed for thousands of
airline reservation agents and is uneconomical for us; why couldn’t you program these kinds of features into
your PBX?" We asked our engineers how hard that would be to do, and realized it would be fairly easy to do.
We went around to some other customers and explained the application, and it turned out almost everyone of
them had had very similar needs. So within a year we incorporated an Automatic Call Distribution function in
the next version of the product, and it was very successful. And other ideas began to emerge from our
customers, such as centralized attendant service, that drove the continued transformation of the product. The
results of these intense working relationships between manufacturer and consumer not only evolved the
nature of the product, they also transformed our company and the whole PBX industry.

As a result of these interactions, we changed our idea of what ROLM was all about. We were not developing
telephone systems, we were developing line-of-business communication systems for reducing costs and
increasing the efficiency of organizations. With that new mindset, all kinds of new possibilities opened up
about new applications of our technology. And as we introduced a steady stream of new innovations every
few months, we continued to distance ourselves from the old-line competitors, who were accustomed to
product cycles of many years.

The telecommunication managers who were early adopters of the ROLM PBX enjoyed transformations as
well. Because of the benefits they delivered by embracing the new technology, they gained credibility and
promotions within their companies. They previously had a relatively low level position on the corporate
ladder—much lower than the MIS manager—because with the old technologies there wasn’t much possibility
of innovation. Their promotions began to put them on a par with MIS managers. At the annual meetings of the
professional association comprising their peers —the International Communications Association—they would
give formal presentations about the productivity-enhancing capabilities of the ROLM PBX, and later over
drinks in the bar describe to their peers the personal rewards and recognition they had won. This led to a
surge of interest by other large companies, which then stimulated interest by smaller companies who look to
the larger companies for leadership. The rapidly increasing revenues to ROLM in turn allowed an even higher
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level of investment in continuing product innovation, and this virtuous cycle of "increasing returns" [13]
allowed ROLM to emerge as a major force in a transformed industry.

In a span of five years, an unknown company, ROLM, had captured the second largest market share in a
market that had been stable for decades. By 1980, three companies—AT&T, ROLM, and Northern
Telecom—had 80% of the U.S. PBX market. All of the other original major PBX manufacturers had been
eliminated or marginalized, and a handful of new players had footholds. Interestingly, the same three entities
(ROLM is now owned by Siemens) continue to dominate the market in 1996, sixteen years later. This
provides a good example of punctuated equilibrium; the PBX market was stable for many years, then
underwent a transition over only 5 years to its present stable state. I believe a key reason for ROLM’s success
was developing generative relationships with its key customers, leading to positive feedbacks that accelerated
its rate of product innovation and market acceptance.

If we interpret the ROLM story using the abstract terms of the dynamics generating complex foresight
horizons, it goes like this. A small agent (ROLM), looking for new opportunities, sees a possibility of using an
artifact about which it has deep knowledge—small computers—as the basis for making an improved version
of another artifact—a telephone switching system (PBX). After developing the new artifact, the company
must form new seller-buyer relationships with a class of unfamiliar agents—large companies with significant
telecommunication costs. After forming a few such relationships, some of the relationships become
generative. The telecommunication managers of the large companies, having demonstrated the hoped-for
large cost savings with the new PBX, receive unaccustomed accolades from their organizations, and realize
that the possibility exists to continue to beneficially transform their own identity in the organization by
additional applications of the new artifact. They turn to ROLM with requests for enhancements to the PBX to
enable the new applications. This leads ROLM to realize that the possible functionality of the artifact it has
designed is much broader than just traditional PBX features, implying a much larger market, and it focuses its
key engineering talent to pursue these ideas. ROLM reinterprets its mission (identity) as providing business
communication systems, not just telephone systems. At the same time, the successes of the early customers
spread via their professional relationships with peers in other companies, leading to an exponential increase in
new agent relationships for ROLM (some of which also generate new ideas), providing rapid increase in
revenue, which in turn allows increased investment in product enhancements. This virtuous circle leads to
explosive growth for ROLM and rapid capture of market share. So we see that the generative relationships
led to reinterpretation of self-identity by both ROLM and the telecommunication managers, as well as
reinterpretation of the functionality of the new artifact, and these in turn led to structural change (dramatic
shifts in market share) in what had been a stable market, as well as major changes in the perception of what
functionality constituted a modern business voice communication system.

But why didn’t other old-line players react quickly to preserve their position, and why didn’t other computer-
knowledgeable companies with superior resource bases muscle their way into this newly energized market? I
believe the answer is that in order to survive and prosper during cascades of change, an organization must:
first, be embedded in the generative relationships that cause the changes, and second, be capable of focused,
rapid action in response to perceived opportunities. If an agent is in a position to comprehend change only by
observing the end structural results rather than the earlier cognitive shifts that led to the structural results, it
will have great difficulty moving rapidly enough to succeed. And if those agents who are in the generative
relationships do not exploit the opportunities quickly, they are at risk of eventually being displaced by those
with larger resources. Although the old-line PBX competitors had existing relationships with their customers,
these relationships did not become generative for two reasons, size and complacency; lulled into a false sense
of security by years of "business as usual," they did not feel a need to maintain continual intense discourse
with their customers, and when they belatedly realized the implications of computer-controlled PBXs, they
were too big and bureaucratic to respond quickly enough. Similarly, by the time potential new competitors
outside the industry recognized the structural changes taking place, it was too late to insert themselves in an
effective way.
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Strategic Practices

The foregoing discussion and story provide the basis for a partial answer to the question of what strategic
thinking means when an organization finds itself with a complex foresight horizon. Lane and I [10] suggest
that such organizations should put into place two strategic practices: populating the world, and fostering
generative relationships. Populating the world is a process of discourse to construct and interpret a
representation of the external environment—who and what are the agents and artifacts that constitute the
world, what are their relationships, and how are they changing? This entails, of course, gathering information
from many sources, but most importantly, pattern recognition and interpretation. Fostering generative
relationships is an attempt to secure a position in the world which will enable the organization to recognize
and influence emergent opportunities. Based on the organization’s current interpretation of its world, it
invests resources in existing relationships that have the potential for—or already demonstrate
—generativeness, and it seeks to establish potentially generative relationships with new agents.

If it is true that generative relationships are an important aspect of success in complex horizons, then how are
they fostered? After all, I have argued that their benefits are unforeseeable and that not all relationships
become generative. The generative potential of a relationship can be analyzed by assessing the degree to
which the following essential preconditions are met:

There must be aligned directedness. This simply means the participants have a compatible orientation of their
activities; for example, one party is interested in using an artifact, the other in supplying it. Or two nations are
concerned about defending themselves from a common potential aggressor. Or the Army and Navy are each
trying to develop weapon systems on limited budgets.

Second is heterogeneity; the participants have to differ in key respects. They have to have different
competencies, different access to other agents or artifacts in the world, or different points of view about how
to think about agents or artifacts. In a sense they need be an interdisciplinary team. An example is the Santa
Fe Institute’s Business Network, with some thirty members from business, government, and military. They
meet with the scientists, two or three times a year, in order to get exposure to new ideas. They are gathered
around a common set of ideas and metaphors about complex systems and a number of novel joint projects
have emerged. Of two nations concerned with defense, one has a strong navy, the other a strong army, and
each has alliances with other nations.

Mutual directedness is needed. It is not enough to have synergistic interests and differing perspectives, but the
agents must seek each other out, and develop a recurring pattern of interactions. You have to have an
interactive relationship to begin with, before it can become generative. There are many kinds of natural
role-based relationships, such as supplier-buyer or trading partner, and these are usually the seeds of
generative relationships. Generative relationships can arise serendipitously from existing natural relationships,
or an organization may seek out new relationships based on its perception of generative potential. Within an
organization, management may perceive the possibility for generative potential between two
sub-organizations, and create incentives for mutual directedness. For example, if a portion of the budget for
new weapons systems were earmarked for common sub-systems or technology developed jointly and
endorsed by all three services, it might induce new relationships that could turn out to be highly generative.

The fourth precondition for generativeness is permissions. The individuals interacting in the relationship have
to have appropriately matched permissions or authorizations from their respective organizations to engage an
open and extensive level of disclosure and dialogue. Without this, the generative potential is blocked. In
relationships between organizations with multi-level reporting hierarchies, generative potential is greatly
enhanced by establishing regular discourse between the responsible individuals at each hierarchical level with
their peers in the other organization. This not only allows quick adjustment of mis-matched permissions and
response to action opportunities, but provides even more heterogeneity in the relationship because of the
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differing range of perspective and knowledge inherent at the various hierarchical levels.

Finally, there must be action opportunities. As ideas for new possibilities arise from continued interaction,
there has to be the opportunity to engage in joint action based on the ideas. Relationships that involve only
talk do not last long or deeply affect agent identities. Action itself more clearly reveals the identities of the
participating agents and enhances the development of mutual trust. It is interesting to consider what might
have happened if the U.S. and USSR, with an aligned directedness toward strategic arms limitations, had
chosen to proceed not by sending a small team of negotiators to Geneva to spend years sitting across a table
talking at each other (preceded by years of arguments on the size and shape of the table), but rather by a
process of taking small joint actions such as destroying a handful of weapons with mutual inspection, then
another step based on the experiences of the first, and so on. Another reason for action opportunities is that
new joint competences can emerge only out of joint action, and these joint competences lead to changes in
agent identities and even to the emergence of new agents.

Although I have framed this discussion of generative relationships in terms of interactions between
independent organizations such as companies or nations, the ideas are just as valuable applied to dependent
organizations, such as departments within a company. Dramatic innovations can come about when functional
sub-organizations depart from the norm of viewing their dependence relationships with other
sub-organizations as a necessary evil that gets in the way of accomplishing their purpose, and instead develop
discursive dialogs oriented around understanding each other’s problems and initiating actions to improve the
efficiency of both. One of the key responsibilities of management should be the maximization of the
generative potential of relationships, both within his own (sub-)organization and with other
(sub-)organizations.

Conclusion

The rapid rate of change in our modern world, driven by the enabling technology of the transistor, has
strained the ability of many organizations to function effectively. One reason is that the old intellectual
framework presuming a stable, or at least slowly changing, economic social order—upon which the
conventional management wisdoms are based—does not apply in rapid transition periods such as we now
experience. This paper has argued that applying the metaphors of the science of complex systems to the
human world can provide a new intellectual framework for the management of organizations, within which
the successful attitudes, methods, and practices that have evolved in the high-tech sector over several
decades can be seen to make sense. High-tech organizations understand that time is the scarce commodity
and people are the key asset, which has resulted in common practices: loose permission structures rather than
strict operating procedures; reliance on informal and temporary organization structures rather than rigid
hierarchies; incentives that reward experimentation and don’t punish failure; reliance on a shared sense of
mission and set of values to ensure coherence; and simple contracts and close relationships with other
organizations. There is a high likelihood that at the proper level of abstraction, these practices can be applied
to organizations in all sectors which face rapid change, including the military and international relations.

The prospect of unpredictable and unknowable events and emergent entities may seem to make the concept
of long-term strategic planning useless. But an understanding of the mechanisms by which such changes come
about—reciprocal causation between human organizations reinterpreting their world and acting accordingly,
and structural change emerging from aggregate actions causing organizations to reinterpret their world—leads
to practices that can allow organizations to proactively improve their prospects for success. Two such
practices have been discussed: populating the world—the continual reinterpretation of the organizations,
institutions, artifacts and relationships that comprise one’s environment; and fostering generative relationships
with selected organizations to maintain a position from which to participate in the construction of the
emerging world.
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Command and (Out of) Control: The Military Implications of
Complexity Theory

John F. Schmitt

I shall proceed from the simple to the complex. But in war more than in any other subject we
must begin by looking at the nature of the whole; for here more than elsewhere the part and the
whole must always be thought of together.

—Carl von Clausewitz

The greatest and most direct military implications of complexity theory are likely to be in the area of
command and control. Complexity theory is command and control theory: both deal with how a widely
distributed collection of numerous agents acting individually can nonetheless behave like a single, even
purposeful entity. The emerging sciences suggest that war is a radically different type of phenomenon—with a
different operating dynamic—than typically understood in the American military. While radically different
than commonly understood, war may have much in common with other types of nonlinear dynamical systems
such as, as Clausewitz suggested, commerce. If war is a dramatically different type of phenomenon than
commonly understood, then the implications for the way we perform command and control may be—should
be—nothing short of profound. As we learn more about the behavior of complex systems, we will likely come
to view command and control in fundamentally different terms.

The Prevailing View of Command and Control

Military theorists have routinely turned to science to help understand and explain war. In the verifiable and
reliable laws of the natural world they have sought analogies and explanations for the unfathomable
occurrences of the battlefield. Most often military theorists have turned to physics—and more specifically to
Newtonian mechanics—because it is the most established, most elegant, and most precise of the sciences and
because its laws describing the movements of material bodies and the physical forces acting upon them seem
to provide ready analogies for military forces engaging one another in combat.

The great Prussian military theorist-philosopher Clausewitz was an avid amateur scientist and relied heavily
and explicitly on the physical sciences to provide metaphors for his military concepts. Two of his greatest and
most enduring concepts—friction and the center of gravity—come straight out of the science of the day. Of
course, science for Clausewitz was Newtonian science.

The Reigning Paradigm: Newton Rules

Not only does science provide metaphors and models for isolated military concepts, in our age it plays an
even more fundamental role: Newtonian science provides the overarching paradigm which characterizes
modern Western culture. In ways that we don’t even realize because it is internalized, our paradigm shapes
both our interpretation of the problems we face and the solutions we generate to those problems.

The Newtonian paradigm is the product of the Scientific Revolution which began in the 16th century and
reached its crowning moment with Isaac Newton, who gave his name to the resulting world view. The
Newtonian paradigm is the mechanistic paradigm: the world and everything in it as a giant machine. The
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preferred Newtonian metaphor is the clock: finely tooled gears meshing smoothly and precisely, ticking along
predictably, measurably and reliably, keeping perfect time.

The Paradigm Deeply Ingrained

The Newtonian/mechanistic paradigm is so deeply ingrained that it is even reflected in our everyday
conversation. When things are going well, we say they are going "like clockwork." When our unit is
performing well, we describe it as a "well oiled machine," or we say we’re "hitting on all cylinders." We refer
to our individual contribution by saying we’re "just one cog in the machine." In the Marine Corps, for
example, the common descriptor for an individual rifleman is "killing machine." And what is the Marine
Corps’ preferred metaphor for itself? It is the "lean, green machine."

We call military actions "operations," a term which has a strong mechanistic/procedural connotation,
suggesting either a surgical procedure performed on an anesthetized patient or the systematic functioning of a
piece of machinery. An operation conducted with noteworthy efficiency is referred to as a "surgical strike."
Much less frequently do we refer to military actions as "evolutions"—a term which has biological
connotations rather than mechanistic ones and suggests adaptation and adjustment rather than precise
planning and procedure.

Newtonian War

The Western approach to war has been as heavily influenced by the Newtonian paradigm as any other field.
So what is war according to the Newtonian paradigm like? Importantly, Newtonian war is deterministically
predictable: given knowledge of the initial conditions and having identified the universal "laws" of combat,
we should be fully able to resolve the problem and predict the results. All Newtonian systems can eventually
be distilled to one simple concept: cause and effect. And in fact, just such efforts to quantify results in war
have abounded, starting at least with the famous Lanchester equations and carrying through Dupuy’s
Quantified Judgment Model. In other words, Newtonian war is knowable: all the information which describes
any situation is ultimately available, and the implications can be fully worked out. That which we cannot
directly observe, we must be able to extrapolate.

Newtonian war is linear: a direct and proportional connection can be established between each cause and
effect. (Here "linear" refers to the dynamical properties of a system rather than to linear formations or
frontages on a battlefield.) Small causes have minor results; decisive outcomes require massive inputs. In the
Newtonian view, linearity is a good thing because linear systems are tame and controllable; they do not do
unexpected things. If you know a little about a linear system you know a lot, because if you know a little you
can calculate the rest.

The Newtonian view of war is reductionist: we understand war by successively breaking it down into parts
eventually small enough to understand and control with the expectation that this will allow us to understand
and control the whole. The so-called "Principles of War," reduced to the mnemonic MOOSEMUSS to aid
memorization (as if that equals understanding), are a prime example of this approach. Linear processes are
amenable to such decomposition; nonlinear processes by definition are not.

The Newtonian/mechanistic view of war tends to see a military operation as a closed system not susceptible
to perturbations from its surroundings. This leads toward an inward focus—on the efficient internal
functioning of the military machine. If war is deterministic and if the machine is operating at peak efficiency,
then victory ought to be guaranteed—without any need to consider external factors. The mechanistic view
likewise leads to a focus on optimization—finding the optimal solution to any problem (which is based on the
Cartesian assumption that an optimal solution exists). War comes to be seen as a one-sided problem to be
solved—like an engineering problem or a mathematics problem—rather than as an interaction between two
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animate forces. In idealized Newtonian war, the enemy, the least controllable variable, is eliminated from the
equation altogether.

Newtonian Command and Control

The natural result is a highly proceduralized or methodical approach to the conduct of military
operations—war as an assembly line. Newtonian command and control tends to be highly doctrinaire—heavy
on mechanistic and elaborate procedures. The mechanistic view recognizes that war may appear disorderly
and confusing but is convinced that with sufficient command and control we can impose order, precision, and
certainty. We can eliminate unpleasant surprises and make war go "like clockwork." Just as the Scientific
Revolution sought to tame nature, the Newtonian approach to command and control—especially with the
help of the information-technology revolution—seeks to tame the nature of war.

Newtonian command and control thus tends to involve precise, positive control, highly synchronized schemes
and detailed, comprehensive plans and orders. Perhaps the best metaphor is a chess player moving (i.e.,
controlling) his chess pieces. Control measures abound, compartmentalizing the various components of the
military machine and specifying how those compartments cooperate with one another. Synchronization (the
timepiece metaphor applied to military operations) is merely the example nonpareil of Newtonian war: the
military as one huge, highly efficient and precise machine—ticking along like a fine Swiss watch.

Newtonian command and control is microscopic command and control. Just as classical mechanics studies a
system by studying the behavior of each component in the system, Newtonian command and control seeks to
control the military system by positively controlling each component in the system. In military lexicon this is
known as detailed control. In this setting, "command" and "control" are seen as working in the same direction:
from the top of the organization toward the bottom. See figure 1. The top of the organization imposes
command and control on the bottom. Commanders are "in control" of their subordinates and the situation,
and subordinates are "under the control" of their commanders. The worst thing that can happen in such a
system is to "lose" control.

The object of Newtonian command and control is to gain certainty and impose order—to be "in control."
Near-perfect intelligence becomes the expectation. We pursue 95-percent certainty within a battlecube 200
miles on each side and we actually expect that we can achieve it. Consider this passage by Richard Dunn
from McNair Paper No. 13:

Increased battlefield "visibility"—provided by enhanced C3I—allows us to grasp the battle much
more precisely and quickly. Thus, technology has made warfare much more certain and precise
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than was ever thought possible....For all intents and purposes, commanders can get a
technological God’s eye view of the entire battlefield.

We believe we can blow away Clausewitz’s "fog of war," and if we fail to do so, it is only because our
information technology is not quite capable enough yet—but we redouble our acquisition efforts and promise
ourselves it will be soon.

The Problem: Reality Catches Up

The Newtonian paradigm offers a neat, clean and intellectually satisfying description of the world—and of
war. There is only one problem: it does not match most of reality. When distilled to this level, the Newtonian
model of war is manifestly ridiculous. When we reduce it to these terms, I think few people would argue that
war is actually this way. And yet, much of the current American approach to command and control is based
precisely on the unquestioned assumption of this model. Futurist Alvin Toffler states that while some parts of
the universe may operate like machines, these are closed systems, and closed systems, at best, form only a
small part of the physical universe. Most phenomena of interest to us are, in fact, open systems, exchanging
energy or matter (and, one might add, information) with their environment. Surely biological and social
systems [of which war is one] are open, which means that the attempt to understand them in mechanistic
terms is doomed to failure.

This suggests, moreover, that most of reality, instead of being orderly, stable, and equilibrial, is seething and
bubbling with change, disorder, and process.

The Newtonian paradigm was so compelling, so neat, so logical—in short, so "right"—that it saw and imposed
regularities where none existed. For the sake of finding solvable problems, science simplified reality by
assuming an idealized world. It connected the discontinuities and linearized the nonlinearities—in short, it
simply ignored all the countless inconsistencies and surprises that make the world—and war—such a complex
and interesting problem.

The evidence is unmistakable: the Newtonian paradigm no longer satisfactorily describes most of our world (if
it ever did). Science is slowly coming to recognize that the world is not remotely an orderly, linear place after
all. We need a new paradigm, and once again science may provide the catalyst. It is not after all a Newtonian
battlefield: it is a nonlinear dynamical battlefield.

The Emerging View: Nonlinear Dynamical War

So what is war if not a classical Newtonian system? War is fundamentally a far-from-equilibrium, open,
distributed, nonlinear dynamical system highly sensitive to initial conditions and characterized by entropy
production/dissipation and complex, continuous feedback. Rather than thinking of war as a structure at
equilibrium, we should think of it as a standing wave pattern of continuously fluxing matter, energy, and
information. War is more a dynamical process than a thing.

The principal law of thermodynamics—the supreme Law of Nature, in fact—is the Second Law which
establishes that any natural process involves an overall increase in randomness or disorder—that is, an
increase in entropy. The law of increasing entropy applies to war as much as to any other natural
phenomenon. The driving force of all natural change in the universe, constructive as well as destructive, is the
random and undirected dispersal of energy.

In thermodynamics, equilibrium is the uniform static state of a system in which no further heat transfer is
possible. It is the state of maximum entropy. Near equilibrium, systems tend to behave in a fairly linear
fashion; it is when the system is forced far from equilibrium that it becomes highly responsive to fluctuations
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—sensitive to initial conditions—and nonlinear behavior arises. It is here that immeasurably small influences
—"countless minor incidents," Clausewitz called them—can cause the system to veer off into an
unpredictably and qualitatively different behavior pattern. It is here that the Second Law actually becomes a
creative force through the local dissipation of entropy by leading to the spontaneous generation of structure,
complexity, and life.

As an open system—continuously exchanging matter, energy, and information with other systems and with
the environment at large—war is in a continuous state of flux. It is never at equilibrium, although some
manifestations of war may be nearer than others—such as the stalemate of the First World War western front,
which may have been as close to thermal equilibrium as any war has ever been. War is driven away from
equilibrium by influxes from its environment—in the form of physical matter (or materiel) but also in the form
of leadership, political motive, training, creative tactics, or any source of energy or information which tends to
inject into the system the capacity to do coherent work. War is damped according to the Second Law and its
universal property of entropy—which Clausewitz called "friction"—through the attrition of men and materiel,
obviously, but also through fatigue, the loss of morale, poor tactics, uninspired leadership, or any other sump
which drains the system of its capacity to do coherent work. At its most fundamental war can be thought of as
an exchange of matter, information, and especially energy between linked, open hierarchies. Engaging an
enemy by fire can be thought of as a transfer of energy from one component to another with the intended
result of increasing the entropy of the latter. These exchanges take place in a complex network of
simultaneous, distributed linkages between various elements at various levels in each hierarchy. Some of
these linkages are tight, some are loose. Some are direct, some are indirect. See figure 2.

Feedback is a pervasive characteristic of practically all open systems, including war. As compared to
Newtonian systems, which tend to have minimal feedback mechanisms, war is characterized by a complex,
hierarchical system of feedback loops, some designed but many unintended and unrecognized. Whether
positive or negative, feedback results are by definition nonlinear.
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War’s essential dynamic comes from its being a complex, distributed system. Economic theorist F.A. Hayek
coined the phrase "extended order" to describe economies driven by individual agents, but the term applies
equally to war. War is an extended order: its universal nature simply cannot be captured in one place but
emerges from the collective behavior of all the individual agents in the open system interacting locally in
response to local conditions and partial information. In this respect, decentralization is not merely one choice
of command and control: it is the basic nature of war. Centralized command and control represents an effort
to muscle the system into some unnatural position—which is not to say, however, that it won’t sometimes
work more or less given enough energy and effort.

Information in war is, to borrow another of Hayek’s phrases, "essentially dispersed." Again Hayek was
writing about economics but he could just as easily have been writing about military command and control:

This dispersed knowledge is essentially dispersed, and cannot possibly be gathered together and
conveyed to an authority charged with the task of deliberately creating order.... Much of the
particular information which any individual possesses can be used only to the extent to which he
himself can use it in his own decisions. Nobody can communicate to another all that he knows,
because much of the information he can make use of he himself will elicit only in the process of
making plans for action. Such information will be evoked as he works upon the particular task he
has undertaken in the conditions in which he finds himself...Only thus can the individual find out
what to look for...

The Result: War as a Complex System

According to practically any definition of the term "complexity," war qualifies as a complex phenomenon. In
what could qualify as an excellent description of complexity theory, Clausewitz wrote:

The military machine—the army and everything related to it—is basically very simple and
therefore seems easy to manage. But we should bear in mind that none of its components is of
one piece: each piece is composed of individuals, every one of whom retains his potential of
friction...A battalion is made up of individuals, the least important of whom may chance to delay
things or somehow make them go wrong.

Complexity theory deals with the study of systems which exhibit complex, self-organizing behavior. A
complex system is any system composed of numerous parts, or agents, each of which must act individually
according to its own circumstances and requirements, but which by so acting has global effects which
simultaneously change the circumstances and requirements affecting all the other agents. Complex systems
are based on the individual "decisions" of their numerous agents.

It is not simply the number of parts that makes a system complex (although more parts can certainly
contribute to complexity): it is the way those parts interact. A machine can be complicated and consist of
numerous parts, but the parts generally interact only in a designed way. This would be structural complexity.
Instead, the type of complexity which most interests us is interactive complexity, by which the parts of a
system interact freely in interconnected and unanticipated ways. Each agent within a complex system may
itself be a complex system—as in the military, in which a company consists of several platoons and a platoon
comprises several squads—creating multiple levels of complexity. But even if this is not so, even if each of
the agents is fairly simple in itself, the interaction among the agents creates complexity. This is a significant
contradiction of the Newtonian paradigm: simple causes can lead to complicated, disorderly behavior.
("Everything in war is simple," Clausewitz wrote, "but the simplest thing is difficult.") The result is a system
which behaves in nonlinear, complicated, unpredictable and even uncontrollable ways. Each agent often
affects other agents in ways that simply cannot be anticipated. With a complex system it is usually extremely
difficult, if not impossible, to isolate individual causes and their effects, since the parts are all connected in a
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complex web. The element of chance, interacting randomly with the various agents, introduces even more
complexity and disorder.

One of the defining features of complex systems is a property known as emergence in which the global
behavior of the system is qualitatively different from the behavior of the parts. No amount of knowledge of
the behavior of the parts would allow one to predict the behavior of the whole. Emergence can be thought of
as a form of control: it allows distributed agents to group together into a meaningful higher-order system. In
complex systems, structure and control thus "grow" up from the bottom; they are not imposed from the top.
Reductionism simply will not work with complex systems: the very act of decomposing the system—of
isolating even one component—changes the dynamics of the system. It is no longer the same system.

War is clearly a hierarchy of complex systems nested one inside another. From the largest military formation
down to the individual rifleman, war consists of agents adapting to their environments—which include enemy
agents—and in the process changing the environments of all the other agents.

Some of the processes in war may be deterministically predictable, some are deterministically chaotic, and
some are probably purely stochastic. There are probably universals—variables or constants which show up in
every mix—but no two battles, campaigns, or wars ever exhibit the same mix or system dynamic. Even the
same system may behave differently under different regimes or conditions. Under certain parameters—near
equilibrium, before bifurcation—the system may actually behave in a fairly Newtonian way. Witness the Gulf
War, for example, which I suggest was an unusually linear manifestation of war, in part because of low levels
of interaction between the opposing sides. Under other parameters—when the system is forced farther from
equilibrium—the same conflict may become very complex or even "go chaotic." The result is an infinitely
complicated and continuously changing problem set that qualifies as mathematically unsolvable.

Implications

What does all this mean? We know what the command and control implications of Newtonian war are: we
have been operating with them for more than a century. But if we treat war as a nonlinear dynamical system,
the implications are dramatically different. These implications stem from two fundamental conclusions:

War is fundamentally uncertain.
War is fundamentally uncontrollable (at least given our current understanding of control).

Uncertainty A Sure Thing

Nonlinear dynamics suggests that war is uncertain in a deeply fundamental way. Uncertainty is not merely an
initial environmental condition which can be reduced by gathering information. It is not that we currently lack
the technology to gather enough information but will someday have the capability. Rather, uncertainty is a
natural and unavoidable product of the dynamic war: action in war generates uncertainty. The only type of
war about which we could achieve certainty would be a system at equilibrium, which would not be war at all.

Nonlinear dynamical systems sensitive to initial conditions are intrinsically unpredictable at the microscopic
level, but the inability to accurately predict system behavior is not due to insufficient information about the
system as was often assumed. Rather, unpredictability is a direct and irreducible consequence of the system’s
sensitivity to initial conditions and the nonlinear rules that govern its dynamics. The best we can hope for is to
work out probabilities—or, as Hayek suggests, to focus on "prediction of the principle"—and even then the
system will surprise us. Promises of a "God’s-eye view" of the battlefield or Admiral Owens’ dream of
95-percent certainty within a 200x200x200-mile battlespace are thoroughly Newtonian concepts that simply
do not jibe with the nature of war as a complex phenomenon. The widespread belief that information
technology will allow us to blow away the fog of war is a dangerous delusion which fails to understand the
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complex nature of war.

Control in War?

Complex systems like war simply cannot be controlled the way machines can. We should not think of
command and control as a coercive form of mechanistic control—the way an operator operates a machine.
The object of mechanistic command and control is for the top of the organization to be "in control" of the
bottom and for the bottom to be "under" the control of the top. The worst thing that can happen is for a
commander to "lose" control of the situation. But are the terrain and weather under the commander’s control?
Are commanders even remotely in control of what the enemy does? Good commanders may sometimes
anticipate the enemy’s actions and may even influence the enemy’s actions by seizing the initiative and
forcing the enemy to react to them. But it is a delusion to believe that a commander can really be in control of
the enemy or the situation.

Is a kayaker paddling down a raging river really in control of the situation? Does he control the river? Does he
really even control his own course? Or does he try to steer his way between and around the rock formations
which spell disaster as the rapids carry him along. For the kayaker, success—safely navigating the river—is
not a matter of push-button precision. For the kayaker—as for the commander—it is a matter of coping with
a changing, turbulent situation. Command in war is less the business of control than it is the business of
coping.

Complexity suggests it is a delusion to think that we can be in control in war with any sort of certitude or
precision. Complexity further suggests the radical idea that the object of command and control is not to
achieve control but to keep the entire organization surfing on the edge of being "out of control" because that
is where the system is most adaptive, creative, flexible, and energized.

Macroscopic Command and Control

The turbulence of modern war suggests a need for a looser form of influence—something more akin to the
willing cooperation of a soccer team than to the omnipotent direction of the chess player—that provides the
necessary parameters in an uncertain, disorderly, time-competitive environment without stifling the initiative
of subordinates. Complexity suggests the need for macroscopic command and control. Command and control
should not try to impose precise domination over details because the details are inherently uncontrollable.
Rather, it should try to provide a broad, meaningful structure to the roiling complexity. Newtonian command
and control is microscopic: it attempts to control the system by controlling each particle in the system.
Complex war defies microscopic command and control and instead requires macroscopic command and
control which "controls" the system by influencing the system parameters and boundary conditions.

Adaptive Command & Control

In a complex, open environment, command and control is fundamentally a process of continuous adaptation.
The simple command and control model, the Observation-Orientation-Decision-Action cycle (or OODA
loop), essentially describes a process of continuous adaptation to a changing situation. See fig. 3. We might
better liken the military organization to a predatory animal—seeking information, learning and adapting in its
desire for continued survival—than to some "lean, green machine." Most military actions do not proceed with
clockwork mechanics—as "operations"—but instead as "evolutions" along the "edge of chaos."
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Rather than thinking of "command" and "control" both operating from the top of the organization toward the
bottom, we should think of command and control as an adaptive process in which "command" is top-down
guidance and "control" is bottom-up feedback. See fig. 4. All parts of the organization contribute action and
feedback—"command" and "control"—in overall cooperation. Command and control is thus fundamentally
an activity of reciprocal influence involving give and take among all parts, from top to bottom and side to
side.

Mission Command & Control

This response to the problem leads to is what is known in military terminology as directive or mission
command and control, in which control is an emergent property arising spontaneously: unity of effort is not
the product of conformity imposed from above but of the spontaneous, purposeful cooperation of the
distributed elements of the force. Subordinates are guided not by detailed instructions and control measures
but by their understanding of the requirements of the overall mission. Commanders command with a loose
rein, allowing subordinates greater freedom of action and requiring them to adapt locally to developing
conditions. Mission command and control tends to be decentralized to increase tempo and adaptability.
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Discipline imposed from above is reinforced with self-discipline throughout the organization. Necessary close
coordination is effected locally rather than managed centrally.

The critical factor in such a system is to create command parameters and other systems features which
provide the necessary guidance and level of understanding to create unity of effort without unnecessarily
constraining the activities of subordinates. In other words, how do we create the modes of agent behavior
under which the necessary system control will emerge naturally? Clearly, concepts like Commander’s Intent
and Focus of Effort play a key role, as do the extensive education, training, and socialization of individual
decision makers.

The Concept Of Evolutions?

Rather than thinking of a military action as an "operation," a predetermined plan unfolding with machinelike
order and procedural precision, we should think of the action as an "evolution," a system adapting over time
in response to its environment. Better yet, we should think of military action as a form of coevolution, our
system evolving in response to what the enemy does and the enemy system evolving at the same time in
response to us.

Complexity suggests that, just as evolution does not have a predetermined destination, military plans should
not prescribe detailed end-state conditions which are instead always changing in response to developments.
We should not think of a plan as a closed-form solution to a problem but as an open architecture which
maximizes evolutionary opportunities. A good plan becomes the basis for adaptation through evolution.
Planning is "solution by evolution" rather than "solution by engineering."

Synchronization Out Of Sync

One military command and control concept that does not mesh well with complexity theory is
synchronization. Synchronization and other Newtonian models are invalidated as general operating systems.
They may work moderately well within those narrow parameters under which the system behaves relatively
tamely. Synchronization falls flat when faced with a complex system which does not exhibit mechanistic
dynamics. In fact, healthy complex adaptive systems tend to behave asynchronously—multiple agents acting
independently of one another in response to local conditions. Complexity suggests the superiority of loosely
coupled, modular plans which do not rely on synchronized control for their unity of effort. Such plans allow
greater latitude in execution and, importantly, are more easily modified and repaired than synchronized ones.
Where synchronization occurs, it should be the result of local cooperation between agents rather than of
centralized direction.

Satisfice, Don’t Optimize

Complexity suggests it is rarely worth the effort trying to find the perfect plan or reach the perfect decision. It
simply will not happen: there are too many interconnected variables. As geneticist John Holland has said, in a
complex system "there’s no point in imagining that the agents in the system can ever ‘optimize’ their fitness ...
The most they can ever do is to change and improve themselves relative to what the other agents are doing."
Instead, we should try to satisfice—find a solution that works locally and exploit the results.

Excellence Can Only Start At The Bottom

Evolution moves from the simple to the complex. Healthy complex systems evolve by chunking together
healthy simpler systems. Attempts to design large, highly complex organizations from the top down rarely
work, if ever. This merely confirms what successful military organizations have long recognized: success
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starts at the small-unit level. Build strong, adaptable squads and sections first. Train and equip them
well—which includes giving them ample time to train themselves (i.e., to evolve). Give them the very best
leaders. Give those leaders the freedom and responsibility to lead (i.e., let them act as independent agents).
Then chunk the teams and squads together into increasingly larger units.

In Closing: Continuous Adaptation

The physical sciences have dominated our world since the days of Newton. Moreover, the physical sciences
have provided the mechanistic paradigm that frames our view of the nature of war. While some systems do
behave mechanistically, the latest scientific discoveries tell us that most things in our world do not function
this way at all. The mechanistic paradigm no longer adequately describes our world—or our wars. Complex
systems—including military organizations, military evolutions, and war—most definitely do not behave
mechanistically. Enter complexity.

Complexity encourages us to consider war in different terms which in turn point to a different approach to the
command and control of military action. It will be an approach that does not expect or pursue certainty or
precise control but is able to function despite uncertainty and disorder. If there is a single unifying thread to
this discussion, it is the importance of adaptation, both for success on the battlefield and for institutional
survival. In any environment characterized by unpredictability, uncertainty, fluid dynamics, and rapid change,
the system that can adapt best and most quickly will be the system that prevails. Complexity suggests that the
single most important quality of effective command and control for the coming uncertain future will be
adaptability.

| Complexity Index | Part Three Index | Chapter 10 |
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Complexity Theory And Airpower:
A New Paradigm for Airpower in the 21st Century

Steven M. Rinaldi

Military theorists and analysts have frequently turned to the sciences for insight into the nature of warfare.
For the past several centuries, classical physics provided a paradigm that was extensively used to frame
theories of warfare.1 Military theorists borrowed a number of concepts from classical or "Newtonian" physics
and applied them metaphorically to operational art: friction, center of gravity, mass, and momentum, to name
a few. In a very real sense, a large body of military art and theory came to rest upon analogies to principles of
classical physics. The Newtonian paradigm thus provided a foundation for centuries of military thought, and
continues to play a major role today.

Yet much as classical physics cannot describe many classes of natural phenomena, the Newtonian paradigm is
limited in its application to warfare. Armed conflict has many facets that cannot be adequately addressed
within this paradigm. As a consequence, theories of war built upon a Newtonian frame are restricted in scope
and applicability. Military science is in need of a new framework that better describes the true nature of war.

During the past three decades, a number of new sciences have arisen and developed rapidly. Based upon
nonlinear dynamics and far-from-equilibrium thermodynamics, these disciplines include catastrophe theory,2

chaos theory,3 and most recently complexity theory.4 These theories push beyond some of the limitations of
classical physics, and explore classes of phenomena outside the traditional linear realm. Recently, military
theorists have applied these theories metaphorically to studies of conflict.5 Complexity theory lends itself
particularly well as a new paradigm for military science, promising to be a far more powerful framework than
the traditional Newtonian paradigm. Although its application to military science has a short history,
complexity theory already has yielded insights into military science that the Newtonian paradigm is incapable
of providing. Indeed, modern military concepts such as OODA loops and parallel warfare that cannot be
treated under the Newtonian paradigm (metaphorically or otherwise) fit very comfortably into the realm of
complexity.

In this paper, we will explore the evolution of airpower theory in the context of the two paradigms. Airpower
theory is undergoing a fundamental shift from the restrictive Newtonian to the broader complex paradigm.
Theories in the post-World War I era were decidedly Newtonian in nature. Gradually, theorists proposed
concepts that fit more nearly into the complex paradigm than the Newtonian framework. This trend appears
to be accelerating today, as the concepts of complexity theory become more widely spread and studied. By
and large, this shift has not been due to a conscious effort to develop airpower theory within the complex
paradigm. Rather, complexity theory has been used principally to reinterpret existing tenets of airpower
theory.

We will start by defining the two paradigms, focusing on their essential characteristics. Next, we will examine
airpower theories from the post-World War I, World War II, and modern eras. In particular, we will observe
how the underlying natures of the theories have shifted from the Newtonian to the complex framework.
Finally, we will move from the theoretical to the practical, and examine an application of complexity theory
to operational art.
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Airpower theory has been transitioning to the complex framework for decades. We must complete the shift
and employ the new framework in our operational thinking. For it is only in incorporating insights from
complexity in practical applications that we fully exploit the power the new paradigm has to offer.

The Newtonian and Complexity Paradigms

The Newtonian paradigm has governed the way military theorists viewed warfare for many years. However, it
suffers from a number of serious shortfalls. Its applicability as a framework for recent theories of airpower is
increasingly questionable. As our understanding of the behaviors of complex adaptive systems increases, the
complex framework becomes more relevant to studies of warfare than the Newtonian paradigm. The principle
reason may be found in the concepts of linearity and nonlinearity: warfare is an inherently far-from-
equilibrium, nonlinear phenomenon. The Newtonian paradigm rests firmly upon linear principles, whereas
complexity theory embraces the nonlinear.

Linear systems played an important role in the development of science and engineering, as their behaviors are
easily modeled, analyzed, and simulated. A linear system has two defining mathematical characteristics. First,
it displays proportionality. If some input X to the system gives an output of Y, then multiplying the input by a
constant factor A yields an output of AY. The second characteristic of linear systems is superposition. That is,
if inputs X1 and X2 give outputs Y1 and Y2 respectively, then an input equal to X1 + X2 gives an output of
Y1 + Y2. Systems that do not display these characteristics are called nonlinear. Importantly, linear systems of
equations can be solved analytically or numerically. Given a set of linear equations and initial conditions, we
can calculate the future values of the variables. Consequently, if we can describe a system by a linear
mathematical model, we can determine its future states exactly from its given initial state. A large body of
mathematics has grown up around linear systems and techniques for their solution.

Nevertheless, the vast majority of systems and phenomena in the real world are nonlinear. As their name
implies, nonlinear systems do not display the linear characteristics of proportionality and superposition.
Analytical solutions to nonlinear equations are generally the exception rather than the rule. Thus, the future
states of nonlinear systems can often only be approximated. One method of approximating the behavior of
nonlinear systems involves linearizing them, then employing linear systems analysis to the approximated
system.6 Unfortunately, such techniques suppress or even eliminate many of the important dynamical
characteristics of nonlinear systems; for example, chaos cannot exist without nonlinearities. However, the
advent of modern digital computers has brought about a revolution in the study of nonlinear systems.
Computers have made it possible to simulate their rich dynamical behaviors such as chaos that might
otherwise not exist in linearized approximations.

Linearity is the cornerstone of the Newtonian paradigm. This has several important ramifications for military
theory.7 First, warfare under the Newtonian paradigm is deterministically predictable, as effects are in
principle calculable from their underlying causes. Given enough information about the current state of a
conflict and armed with "laws" of combat, a commander should be able to precisely determine the outcome of
the battle. The three-to-one rule of combat is a good example of a linear law. Determining the outcome of a
war becomes a simple exercise if a sufficient amount of precise information is available, much as the future
states of a linear system of equations can be exactly computed. A consequence of determinism in war, then, is
the drive for greater quantities of ever-more-perfect intelligence from which the commander can make
ever-more-precise predictions of the future. With intelligence and situational awareness approaching
perfection, the Newtonian paradigm reduces fog and friction to a bare minimum just as chaos is banished
from linear systems.

Reductionism is a second important consequence of the Newtonian paradigm. Reductionism is a methodology
for solving problems. The analyst breaks the problem into its constituent pieces, solves each piece separately,
then sums the results from the pieces to obtain the overall solution to the problem. This is a natural
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consequence of superposition. The history of warfare is replete with examples of reductionism. For example,
targeting has largely been reductionist. Air planners generally break the enemy into a series of target systems,
analyze each target system independently of all others to determine aimpoints, then sum the results to
generate the overall air campaign.8 Historical analyses of wars are frequently reductionist—what is the
isolated, independent cause (or causes) that led to the outcome of the conflict? As linearity allows and even
encourages this mindset, reductionism is a principle characteristic of Newtonian warfare.

A third consequence of the Newtonian paradigm is the view of systems as closed entities, isolated from their
environments. Outside events do not influence such a system; the only dynamics are those arising from its
internal workings. The analyst thus has an inward focus, with a concentration on efficiency. The emphasis on
efficiency is especially noteworthy for military operations. How can the commander obtain the desired
objectives with the least cost? What targets must the planner select to most efficiently and economically
accomplish the objectives? Numerical measures of merit, such as body counts, tank kills, and aircraft losses
become paramount in analyzing the flow of the battle and determining strategy. Isolated, closed systems are
perhaps easier to analyze, as outside forces and influences are of no consequence. However, isolated systems
form only a small fraction of the physical universe. With the global information explosion, conflicts that are
truly isolated from the outside world are increasingly rare, if they exist at all.

Warfare in the Newtonian paradigm has several defining characteristics. Schmitt lists several of the more
important ones:

Warfare is highly procedural, with methodical approaches to the conduct of military operations.
Warfare is doctrinaire and rigidly structured, with checklists and procedures.
Warfare has precise command and control, with rigid command and support relationships.
Warfare employs highly orchestrated or synchronized schemes. Detailed plans and orders are
commonplace.9

The Newtonian paradigm creates a simplified, idealized view of warfare. It is an appealing, comfortable
framework as it offers simple means for analysis, methodical rules for planning and executing operations, and
the illusion of predicting the future given enough information about the present. However, warfare is
intrinsically more complicated than this simplistic framework allows. As Schmitt notes, the paradigm is in
need of a serious tune-up, or better, a complete overhaul.

Complexity theory offers a broader, far more useful framework for military theory. This paradigm is based
upon open, nonlinear systems in far-from-equilibrium conditions. A complex adaptive system has several
defining characteristics.10 First, it is composed of a large number of interacting parts or "agents." The
interactions between the agents are nonlinear.11 The interactions and behaviors of the agents influence the
environment in which the system exists. Changes in the environment in turn influence the agents and their
interactions. The agents and environment thus continuously affect and are affected by each other. Second, the
agents characteristically organize into hierarchies. Agents at one level of the hierarchy cluster to form a
"super agent" at the next higher level. A bureaucracy or military organization illustrates the concept: a
number of aircraft form a squadron, several squadrons form a wing, and so forth. Third, there are
intercommunicating layers within the hierarchy. Agents exchange information in given levels of the hierarchy,
and different levels pass information between themselves as well. Finally, the complex system has a number
of disparate time and space scales. For example, military operations at the squad level are highly localized and
may occur very rapidly compared to events at the corps level. Complex adaptive systems in widely varying
disciplines appear to share these four characteristics.

Complex adaptive systems exhibit a number of common behaviors. The first is emergence: the interactions of
agents may lead to emerging global properties that are strikingly different from the behaviors of individual
agents.12 These properties cannot be predicted from prior knowledge of the agents. The global properties in
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turn affect the environment that each agent "sees," influencing the agents’ behaviors. A synergistic feedback
loop is thus created—interactions between agents determine emerging global properties which in turn
influence the agents. Consider a pilot and his wingman engaged in tactical operations during a conflict. The
myriad of such tactical operations interact and define the courses of the operational and strategic levels of
war. However, the characteristics of the strategic level of war cannot be extrapolated from individual tactical
engagements. The strategic environment in turn shapes future tactical engagements for the pilots, thus
completing the cycle. A key ramification of emergence is that reductionism does not apply to complex
systems.13 Since emergent behaviors do not arise from simple superpositions of inputs and outputs,
reductionism cannot be used to analyze the behaviors of complex systems. The emergence of coherent, global
behavior in a large collection of agents is one of the hallmarks of complex systems.14

A second fundamental behavior of complex systems is adaptive self-organization. As Kauffman notes,
"contrary to our deepest intuitions, massively disordered systems can spontaneously ‘crystallize’ a very high
degree of order."15 This appears to be an innate property of complex systems. Self-organization arises as the
system reacts and adapts to its externally imposed environment. Such order occurs in a wide variety of
systems, including for example convective fluids, chemical reactions, certain animal species, and societies.16

In particular, economic systems are subject to self-organization. The adjustments economies make under the
rigors of war are manifestations of the dynamics of adaptive self-organization.

A third important behavior of complex systems is evolution at the edge of chaos. Dynamical systems occupy
a "universe" composed of three regions.17 The first is an ordered, stable region. Perturbations to the systems
tend to die out rapidly, creating only local damage or changes to the system. Information does not flow
readily between the agents. In the second region, chaotic behavior is the rule. Disturbances propagate rapidly
throughout the system, often leading to destructive effects. The final region is the boundary between the
stable and chaotic zones. Known as the complex region or the "edge of chaos," it is a phase transition zone
between the stable and chaotic regions. According to Kauffman, systems poised in this boundary zone are
optimized to evolve, adapt, and process information about their environments.18 As complex systems evolve,
they appear to move toward this boundary between stability and chaos, and become increasingly more
complex. There is a direct parallel between the adaptations and substitutions made by economies due to
wartime destruction and the concept of evolution at the edge of chaos. Social and bureaucratic structures
display similar evolutionary patterns as well.19 Metaphorically, we can envision the former Soviet Union
existing in the stable region, Somalia in the chaotic, and the U.S. and Western European nations at the edge of
chaos. Evolution toward the edge of chaos appears to be a natural property of complex systems.

The final key behavior of complex systems is their ability to process information.20 The systems sense their
environments and collect information about surrounding conditions. They then respond to this information via
a set of internal models that guide their actions. Systems may also encode data about new situations for use at
a later date. This characteristic is closely related to adaptation near the edge of chaos. As we shall discuss in
more detail below, Boyd’s OODA loop relies upon just such information processing.21 Information processing
is a common characteristic of complex systems, and enables them to adapt to changing environments.

Complexity theory provides a powerful framework for analyzing military art and science. Indeed, warfare is a
nonlinear, complex, adaptive phenomenon with two or more coevolving competitors. The actions of every
agent in the conflict, from individual pilots and infantrymen to numbered air forces and corps, influence and
shape the environment. Environmental changes in turn cause adaptations in all hierarchical levels of the
warring parties. As both allied and enemy actions influence the environment, warfare involves the
coevolution of all involved parties. When viewed from this vantage point, it is clear that the Newtonian
paradigm is too limited to adequately cover the many aspects of armed conflict. Warfare is more
appropriately analyzed under the complex framework than the Newtonian. It is time to shift paradigms.
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Airpower Theories and Shifting Paradigms

Airpower theory is transitioning from the Newtonian to the complex paradigm. In the early years of military
aviation, airpower theories fit entirely within the Newtonian paradigm. Aspects from complexity first
appeared in American airpower doctrine in the 1930s. Planners incorporated these aspects in the air
campaigns of World War II. Only during the past few years have any works appeared that specifically
referred to or were based upon complexity theory. For the most part, this shift has not been a deliberate
attempt to incorporate principles from complexity into airpower theory. Rather, airpower theorists have
increasingly proposed ideas that fall more naturally under the complex paradigm than the Newtonian
paradigm. We will trace this shift by examining airpower theories from the post-World War I , World War II,
and modern eras.

Airpower Theory After World War I

The Great War provided the first major test of the new aerial weapon. Following the war, proponents of
airpower began to publish their theories. Two of the most prominent early theorists were the Italian General
Giulio Douhet and the American General William Mitchell.

Douhet was an outspoken proponent of the aerial arm. He viewed the airplane as an inherently offensive
weapon with a strategic mission. According to Douhet, the principle objectives of aerial warfare were to first
obtain command of the air, then direct offensives against surface targets to crush the material and moral
resistance of the enemy.22 The airplane was unique in its ability to perform these missions. It could leap over
fortified lines of defense, mass anywhere, and attack any objective in enemy territory. Consequently, the
boundaries of future wars would be national boundaries, with civilians and military alike subjected to the
effects of war. Douhet theorized that under a steady rain of bombs, the enemy civilian population would rise
up in terror and force its government to sue for peace. He stated:

A complete breakdown of the social structure cannot but take place in a country subjected to this
kind of merciless pounding from the air. The time would soon come when, to put an end to horror
and suffering, the people themselves, driven by the instinct of self-preservation, would rise up
and demand an end to the war—this before their army and navy had time to mobilize at all!23

The prerequisite for victory was to secure command of the air. He flatly stated that "to have command of the
air is to have victory" and that "the command of the air is a necessary and sufficient condition of victory."24

Douhet was convinced that an independent air force was essential for national defense. Starting from the
"axiom" that command of the air meant victory, he arrived at the conclusion that national defense could only
be assured by a sufficiently powerful air force independent of the army and navy.25 Defense against enemy
airpower was futile to Douhet, as enemy forces could fly virtually undetected to and mass over any target of
their choosing. Possession of a more potent offense, capable of rendering greater destruction upon the enemy,
was the only acceptable solution. Consequently, Douhet felt that the independent air force should be
composed of the greatest number of bombers possible. He disdained auxiliary uses of airpower, arguing that it
was "worthless, superfluous, harmful...consequently, aerial means set aside for auxiliary aviation are means
diverted from their essential purpose, and worthless if that purpose is not pursued."26 With command of the
air equated to victory, the independent air force had to be designed to ensure this objective could be obtained.

In the United States, Mitchell was probably the most ardent early proponent of airpower. He recognized that
the airplane brought a revolutionary new capability to militaries that would fundamentally change the nature
of future campaigns:
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The advent of airpower which can go straight to the vital centers and entirely neutralize or
destroy them has put a completely new complexion on the old system of making war. It is now
realized that the hostile main army in the field is a false objective and the real objectives are the
vital centers. The old theory, that victory meant the destruction of the hostile main army, is
untenable.27

Mitchell envisioned total warfare that would affect all the citizens of a nation as the way of the future. The
vital centers included civilian objectives (cities, areas where food and supplies were produced,
transportation)28 and the hostile nation’s means of making war (aircraft factories, flight training schools, war
materiel manufacturers, means of communications, fuel and oil production).29 Like Douhet, he believed that
an air force would need control of the air. The battle for control of the air would be the prelude to any land or
sea engagements. If the United States were to lose control of its airspace in a conflict, then the enemy would
be able to dictate the terms of peace "at any place within the United States that he may desire."30

Mitchell devoted considerable thought to the structure of the nation’s future military services. The country
needed a separate air force with a centralized command system to control all aspects of the employment of
aircraft. The air force would have to organize its resources so that it could swiftly mobilize in event of war.
This would allow the air force to strike first at any potential enemy, thus gaining a considerable strategic
advantage. The army and navy would assume secondary roles. He particularly downplayed the role of the
surface navy. Its large infrastructure, high cost, and the vulnerability of ships to aerial bombardment fueled
his conviction that surface navies were rapidly losing their importance to national defense. Mitchell could
only see prominent national defense roles for the air force, the army, and the submarine corps.31

Despite their visionary theories for airpower, Douhet and Mitchell were firmly grounded in the Newtonian
paradigm. Both men grasped the revolutionary new capabilities of the airplane and saw the implications for
the future: the ability to overfly surface forces and mass above any enemy objective, strategic attack, and
total warfare. But they incorporated their airpower theories into the existing linear framework, thus expanding
the body of military theory without discarding the Newtonian paradigm. In particular, Douhet exhibited a
striking sense of linearity in his logic and supporting examples.

Douhet relied heavily upon linear calculations and arguments to support three important propositions. First,
World War I demonstrated the defensive nature of firearms and trench warfare. Douhet asserted that
improvements in firearms would favor the defense. Starting from a simplistic calculation of the number of
infantrymen required to storm a trench for a given rate of defensive fire, he concluded:

With this increased power of firearms, the offensive must, in order to win, upset this equilibrium
by a preponderance of forces... But to say that the increased power of new weapons favors the
defensive is not to question the indisputable principle that wars can be won only by offensive
action. It means simply that, by virtue of increased fire power, offensive operations demand a
much larger force proportionately than defensive ones.32

Increases in defensive power though improved firearms required proportionally larger offensive forces for
victory. In effect, Douhet employed linear mathematics and logic to demonstrate the defensive nature of
rifles, machine guns, and artillery.

His second proposition that rested solidly upon linear mathematics was the futility of defense against aerial
attack.33 Given N targets worth defending and an enemy air force with an offensive power of X, Douhet
argued that a nation required a defensive air force of power NX to ward off an enemy attack. Following this
logic, if a nation had twenty defensive positions requiring protection, it could only ensure its defense with
twenty times the total number of enemy aircraft. He concluded that defense against aerial attack was absurd
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as a nation would be forced to tie up an enormous amount of resources in defensive forces alone. To Douhet,
it was far less expensive and more prudent to focus on the offensive mission of the airplane.

A third important proposition of Douhet’s theory was the inherently offensive nature of the airplane. Again,
Douhet turned to mathematics to prove his case. Starting from an explosive with a given destructive power,
he used simple, linear calculations to determine the size of a bombing force required to completely destroy a
target of 500 meters diameter. From this result, he extrapolated the offensive potential of an air force based
on the number of aircraft in its inventory.34 His case for the offensive nature of the airplane was idealized and
mechanically precise. But in a fundamental oversight, Douhet’s linear calculations ignored fog, friction, and
chance—the nonlinear, chaotic phenomena that are inherent to any combat environment. His arguments
overlooked the myriad of factors that combine to make aerial warfare results mathematically incalculable,
such as imprecise bombing runs and accuracy, mechanical failures, weather, and morale. Warplanes are
indeed offensive systems, but Douhet’s supporting logic for this proposition was thoroughly linear.

Douhet and Mitchell were two important airpower theorists of the post-World War I era. Both saw the
airplane as a strategic, offensive weapon system that would profoundly change the nature of future conflicts.
Nevertheless, their airpower theories were rooted in the Newtonian paradigm. In essence, both men proposed
extensions and modifications to the existing body of military theory. But they remained within the bounds of
the Newtonian paradigm and did not incorporate any ideas from the yet-undefined science of complexity.35

To the degree that Douhet and Mitchell represent the early school of airpower thought, we can assert that the
initial theories of airpower were decidedly Newtonian in character.

Airpower Theory and World War II

American airpower theory began its transition from the Newtonian to the complex paradigm several years
before World War II. We can trace the transition to the Air Corps Tactical School (ACTS). In particular, the
"industrial web" theory developed at ACTS contained some characteristics of complex adaptive systems.
ACTS doctrines profoundly influenced the air campaigns of World War II. As a result, concepts from
complexity theory turned up in the planning and execution of the air campaigns during the war.

A large body of doctrine developed at ACTS was based upon the industrial web theory. The ACTS instructors
viewed an economy as a number of interlocked, interdependent sectors. For example, the aluminum industry
required electricity to produce aluminum from bauxite ore, and the steel industry received raw materials and
shipped finished products via the transportation network. The linkages and dependencies created a web-like
structure within the economy. In particular, the instructors emphasized that dependencies would often give
rise to bottlenecks—specific parts of the web that were essential for the normal functioning of the economy.
Bottlenecks had several characteristics: they were critical for the operation of other industries, their
destruction could cause the complete collapse of or work stoppage in an industry, and they were generally
difficult to replace or repair. The ACTS instructors considered bottlenecks to be ideal targets in the industrial
web context. Importantly, many parts of the web essential for manufacturing war materiel were also tightly
connected to civilian use. The instructors singled out electricity and transportation as two economic sectors
that were required by everyday life, civil manufacturing, and war materiel production.

Under the stress of war, the instructors believed that the industrial web would be severely strained and highly
vulnerable to attack. Disruption or destruction of parts of the web would cause it to unravel, with an impact
on both the social welfare and war materiel manufacturing capabilities of the nation:

...modern warfare places an enormous load upon the economic system of a nation, which
increases its sensitivity to attack manifold. Certainly a breakdown in any part of this complex
interlocked organization, must seriously influence the conduct of war by that nation, and greatly
interfere with the social welfare and morale of its nationals.36
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Disruption of the enemy’s web was therefore a primary objective in war:

Hence it is maintained that modern industrial nations are susceptible to defeat by interruption of
this web, which is built to permit the dependence of one section upon many or all other sections,
and further that this interruption is the primary objective for an air force. It is possible that the
moral collapse brought about by the breaking of this closely knit web will be sufficient, but
closely connected therewith is the industrial fabric which is absolutely essential to modern war.37

Continued...
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Complexity Theory And Airpower:
A New Paradigm for Airpower in the 21st Century

Part Two

The ACTS doctrine maintained that the destruction of the war materiel manufacturing base and the
concomitant breakdown of the morale of enemy civilian population would cause the enemy to capitulate.

The industrial web concept incorporated two principle characteristics of complex adaptive systems. First, the
web consisted of a large number of interacting, interdependent parts. However, many of the key attributes of
the linkages were ignored or only superficially examined. The lectures discussed and gave many examples of
first-order linkages, the direct ties between two agents in an economy. Generally, higher order linkages
(indirect ties between two agents that use other agents as intermediaries) were not discussed, although they
could be inferred from some of the examples. The lectures only obliquely referred to nonlinear linkages, and
never by name. For example, one lecture made the points:

"An offensive against the various sources of energy would have a general effect upon the entire
economic fabric of a nation. The amount of destruction required would be small in comparison with the
magnitude of the results."
"The offsets of an offensive against the transportation facilities are similar to those obtained in the
energy field, as the influence of the attack would be general in its disorganization power upon the entire
economic fabric."
"Air power could thus defeat a nation by depriving it of just one commodity, steel, because no nation
can successfully wage war without it."
"Interference with the great financial centers of a nation may produce a grave effect upon the whole
nation."38

The instructors recognized that small inputs could lead to disproportionately large outputs. Yet it is not clear
that they deeply understood or comprehensively analyzed the nonlinear nature of the linkages. Finally, the
lectures rarely pointed out feedback loops, branching and serial processes, and the time-dependent nature of
the linkages. In short, the ACTS theory recognized the existence of linkages, but did not fully appreciate
neither the important characteristics of the linkages nor the types of complex adaptive behaviors the linkages
could create.

Second, the ACTS faculty understood that economies were composed of hierarchical structures. At the lowest
level of the hierarchy, different economic sectors were linked and interdependent. For example, certain
manufacturing operations relied upon electrical power, and the food distribution system required the
transportation network. Similarly, economic sectors were connected and interdependent across different
geographical regions. Moving up to the national level, the instructors contended that a nation’s economic
system was tightly interlaced with its social, political, and military structures. The dependencies became
absolute during a war, and disturbances in any sector would have impacts of varying intensity in the other
sectors.39 However, the hierarchical structure did not stop at national boundaries. Nations themselves were
economically intertwined, with trade and money providing the linkages.40 The spread of the Great Depression
illustrated the international interconnections. The ACTS instructors clearly appreciated the hierarchical,
interconnected nature of economies and national structures.

Despite this appreciation, the ACTS faculty did not fully understand the complex, adaptive nature of
economies nor its implications. Indeed, aspects of the industrial web theory were thoroughly Newtonian. First,
the ACTS lectures repeatedly stressed the importance of efficiency. For example, while examining the
principle of the objective, one lecture noted:
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We must concern ourselves with the total efficiency of military operations, because that is our
responsibility. . .The objective of the air force must contribute its maximum to attaining the
national aim. Military effort of all sorts has as its ultimate aim the destruction of the enemy’s
material and moral means of resistance. The method of obtaining this result is not important in
itself but every effort should be directed toward that result in the most efficient manner.41

The drive for efficiency led to the search for bottlenecks. This emphasis carried the risk of creating checklists
of "panacea" target sets—minimal lists of targets perceived to most efficiently accomplish the mission.
However, efficient target sets are not necessarily effective target sets, especially when an economy behaves
as a complex adaptive structure rather than a Newtonian machine. Some of the experiences in World War II
(especially in light of German workarounds and repair efforts) would bear this out.

A second Newtonian aspect of the ACTS theory was the presumption that the effects of bombing would
accumulate. While discussing the principle of mass, one lecture stated:

But how is air "mass" obtained? In one of two ways—either by the employment of numerically
strong formations, one blow of which will destroy the objective, or by repeated blows by a
relatively weaker formation, the net results of which will accomplish the desired results. Here
again, is a striking difference between air and ground action . . . The significant point is: in air
force action results are of sufficient permanency that they accumulate. So the application of the
principle of mass to air force operations is a matter of providing sufficient force to accomplish
each assigned mission, a sufficient rapidity of missions to prevent adequate repair between times,
and sufficient missions all contributing toward the desired end....the effect of the action of a
striking force against normal, permanent ground installations is cumulative, and while it may take
a group of bombardment to destroy a particular objective, that same objective may be destroyed
by a squadron operating against it for four different missions.42

Several years later, another lecture postulated:

The results that are achieved by attack of the national economic structure are also cumulative
and lasting. They build up from day to day and from week to week so that the pressure that
formerly has been imposed by military action over long periods of time, may, by this method, be
concentrated into a short period, and still produce that intense suffering upon the civil populace
that has been essential for the collapse of the national morale and the national will to continue
with the war.43

ACTS clearly saw bombardment as a linear process. Although there was some allowance for repairs, the
lectures emphasized the cumulative nature of the destruction caused by bombardment. In other words,
superposition applied to aerial attacks.

In the end, the ACTS theories were the first to incorporate some concepts from the complex paradigm. More
precisely, the industrial web theory was based on the notion of economies composed of many interlaced,
interacting parts. Economies exhibited hierarchies at local, national, and international levels. However, the
doctrine did not extend much further into the complex paradigm. Furthermore, it contained principles from
the Newtonian paradigm, most notably the search for efficiency and the presumption that bombing effects
would accumulate. The result was a doctrine that had one foot in the complex paradigm and the other in the
Newtonian paradigm.

The industrial web doctrine carried over into the air plans and operations of WWII. In 1940, General Henry
H. Arnold established the Strategic Air Intelligence Section, A-2, to provide intelligence data and analyses for
the Air Corps. Major Haywood S. Hansell, Jr., led the section’s strategic air intelligence and analysis effort. A
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former student and instructor at ACTS, Hansell applied the industrial web doctrine to economic-industrial-
social analyses of the Axis powers. Not surprisingly, the analyses closely paralleled ACTS lectures. With
regard to the German economy, the section focused on electrical power, steel, petroleum products, the
aircraft industry, transportation, nonferrous metal supplies, machine tools, and food processing and
distribution. Their studies led to target folders with aimpoints and bomb sizes.44

In July 1941, General Arnold created the Air War Plans Division. The division consisted of Colonel Harold L.
George, Lieutenant Colonel Kenneth N. Walker, Major Laurence S. Kuter, and Major Hansell, all of whom
had previously taught at ACTS. They were tasked with determining the forces and munitions required by the
Air Corps for a potential war with the Axis. The division made the key assumption that the German economy
was drawn taut and under extreme stress due to the war. The division produced its first plan, AWPD/1:
Munitions Requirements of the Army Air Forces to Defeat Our Potential Enemies, in August 1941. The target
sets in priority order were (1) the German Air Force, including aircraft factories, aluminum plants, magnesium
plants, and engine factories; (2) electric power, including power plants and switching stations; (3)
transportation, with a focus on rail and water; (4) petroleum, including refineries and synthetic plants; and (5)
the morale of the German people. The web linkages were important to the planners:

Many factors formed vital links in Germany’s industrial and military might. The overriding
question was, which were the most vital links? And among these, which were the most vulnerable
to air attack? And from among that category, which would be most difficult to replace, or to
"harden" by dispersal or by going underground? Each link in the chain had its own
interconnecting links and the search had to be for the one or more keys to the entire structure.45

The "one or more keys to the entire structure" were, of course, bottlenecks. It is important to note the implied
search for the most efficient bottlenecks in Hansell’s comment. From the target sets, to the concern about the
interconnectivities, to the search for bottlenecks, the influence of ACTS doctrine upon AWPD-1 is clear.

A year later, President Roosevelt asked the military for another estimate of future military requirements.
Hansell directed the air estimate. The result was AWPD/42: Requirements for Air Ascendancy, 1942. There
was no change in strategic objective, and the approach followed closely that used for AWPD-1. The list of
targets changed slightly between AWPD-1 and AWPD-42, taking into account the current strategic situation
and lessons learned from combat. Like its predecessor, AWPD-42 was accepted as strategic guidance even
though it was a munitions plan. And once again, the heritage of ACTS doctrine was evident.

Following the Casablanca Conference in January 1943, a directive for a new combined strategic air plan was
issued. The new air plan drew heavily upon the analyses of the Committee of Operations Analysts (COA),
established two months earlier. The COA was composed of civilian industrialists and economists who
examined in detail enemy economic and industrial structures. The committee used several guidelines to
determine target priorities:

In the determination of target priorities, there should be considered (a) the indis-pensability of the
product to the enemy war economy; (b) the enemy position as to current production, capacity for
production and stocks on hand; (c) the enemy requirements for the product for various degrees of
activity; (d) the possibilities of substitution for the product; (e) the number, distribution and
vulnerability of vital installations; (f) the recuperative possibilities of the industry; (g) the time lag
between the destruction of installations and the desired effect upon the enemy war effort.46

The Committee looked for weaknesses and bottlenecks in the Axis economies that could be exploited. The
analyses included the effects of substitution, industrial recuperation, and time criticality of the product on the
war effort. Their prioritized target lists bore close resemblance to both AWPD-1 and AWPD-42. Not
surprisingly, the ensuing strategic air plan for the Combined Bomber Offensive was similar to its two
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predecessors.

Due to the influence of the industrial web doctrine, the air campaign plans of World War II contained
elements from the complex paradigm. The planners considered economies to be composed of many linked,
interdependent sectors. As Hansell noted, the Air War Plans Division was concerned with linkages and their
effects. Linkages figured in COA analyses as well. The Enemy Objectives Unit (EOU), a separate advisory
panel on target selection and intelligence in the 8th Air Force, examined the nature of linkages in some detail.
In particular, the EOU developed a measure of the "depth" of a good or service.47 Depth was roughly
equivalent to the amount of time that would elapse between the cessation of production of some item and the
appearance of its shortage on the battlefield. It is analogous to the notion of time criticality in tight and weak
couplings.48 The analysts applied this measure to items with direct military utility such as petroleum as well as
items with indirect utility such as electric power. The various planning groups recognized the existence of
higher order linkages and hierarchies. All of these concepts played into planning considerations.

Nevertheless, aspects of the planning were Newtonian. Two particular examples stand out. First, to a certain
degree, targeting was reductionist. The planners selected target systems that were considered vital to the Axis
war effort, such as electricity or petroleum. The linkages between these systems and other sectors of the
economic-industrial-social fabric of the nation were important. Once the target systems were selected, the
analysts often proceeded in a reductionist fashion: they considered the systems in isolation from one another,
and selected aimpoints within the isolated systems. Thus, the targeteers generated "efficient" aim points for
individual systems without detailed consideration of cross-system effects. A close examination of AWPD-1
and AWPD-42 shows little consideration of the effects of aimpoints in one target system on the operation of
another. In reality, economies are highly interconnected with multiple, important cross-system effects that
must be taken into account. A Newtonian, reductionist methodology will miss these effects; consequently,
what appear to be efficient aimpoints for an isolated target set might be neither efficient nor effective when
the economy as a whole is considered.

A second example of Newtonian thought is found in the planners’ treatment of substitution. The EOU
considered two types of substitution in their analyses.49 The first entailed replacing processes and equipment,
such as using kilns from the ceramics industry in place of destroyed kilns used to dry grinding wheels. The
second focused on replacing products or services, such as using aluminum in electrical lines rather than
copper so that the copper could be used in radios and communication equipment. Hansell noted the
importance of substitution and workarounds but conceded that they were difficult to anticipate and analyze.
In general, the planners focused on bottlenecks for which substitution was very difficult if not impossible.

However, the planners missed a crucial aspect of substitution. They focused on what Olson terms the "tactical
supply problem" rather than the more important "strategic supply problem."50 The tactical supply problem
deals with depriving a military of specific items without which it cannot function. For example, if an airplane
requires a certain part to operate properly (such as a variable pitch propeller spring), a lack of that part will
ground it. No amount of other types of spares can make up for the missing part. Fundamentally, the tactical
supply problem notes that a military cannot operate normally without an adequate supply of the right types of
equipment and spares. The strategic supply question focuses on the ability of a nation as a whole to provide
for the requirements of its military. In this case, Olson maintains that a nation can generally make up most of
any shortages of required goods and services if it is willing and able to shift production from other items into
production of the missing items. In essence, the strategic substitution question examines the adaptations an
economy makes to fulfill the requirements of war.

Olson points out that the planners understood the tactical substitution problem, but failed to comprehend the
implications of strategic substitution. By focusing on bottlenecks that would lead to tactical supply problems,
the planners overlooked the ability of the German economy to perform strategic shifts. Consequently, they
underestimated the ability of the Germany economy to absorb and adapt to the destruction wrought by the
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strategic air campaign. In a close analogy to complexity science, Olson states:

...a modern economy is not after all like a finely jeweled watch: it can lose a single part and
continue to function. The modern economy is admittedly ‘intricate and interdependent,’ like an
expensive watch, but the analogy stops there. For while the watch cannot replace one of its
components, an economy can...in a modern economy change is a law of life, and adjustment to
change a commonplace, in peace and in war. It would be much better to compare an economy
with a tree, which can grow a new branch when an old one is removed, than to a building, which
will collapse if part of its foundation is destroyed.51

The air planners of World War II viewed the Axis economies and the substitution problem from the
Newtonian perspective rather than the appropriate complex viewpoint. They thereby locked an important
aspect of the air campaign planning into the Newtonian paradigm.

Airpower theory and application was clearly shifting from the Newtonian to the complex paradigm by World
War II. The industrial web theory incorporated some characteristics of complex adaptive systems. The ACTS
faculty recognized that economies were composed of linked and interdependent sectors with different
hierarchical levels. The lectures had hints of nonlinearities and feedback loops, and some detail on the nature
of linkages. However, Newtonian characteristics abounded: important behaviors such as adaptation and their
implications for warfare were not fully understood, targeting was largely reductionist, and planners focused
on efficiency. The result was an airpower theory that was part Newtonian and part complex. Decades would
pass before airmen would propose theories that more fully rested upon the complex paradigm.

Modern Airpower Thought

Several current airpower concepts have significantly influenced modern operational and strategic art. We will
examine three of these theories, specifically the Five Rings model of Colonel John A. Warden III, the OODA
loop developed by Colonel John R. Boyd, and parallel warfare. These concepts largely rely upon ideas
intrinsic to complexity. In fact, Boyd is among the first military theorists to directly state that his concepts
represent far-from-equilibrium, complex adaptive systems.

Colonel John A. Warden III’s Five Rings model provides a conceptual framework for analyzing the physical
aspects of an opponent.52 Warden makes a clear distinction between the physical and morale sides of an
enemy; he completely decouples one from the other:

The advent of airpower and accurate weapons has made it possible to destroy the physical side of the enemy.
This is not to say that morale, friction, and fog have all disappeared. It is to say, however, that we can now
put them in a distinct category, separate from the physical. As a consequence, we can think broadly about
war in the form of an equation:

(Physical) x (Morale) = Outcome

...Looking at this equation, we are struck by the fact that the physical side of the enemy is, in theory,
perfectly knowable and predictable. Conversely, the morale side—the human side—is beyond the realm of
the predictable in a particular situation because humans are so different from each other. Our war efforts,
therefore, should be directed primarily at the physical side.53

The decoupling of the physical and morale aspects of the enemy is a critical assumption in the theory.
Warden then proceeds to examine only the physical characteristics and means of the enemy.

Figure 1 is a schematic of the Five Rings model. As the name implies, the model portrays an enemy system as
a set of five concentric rings. The innermost ring represents the central leadership or direction of the system.
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The ring contains not only the enemy leaders, but also command communications and leadership security.
These are the most crucial functions for normal operation of the enemy. The next most critical ring, organic
essentials, contains key production (military and nonmilitary) and energy sources. The third ring encompasses
the infrastructure of the system--—its transportation networks, factories, and so forth. Generally, elements of
this ring are more redundant and numerous than those of the innermost two rings. The fourth ring contains the
population and the food sources of the enemy state. The number of targets in this ring are more numerous
than those of the inner rings and often more difficult to attack, moral considerations notwithstanding. The
outermost ring represents the fighting mechanism or fielded enemy forces. Targets in this ring are numerous
and hard, compared to those in the other rings. Ideally, a strategic attack will focus on centers of gravity
closest to the leadership or innermost rings. Warden maintains that the five rings model can be used to
represent any type of organization that can operate autonomously, whether it be a human body, a drug cartel,
an electrical grid, a guerrilla organization, or an enemy nation.

Warden ascribes a number of physical attributes to the enemy system that are characteristic of complex
adaptive systems. First, the individual components-—agents—of the rings are intertwined in complicated
manners. To give a few examples, electrical power grids (ring two) feed communications networks (ring one),
transportation networks (ring 3) provide coal for electrical generators (ring 2), and petroleum distribution
networks (ring 2) deliver fuel oil to heat the homes of the population (ring 4). In general, the interactions are
nonlinear. They may be of first or higher order. The nonlinear linkages lead to dynamical, often unpredictable
behaviors when the enemy system is attacked, such as cascading breakdowns or possibly chaos. In sum, the
enemy system consists of many agents linked together in intricate, nonlinear manners.

The second important physical characteristic of the model is an intrinsic, hierarchical structure. Warden
contends that each element of every ring can itself be decomposed into five subrings. For example, an
electrical grid (ring two) is composed of a leadership function (central control), organic essentials (energy
input, such as coal, oil, or hydro power), an infrastructure (transmission lines and transformers), a population
(workers), and a fighting mechanism (repairmen). Furthermore, each subring can be decomposed to an even
finer degree. The result is a set of nested rings—a hierarchical organizational structure.

The third characteristic of Warden’s model is the layered communications between and across hierarchical
levels. Communications (linkages) may be horizontal between two agents in different rings, vertical between
agents at different hierarchical levels, or some combination of the two. Like the industrial web, the myriad of
communication paths creates an intricate fabric for information exchange, and opens the door to some
complex behaviors.

Not only does the model have several of the physical characteristics of complex adaptive systems, it also may
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allow some of the nonlinear behaviors of such systems. It may be possible to drive the system to chaos or
force a cascading breakdown of its normal operating state. In particular, attacks may render the enemy
incapable of further resistance, a condition termed strategic paralysis. In this state, the enemy is no longer
capable of adapting to changes in his environment. Metaphorically, the enemy system has been pushed away
from the edge of chaos.

Despite the elements it shares with complex systems, the model has a definite Newtonian aspect. The key
assumption that the physical and morale sides of warfare can be decoupled is reductionist and has significant
implications. As Warden notes, it is in principle possible to know everything about the physical side of an
enemy—the topology of his power grid, his communications systems, his transportation networks, and so
forth, including interconnections. However, without the morale (human) side and the subsequent ability to
adapt, the physical side reduces to a Newtonian machine much like Olson’s finely jeweled watch. The human
element in warfare is precisely what enables combatants to constantly adapt to their changing environments.
It is indeed possible to deprive an enemy of his ability to react, as the Gulf War demonstrated. However,
stripping the model of the morale side artificially removes much of the opponent’s capacity to adapt from the
onset. The assumption of separate morale and physical aspects has significant ramifications for the model, and
gives it a decidedly Newtonian flavor.

In contrast to Warden, Colonel John R. Boyd’s theories of warfare focus on processes and patterns of
thought. He is perhaps best known for his Observe-Orient-Decide-Act (OODA) model of decision making.54

In this model, a system observes some event of interest, decides how to resolve a problem posed by the event,
and finally acts upon its decision. The cycle is illustrated in Figure 2. This process frequently arises during
military operations, where the commander’s objective is to "get inside the enemy’s OODA loop." He does this
by simultaneously destroying the enemy’s capability to sense, process, and act on information while
preserving his own ability to do so. Once reaching this point, the commander can force the enemy to
constantly react rather than take the initiative. Both the friendly and enemy sides cycle through the OODA
loop; the friendly objective is to do so more rapidly than the adversary. In doing so, the enemy’s actions lose
coherence with the changing environment.

The OODA model has deep parallels to the manners by which complex adaptive systems process information
and adapt to their environments. In an exceptionally close paraphrase of Boyd’s theory, Kauffman describes
how complex biological systems interact with their environments:

But it is also plausible that systems poised at the boundary of chaos have the proper structure to
interact with and internally represent other entities of their environment ...organisms sense,
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classify, and act upon their worlds. In a phrase, organisms have internal models of their worlds
which compress information and allow action... Such action requires that the world be
sufficiently stable that the organism is able to adapt to it. Were worlds chaotic on the time scale
of practical action, organisms would be hard pressed to cope.55

By sensing, classifying, and acting upon their worlds, organisms cycle through Boyd’s OODA loop and adapt
to changing conditions. Chaos on the time scale of practical action implies that some organisms are unable to
assimilate environmental conditions fast enough. Here, the environmental conditions change within a single
period of an organism’s OODA loop, precluding it from acting coherently. In essence, the environment has
"gotten with the organism’s OODA loop." The correspondence between Boyd’s model and the adaptive and
information processing capabilities of complex systems is striking.

Boyd recognizes that his model of warfare is rooted in the complex paradigm. He notes that the "OODA Loop
Sketch and related Insights represent an evolving, open-ended, far-from-equilibrium process of
self-organization, emergence and natural selection."56 The OODA loop itself is a complex adaptive process,
employed in conflicts by competing complex adaptive systems. As Boyd implies, the model lies outside the
boundaries of the Newtonian paradigm, and falls within the complex paradigm.

Closely related to both Boyd’s and Warden’s models is parallel warfare. Warden asserts that states have on
the order of several hundred vital, strategic level targets with perhaps ten aimpoints per target.57 Furthermore,
these targets are usually small, expensive, have few backups and are difficult to repair or replace. By
attacking a large percentage of targets simultaneously, the damage to and effect upon the enemy can be
overwhelming. The enemy will be incapable of reacting to and recovering from the damage. Strategic
paralysis or collapse of the enemy may result from his inability to respond to a parallel attack. The opposite
limit is serial warfare, in which only one or two targets are attacked at a time. Here, the opponent may have
adequate time to recover from the attack, repair the damage, disperse his resources, and adapt. Parallel
warfare is fundamentally different from serial warfare, in that force is no longer concentrated against one or
two targets at a given moment of time. Rather, force is distributed widely throughout the enemy state, thus
significantly complicating the problems for the defense and rendering an adequate response far more difficult.

Parallel warfare is metaphorically tied to adaptation of complex systems. The objective of parallel warfare is
to so rapidly modify the environment that the enemy is incapable of reacting to the changes. Borrowing
Boyd’s terminology, the attack creates environmental change on a time scale shorter than the enemy’s OODA
cycle time. The opponent can no longer sense the changes, and consequently cannot react—adapt—
appropriately. The attack has "gotten within the enemy’s OODA loop."

Parallel warfare is crucial to the Five Rings model. To a certain degree, it enables Warden to decouple the
physical from the morale side of warfare. By depriving the enemy of a coherent response, he can no longer
repair or adapt to the destruction of his physical resources. In the theoretical limit of attacking everything
simultaneously, the physical side of the enemy may indeed decouple from the morale and reduce to the finely
jeweled watch. In the opposite theoretical limit of prolonged serial warfare, the physical and morale sides are
inseparable. Warden’s key assumption depends heavily upon the rapid environmental changes created by
parallel warfare.

The modern theories of airpower we examined are more closely tied to complexity theory than their
predecessors. The Five Rings model shares characteristics of complex adaptive systems, yet still has
Newtonian aspects. When coupled with parallel warfare, it moves more closely to the complex paradigm.
Boyd uses the language and concepts of complexity, recognizing that his models are indeed part of new
paradigm. The impact of the new sciences is more clearly felt in modern airpower theories than in their earlier
relatives.
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Summary

Airpower theory is indeed transitioning from the Newtonian to the complex paradigm. The early theories of
Douhet and Mitchell went beyond existing military thought, taking into consideration the revolutionary
capabilities the airplane brought to warfare. Yet their concepts fell within the Newtonian paradigm. By the
mid-1930s, the industrial web model incorporated some of the characteristics of complex adaptive systems.
However, the behavioral aspects of complex systems were not clearly recognized, especially with respect to
strategic substitution and adaptation. The theories of the WWII era were thus a mixture of complex and
Newtonian ideas. In modern times, theoreticians have moved more closely toward the new sciences.
Warden’s Five Rings model coupled with parallel warfare incorporate many characteristics and behaviors of
complex adaptive systems. Boyd’s theories have made the transition, as he identifies his insights and the
OODA loop with complex systems and their behaviors.

Application

The complex paradigm provides a powerful metaphor for airpower. We will only gain from its insights if we
frame our theories within the new paradigm and apply those theories in combat. In the preceding section we
examined existing theories for Newtonian or complex aspects, and categorized them accordingly. We will
now take the next important step by applying concepts from complexity-based airpower theories to practice.
As an example, we will examine targeting modern economic systems.

Economies are complex adaptive systems.58 ACTS took the first steps toward this realization with its
industrial web theory. However, we can go far beyond the web by examining the nature of its
interconnections further. The agents in an economy are very intricately interwoven. The linkages have a
variety of characteristics, including:

nonlinearities;
feedback and feedforward paths;
serial, branching, and parallel processes;
tight, moderate, and loose couplings; and
a variety of interaction time scales.

The linkages lead to synergies and dependencies of various agents upon each other. Backup systems,
workarounds, repairs, tactical and strategic substitution, and human ingenuity provide the economy with
flexibility and adaptability in the face of disasters. An economic system is without doubt complex and
adaptive, and must be targeted accordingly.

Given this nature of an economy, what insight can the complex paradigm provide the planner? Perhaps most
important is that a reductionist targeting approach is limited and may overlook important emergent system
behaviors. We saw that targeting frequently followed the reductionist methodology: the planner selects target
sets, then chooses aimpoints in each set without considering the linkages between sets. These linkages are
critical, as they give rise to cross-system effects such as cascading breakdowns. By ignoring the linkages, the
planner suppresses these effects. At best, the result is a campaign plan that inaccurately portrays the
system-wide effects of destroying the selected targets. At worst, the result is a plan that fails to accomplish its
objectives. What is required is a holistic targeting methodology that incorporates the linkages and
synergies—an approach that targets the economy as a whole.

Engineering analysis tools and computer simulation techniques may provide the key to holistic targeting.
Industry regularly uses engineering analysis tools to plan, design, and operate many sectors of an economy.
Electrical utilities use circuit analysis techniques to manage their grids, develop contingency plans, and design
for future growth. Similarly, water utilities and petroleum pipeline companies employ hydraulic analyses in
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their daily operations. The same is true for other elements of an economy, including communications,
transportation, and natural gas distribution, to name a few. Collectively, these engineering techniques are
called nodal analyses. The important point is that nodal analyses can determine the effects of the loss of one
or more elements in a network. By analogy, a military planner could use the same tools to determine the
effects of destroying certain network elements. It may be possible to further extend this idea, by considering
several sectors of an economy together and determining the cross-sector effects with coupled nodal analyses.
Yet a further extension would couple complex adaptive computer optimization routines such as genetic
algorithms to nodal analyses to "evolve" target sets inside a computer.59 In this case, the planner would be
targeting a complex adaptive economy with a complex adaptive system. By incorporating the linkages
between sectors in an economy, targeting moves from reductionist to holistic, taking into deeper consideration
the nature of the economy and the way it will respond to an attack.

In this example, we have gone beyond simple metaphorical comparisons of complexity science to airpower.
Starting from the complex paradigm, we theorized that modern economies are complex adaptive systems. We
then applied a principle from complexity science to a practical problem by examining holistic targeting. The
result was a proposed methodology for targeting that may provide greater insight into the manner by which
the enemy economy will respond to an attack. It is only in applying theory developed within the complex
paradigm to practical problems that we can take advantage of what complexity science has to offer, and that
we put the complex rubber on the ramp.

Summary

Warfare is indeed a nonlinear, complex, adaptive phenomenon with two or more coevolving competitors.
Airpower theory has gradually moved to this viewpoint, albeit without conscious effort until recently. Early
airpower theories were firmly locked in the Newtonian paradigm. The transition to the complex paradigm
began at ACTS, with the development of the industrial web theory. The transition has accelerated in the last
few years, to the point where complexity has been explicitly called upon in several airpower theories and
analyses. The shift away from the Newtonian paradigm must continue, as the paradigm is too limited to
capture the essence of warfare. Only through the complex paradigm will theorists and strategists fully
understand and capitalize upon the complex, nonlinear nature of warfare.

We must, however, move beyond simple metaphorical comparisons or analyses within the complex paradigm.
The insights from complexity will have their greatest utility in practical applications. We saw this in the
example of targeting modern economies. To employ Newtonian techniques to an inherently complex
phenomenon hampers flexibility, inhibits creativity, and significantly limits our comprehension of the
operational environment. We must formulate airpower theories within the complex framework and use the
resulting insights in operational applications. To remain locked in the Newtonian paradigm will only deny
airpower its full potential in future conflicts.
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 Chaos
Theory and U.S. Military Strategy:

A ‘Leapfrog’ Strategy for U.S. Defense Policy

Michael J. Mazarr

Applying chaos theory to U.S. military strategy and force structure is a perilous business. Some would doubt
whether the theory has much meaningful application in social science at all. What, after all, are its
recommendations? That rapid and discontinuous change is inevitable, the product of "sensitive dependence
on initial conditions"? That we must be prepared for surprises? That we must be agile and flexible and quick
on our feet?

If chaos theory is not to degenerate into an annoying repetition of the same themes, its practitioners must
begin offering its practical lessons in a manner that can be understood by military planners. And its lesson is
not, I should make clear, that the U.S. military needs to be ready for peacekeeping and other operations other
than war in a "chaotic" post-cold war world; such short-term political chaos has very little to do with the
vastly more profound and fundamental insights of chaos theory. No, if the theory is to make a real
contribution to defense policy, it must do something more: without being determinative, it must point us in the
direction of a coherent planning framework for U.S. military forces. I believe that it can do so, and in this
paper I will explain how.

At the same time, at this point in its emerging application to the social sciences, chaos or complexity theory
certainly cannot provide comprehensive answers. As Dr. Murray Gell-Mann stressed on the conference’s first
day, chaos theory remains in its formative stages; it is useful mostly as a spur to reconsider old ways of doing
business and take seriously rapid and unpredictable change. My recommendations for force structure, for
example, stem as much from an appreciation of accelerating change as from "complexity"—but chaos theory
can help advocates of change make their case.

The Knowledge Era and International Relations

To begin with, it is noteworthy that the social and economic context of the post-cold war world parallels in
important ways the kind of world described by chaos theory. In large measure this has to do with the
emergence of a knowledge-based society, a transformation of social and economic life that is overturning the
institutions and patterns and assumptions of the industrial era and substituting those of a new age.

There is a vast literature on the information or knowledge era, and I will not attempt to summarize its
conclusions in any detail. Professor James Rosenau said a few words about this kind of world on the first day
of the conference, and there are few better introductions to its character and implications than his own
Turbulence in World Politics.1 In brief, it involves the establishment of information and knowledge—their
production, dissemination, storage, and use—as the fundamental social and economic activity, rather than the
cultivation of agriculture or the production of manufactured goods. Perhaps the most powerful single
measurement of the information sector’s dominance is that service industries now represent something like 70
percent of the U.S. economy, both as a percentage of GNP and in terms of employment; manufacturing has
declined to just over 20 percent. Not all services are knowledge-based, of course—but then, some
manufacturing industries (computers, televisions) are tied to the knowledge sector. Estimates of the
knowledge sector’s component of the U.S. economy run in excess of 60 percent.
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The knowledge era has a number of key hallmarks. As we have seen, it favors the transition from industrial
manufacturing economies to service ones. In corporate organization, it allows and encourages
decentralization, task and product teams, and ultimately new levels of "virtuality"; in management theory it
points toward empowerment of workers and, again, democratization of decision making. It is global and local
in scope at the same time—global in its reach, local in its focus, a paradox symbolized by multinational
corporations with activities all over the world who nonetheless tailor their products to niche markets within
individual countries. It is a world in which finance becomes more powerful than ever, challenging national
central banks and international multilateral development banks for influence. It is an era in which old
authorities are challenged and decay, and new or changed ones arise to take their place.

The knowledge era is therefore a time of rapid change, when old ways of doing business and the institutions
that did that business fall to the side, in which new innovations can cascade very rapidly throughout an
economy and society and create transformative change almost overnight. It is a time of rapid and
discontinuous change, of small initial actions or innovations having dramatic and unforeseen implications. It is
a time, in other words, in which chaotic models of social evolution come to the fore.

Responding to Chaos: Business Strategy

A number of thoughtful management experts have recent turned their attention to the implications of this new
era for business. As one of the few avenues of productive strategic thinking in a chaotic mode, their advice is
directly relevant to military planners trying to come to grips with the same currents of social change. Two
writers in particular have done an especially good job of showing what the knowledge era, and its
accompanying chaotic effects, mean for strategy: Richard D’Aveni and Gary Hamel. It seems to me that their
ideas, while not explicitly intended for such a purpose, serve as a useful summary of the kinds of strategies
required in a complex era.

This new era in business, much like the new era in international relations, is not simply one in which
competition gives way to cooperation. These new forms of economic activity will hardly put an end to
business competition. Indeed, they may be in the process of creating an unprecedented era of
"hypercompetition," a phenomenon that mirrors many elements of complex systems and is examined in depth
by Dartmouth Business School Professor Richard D’Aveni.2

Hypercompetition, D’Aveni contends, is "a condition of rapidly escalating competition based on price-quality
positioning, competition to create new know-how and establish first-mover advantage, competition to protect
or invade established product or geographic markets." The "frequency, boldness, and aggressiveness of
dynamic movement by the players accelerates to create a condition of constant disequilibrium and change."
D’Aveni’s model is on display in the computer software industry, whose basic mode of operations has
become a series of rapid competitive moves and countermoves that seek to create a series of temporary
advantages. "Product life cycles and design cycles have been compressed," he writes, "and the pace of
technological innovation has increased." So "instead of seeking sustainable advantage, strategy.. . now
focuses on developing a series of temporary advantages. Instead of trying to create stability and equilibrium,
the goal of strategy is to disrupt the status quo."

Later D’Aveni contends that "disrupting the status quo" should be the top corporate goal. In a
hypercompetitive world, he writes, there will only be two kinds of companies: "the disruptive and the dead."
D’Aveni’s insightful approach has a number of powerful implications:

Leapfrog or transformative strategies become more important than ever.
Businesses will achieve smaller profit margins under the pressure of price wars.
Trust will come under new pressure—and "once trust is lost, it’s very hard to recapture, especially in
global markets where xenophobia makes foreign competitors suspect."
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A "logical approach is to be unpredictable and irrational," so as to throw a competitor off their rhythm
and distract them from your real intentions.
Using the old strategy of attacking competitors’ weaknesses "can be a mistake"—because those
weaknesses won’t last long, and you’re shooting at a moving target.

Another recent model of business strategy—London Business School professor Gary Hamel’s notion of
"strategy as revolution"—makes a very similar case. Hamel argues that true business strategy "is revolution;
everything else is tactics." Many firms, he argues, "are reaching the limits of incrementalism"; pursuing
"incremental improvements while rivals reinvent the industry is like fiddling while Rome burns." Companies
like IKEA, the Body Shop, Dell Computer, and Swatch are "shackled neither by convention nor by respect
for precedent" and are "intent on overturning the industrial order." Never before, Hamel writes, "has the
world been more hospitable to industry revolutionaries and more hostile to industry incumbents. The
fortifications that protected the industrial oligarchy are crumbling under the weight of deregulation,
technological upheaval, globalization, and social change."3

One implication is that ideas that seem unusual should get perhaps the best hearing of all. "Senior managers
should be less worried about getting off-the-wall suggestions," Hamel advises, "and more concerned about
failing to unearth the ideas that will allow their company to escape the curse of incrementalism."4 Another
lesson of Hamel’s perspective: rigid dividing lines between industries are rapidly becoming obsolete. "Industry
revolutionaries don’t ask what industry they are in. They know that an industry’s boundaries today are about
as meaningful as borders in the Balkans."5 Finally, Hamel’s principles of strategy suggest the need to
empower workers. "Strategy making must be democratic," he writes, in part because the "capacity to think
creatively about strategy is distributed widely in an enterprise. It is impossible to predict exactly where a
revolutionary idea is forming; thus the net must be cast wide." Hamel refers to the need to "supplement the
hierarchy of experience with a hierarchy of imagination."6

In sum, then, what advice does this new line of business thinking have for other social institutions in a
complex, chaotic, fast-moving era? Strategies of the future will seek to disrupt the status quo and thrive in the
resulting chaos. They will emphasize unpredictable moves. Incrementalism is a recipe for disaster. Authority
must be decentralized and won by imagination and skill rather than seniority. Boundaries between disciplines
will collapse. Managers must value new, unusual, what seem at first glance to be irrational suggestions.

Military Strategy: The Need for Revolutionary Thinking

To get a sense of how far the U.S. military is from a truly revolutionary response to the knowledge and
information era, one need only hold D’Aveni and Hamel’s advice up against the reality of military planning as
we do it today. However much fast-paced, over-the-horizon, anti-traditional thinking—the kind demanded by
the knowledge era—is going on in the military, that sort of mindset is clearly not guiding U.S. force structure
planning today. In our quaint notion of a "hedge" against a Soviet Union that does not exist and our unreal
(though undeniably comfortable) planning guide of "two (nearly) simultaneous regional contingencies," we
are about as far away from out-of-the-box thinking as could be imagined.

Take, for example, our current approach to the Revolution in Military Affairs (RMA). In its true form, this
concept represents the introduction of knowledge-era concepts and structures into warfare. And yet the
existing DoD plan, at least in the medium-term, is not to achieve an RMA at all, but to graft elements of that
revolution onto a military force still representative of industrial-era, attrition-style warfare.

Examples of this practice are easy to come by. A modern tank equipped with the global positioning system
(GPS) and advanced cellular communications systems is not revolutionary, any more than an unstealthy
attack aircraft with laser-guided bombs. A stealthy bomber raining cluster bombs on an advancing tank
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division is not revolutionary. Nor is an aircraft carrier equipped with fancy electronic countermeasures and
radar detection systems. All of these capabilities—the capabilities on display in the Gulf War—represent
evolutionary advances within the same mode of fighting that has prevailed, in some senses, since about 1940,
and in others for hundreds of years.

Part of the confusion arises from the use of the term "information warfare," the term of art that attempts to
capture the knowledge era’s influence on war. Mastery and use of information is indeed at the core of the
RMA. But this mastery does not simply involve adding one last bit of detail into a World War II-style tank
outfit—as if, had Patton’s tanks been equipped with the GPS, his divisions would have embodied the RMA.
Rather, the true RMA represents an entirely new manner of warfare, using information, long-range precision
strike, and other tools to destroy an enemy’s ability and will to fight without closing on the battlefield and
exchanging tank fire; without sending vulnerable aircraft deep into hostile airspace; and without deploying
aircraft carriers close to an enemy coast.

The incrementalist notion of the RMA is ultimately self-defeating. It violates Gell-Mann’s injunction that a
period of rapid change is the time when it is most important to think comprehensively rather than narrowly. It
indefinitely postpones the day when the U.S. military will truly depart from deeply-entrenched doctrines and
routines and embrace the truly revolutionary elements of the new era in warfare. It guarantees that the lion’s
share of procurement and research and development funds will be devoted to slightly modified versions of
weapons in regular use for almost a century. Incrementalism—the time-honored planning approach of every
major bureaucracy everywhere—constitutes a mortal threat to our achievement of a true revolution in
military affairs: If it is pursued bit by bit, added on to existing pre-RMA systems in appliqué fashion,7 it will
not be revolutionary at all. It will instead perpetuate old ways of conducting warfare and delay the time when
the U.S. military enjoys the full advantages of the RMA.

The potential for a mortal threat to the RMA exists in part because of our budgetary predicament. As most
U.S. military planners are now well aware, a crisis of defense policy is upon us, a crisis stemming from a
simple, but lethal, mismatch between budgets, force structure, and modernization. The United States today
has a small and steadily shrinking defense budget supporting a large force designed to fight two simultaneous
regional wars. As a result, only modest amounts of long-term research and development or modernization are
taking place. Not only does this situation make it impossible for the United States to implement the RMA in
the coming decades; it makes it unlikely that we will maintain a high-quality, modern military force of any
sort.

The numbers alone are startling—and for the most part, they are undisputed. No one denies the reality of the
budget shortfall.8 The force outlined in the Bottom-Up Review of Defense Priorities is underfunded by
between $50 billion and $300 billion over five years. Put another way, to fully fund the BUR force, the
United States ought to be spending in the neighborhood of 4 percent of GNP, while currently planned budgets
will fall below 3 percent. This shortfall could manifest itself in three places: in force structure; in readiness; or
in modernization. Because of the Clinton administration’s military strategy of twin regional contingencies, it
has felt unable to reduce force structure much beyond that of the Bush years. And because of the political
and military costs of allowing combat readiness or training to slip, the administration has refused cutbacks in
those areas as well.

As is now well-known, the result of these decisions has been to focus the effect of the budget shortfall on the
third area of military spending: the United States has gutted modernization and research and development to
pay for a relatively large, very ready force-in-being. Acquisition spending is down by 60 percent between
1987 and 1995. Research and development budgets will fall 40 percent from 1987 through 1999, and what is
left focuses mainly on modifications and upgrades of existing systems rather than on developing new ones.
The obvious consequence of slowed modernization is a military with aging equipment. By the year 2010, the
average age of tanks in the U.S. military will be 21 years; of utility helicopters, nearly 30 years; of navy
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fighter aircraft, 15 years; of attack submarines and surface ships, 16 years; of air force fighter-attack aircraft,
20 years; and of air force bombers and transport planes, 35 years.9

These statistics tell a simple tale: the United States government has decided to mortgage the future of the
military to its present. Slashing modernization in favor of force structure and readiness means a stronger
military today in exchange for a weaker military tomorrow. "Modernization," General John Shalikashvili has
said, "is tomorrow’s readiness"10 —and it is the only route to the RMA. Without R&D and procurement,
without new investments in tomorrow’s military in addition to mortgage payments on today’s, the RMA will
never become a reality.

This kind of strategy would make sense if the United States faced immediate and serious threats that
mandated a very large, very ready military. But this is not the case; the United States does not now face a
major global rival, and will not face one for at least several years. Regional predators like Iran and North
Korea will succumb to a much smaller U.S. force, and the threat they pose is blatant enough and far enough
outside the mainstream of world politics that we can expect to assemble coalition efforts to defeat these
aggressors. On the other hand, ten years from now we might face much more serious military threats. The
predators, if they still exist in their present, hostile form, may be stronger, with new weapons and larger
militaries. And one or another major power may undertake a path toward regional aggression. "Our most
serious" threats, says Columbia professor Richard Betts, "will come down the road rather than tomorrow
morning."11 There is much to be said for constraining existing capabilities to invest in modernization that
would produce a stronger military ten years hence.

The Need for a Leapfrog Strategy

Such an approach is available through what this essay will term the "leapfrog strategy." Its core idea is simple:
the United States should free up additional money for investments in future defense capabilities, by reducing
its force structure and continuing to budget the planned increase in modernization funds beginning in FY1997;
and it should invest that money, as well as the lion’s share of existing procurement budgets, in RMA
technologies, skipping one generation of advanced weapons systems now slated for procurement. In the
process it should take the advice of D’Aveni and Hamel and treat strategy and force structure as
revolutionary notions; in the fast-moving knowledge era, standing still invites disaster. By abandoning the
idea of incremental modernization and striking out toward a truly new generation of weapons, the leapfrog
strategy forces U.S. defense planners to abandon their appliqué model of the RMA and rethink doctrine,
organization, and strategy from the ground up.

Currently, the Defense Department intends to purchase weapons over the next ten years that represent largely
evolutionary advances over existing systems. Thus DoD will spend, in 1996 and 1997 alone, a billion and a
half dollars to upgrade the M1 tank and the Bradley fighting vehicle; nearly half a billion dollars on a new
artillery piece and its supply vehicle; and $400 million on a light, direct-fire tank. It will spend $500 million on
the Comanche helicopter; $2 billion on the V-22 tilt-rotor aircraft; billions of dollars on new aircraft carriers
and frigates; over $2 billion on various new models of the F/A-18 fighter-bomber; and roughly another $2
billion on new or upgraded F-15 and F-16 aircraft and the roots of a new generation of tactical combat
planes.12

Yet, in the context of the RMA, many of these systems are doomed to obsolescence. Stealthy aircraft are of
course an element of the RMA. But large surface ships, heavy armored vehicles, and non-stealthy aircraft will
in coming years simply serve as magnets for advanced precision-guided weapons—and, perhaps, weapons of
mass destruction as well. The truly advanced warfare of the twenty-first century will not be fought by aircraft
carriers, tanks, and fighters as we now understand them, but by a very different sort of military force based
around the principles of the RMA—speed, agility, synergy, information dominance, and lethal, long-range
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precision strike.

In many ways, the traditional systems can be thought of as a provisional generation of military technology,
trapped between the highest expressions of pre-RMA military systems and the RMA itself. They might be
called the Neanderthal Generation because, in an evolutionary sense, they are akin to Neanderthal Man:
highly advanced, extremely intelligent, but doomed to extinction as a truncated line on the evolutionary tree.
Recognizing these facts, the leapfrog strategy would skip this generation of technology in favor of a research
and development and procurement strategy designed to bring the Revolution in Military Affairs into being by
the year 2010.

This is not to suggest that the Defense Department is ignoring all the technologies relevant to the RMA. Nor is
the argument here that none of the systems planned for deployment in the decade represent the nature of the
RMA—a number of advanced munitions and pilotless drone aircraft now under development are well within
the emerging style of warfare. The argument is simply that the balances are out of proportion: too much
money is being spent on force structure and readiness rather than modernization at a time of reduced danger;
and too many of our limited procurement dollars are being invested in the systems that symbolize a declining
era in warfare.

What are the declining systems? If it committed itself to a leapfrog strategy, the United States would decide
today that it had built its last heavy main-battle tank. It would have purchased its last unstealthy fighter or
bomber aircraft; and perhaps, if we are especially bold, its last manned combat aircraft as well. With the
C-17, it would have designed its last large transport aircraft. And the vessels now in dry-dock would represent
the last aircraft carriers and other large surface combat ships built for the U.S. military. All of these systems
belong to the Neanderthal Generation of military technology.

What new weapons and combat systems would take their place? The full answer to this question will only
emerge over time, as research and development proceeds, and as the result of a careful process of evaluation
within the Department of Defense—or, perhaps better for bureaucratic reasons, by a blue-ribbon commission
outside the Pentagon. Nonetheless, some obvious areas of emphasis in the RMA include the following: the
full range of information warfare capabilities, including computer hacker operations; long-range, precision-
guided munitions; stealthy aircraft; stealthy naval vessels, including both submarines and small, cheap, low
radar cross-section, PGM-firing surface ships; all-weather sensors and targeting systems; drone observation
aircraft and robotic ground fighting vehicles; a whole range of non-lethal weapons; and others.

The leapfrog strategy is therefore a simple idea drawn from the unavoidable situation which U.S. defense
policy makers confront. Faced with a rapidly-changing world whose evolution is more and more resembling
elements of chaos theory, the enormous potential advantages of the RMA, budgets insufficient to pay for
even current forces, and barren modernization plans devoted largely to an improvement over pre-RMA ways
of doing business—faced with this unprecedented conjunction of factors—the choice for the United States is
obvious. Scrap the Neanderthal Generation; reduce force structure by perhaps 25 percent to free additional
resources; and design an investment strategy to bring the Revolution in Military Affairs into being by the year
2010.

Questions and Risks

Obviously, any approach as brazen as this will have its share of risks and uncertainties. Understanding and
appreciating those risks will be a critical element to implementing the leapfrog strategy in a sound manner. It
would be nice, of course, to do both, but the realities of our budgetary predicament will not allow us that
luxury.

Initially, U.S. military planners will need to inventory the capabilities they will be surrendering by scrapping
the Neanderthal Generation of systems. If we stop building aircraft carriers today, for example, when would
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the U.S. carrier inventory drop to a level that would make it unable to maintain forward presence coverage in
key regions of the world? If we cease buying tanks, roughly at what point would U.S. M-1s become
unserviceable? The concept at issue is that of a window of vulnerability. Would the leapfrog strategy leave
the United States with a decrepit force for two or three years, or five or ten, before the RMA systems actually
came on line? Would our carriers become unusable before we possessed the intercontinental precision-strike
capabilities to substitute for them?

Of course, the idea of a window of vulnerability is hardly unique to a leapfrog strategy. Current U.S. defense
policy, and in particular its small procurement budgets, are already creating one. The only question is whether
we address that risk by waiting until the last moment and then rushing a new set of Neanderthal Generation
weapons into production, thus wasting resources and energy on a doomed class of combat systems; or
whether we lay out a careful plan to close the window of vulnerability by realizing the RMA before it opens.

Moreover, the leapfrog strategy as I have outlined it does contain a substantial insurance policy against the
transition. This insurance comes in the form of the modified Neanderthal Generation systems—stealthy
aircraft, stealthy robotic ships, unmanned aircraft—that were included in my list of RMA technologies. It is
highly likely that, within our lifetimes, the process we now understand as the RMA will ultimately lead us to
wars that have even outstripped those space-age weapons. In purchasing them, however, we would preserve
some degree of ability to fight "traditional" major wars, an ability reassuring to U.S. friends and allies and
cautioning to potential U.S. adversaries.

A second risk involves our level of certainty that we can bring operational RMA systems into the force in the
next fifteen years. Is it possible to overcome the technological hurdles in these areas and produce systems that
work in that time frame? Or would we risk rushing into the force a series of ill-tested weapons prone to
breakdown and failure? The state of technology, and its rapid advance, suggest that the technological bridges
can be crossed; none of the RMA systems contemplated here requires any profound new scientific
breakthroughs. The marriage of an intercontinental-range missile and a precision-guided warhead is a matter
of engineering rather than scientific research. Nonetheless, U.S. defense planners must take careful stock of
RMA systems and determine if they could be deployed in a sound manner by the year 2010.

Third, there is what might be called the "dreadnought fallacy": when a militarily dominant nation deploys a
new generation of technology that renders previous ones obsolete, it can wipe away its advantage and begin a
new arms race from scratch in an area where others can suddenly pull ahead. Some argue that this happened
to Great Britain in the early twentieth century—the dreadnought trumped all previous fighting ships, and
when others began building the huge new armored vessels, Britain’s century-old dominance at sea came to a
rapid end.

The obvious response to this argument is that no nation-state, not even one that is militarily dominant, can
stop the progress of technology. If it chooses not to pursue a new generation of weapons, it will only be left
further behind when others begin to exploit them. Had Britain chosen not to deploy dreadnoughts, other
nations would without question have eventually deployed similar ships that would have rendered Britain’s
aging fleet useless. And the same is true today: the technologies that make up the RMA do exist; they will be
developed, especially because so many of them overlap with emerging civilian applications; and nations will
begin integrating these capabilities into their armed forces. The only question is whether the United States
moves first to master them or is left behind.

Fourth and perhaps most fundamentally, leaders of U.S. defense and foreign policy must discuss the
implications of an RMA force very carefully with our friends, allies, and potential adversaries. U.S. officials
will need to reaffirm to all of them the effects of the RMA—most fundamentally, by reiterating that the
purpose of the leapfrog strategy is to lay the foundation for another century of American leadership abroad;
and to remind allies that, without such a strategy, the gradual decay of U.S. military capabilities is
inevitable—just as, in the manner that business strategists understand, corporations that stand still in the
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global marketplace face inevitable decline.

Chaos Theory and a Stronger Military in 2010

The leapfrog strategy proposed here is not a radical, reckless approach to U.S. defense planning over the next
ten to fifteen years. Given doctrinal barriers and budgetary shortfalls, a leapfrog strategy is simply the only
way—short of a major upsurge in the defense budget—to make the RMA a reality in the foreseeable future.
Circumstances and past defense decisions have left us with two clear, stark alternatives: leave the long-term
defense program the way it is, and be witness to the steady erosion of U.S. military power; or adopt something
like the leapfrog strategy and restore U.S. leadership for the better part of another century. If we take
seriously the implications of chaos theory, there can be no other choice.

The leapfrog strategy is not without its risks and pitfalls. No approach to the large, complex issue of U.S.
defense policy will be. But it is the one policy that recognizes the true value of the RMA and takes the steps
necessary to bring it into being. As such, the leapfrog strategy is the single most fundamental organizational
and strategic concept necessary to realize the RMA’s full potential.

We have no time to waste. Every passing year exacerbates the deficit in defense modernization we are
accumulating. If we are to avoid a serious window of vulnerability and bring the RMA into the force before
our existing combat systems simply stop working, we must act rapidly and implement the leapfrog strategy
before it is too late.
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